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PRESIDENT'S

JIM REED

PROPOSALS

BK

JO SETTLE MIL' STRIKE
ACCEPTED

Pay Father's Debt

Chicago, Aug. 2. (By the Associated Press) Full
'acceptance of the peace proposals submitted by Presi
dent Harding was voted tonight by leaders of the strik
ing railway shopmen who, however, gave their own
of each of the three suggestions.
"We accept reluctantly, it is true, but commit our
selves to carry out the terms of settlement in utmost
good faith and in aid of the general welfare," said the
message of acceptance which was sent to President
Harding tonight. "If these proposals fail to bring about
the results which you desire, the responsibility of failure
will not rest on representatives of the organized em
'
'
ployes."

On the proposal to restore un- Impaired seniority rights to the
strikers, which was rejected by
railway executives at a meeting
yesterday In New York, the message declared:
"It would certainly be a whole-

FIRST

5-CE-

B The Anclntorl CreM.)
St. Louis, Mo.. Aug. 2.
(by
the Associated Tress)
Senator
e
James A. Reed is leading
Long for U. S. senator
by 7,744 votes, on the face of the
returns from all but 608 of the
3,848 precincts in Missouri.
Returns from 3,430 precincts
at 10 o'clock tonight give: Reed
182,238; Long, 174.494.
The senator's lead, which
reached more than 25,000
this
mornjng, was steadily
whittled
as
belated
away
returns from
rural districts, where the Long
strength laid, came in. Throughout the day Mr. Long maintained
a consistent gain with an averag
lead of approximately
8
votes
per precinct in the country districts.
If this ratio is maintained In
the 50S precincts Vet to be heard
from Mr. Long has a chance of
winning, probably by less than
2,000 votes.
In the republican senatorial
race, R. R. Brewster of Kansas
City endorsed by
the
regular
organization probably will win
from by 20,oo) to 30,000 votes.

MAY

FARE AUTO BUS

BE POSTPONED

(By The Aanot'lnled

Prew.l

Nome, Alaska, Aug. 2 (bv the
Associated Press). If Capt. Haold
flmunosen
rinds It necessary to
postpone his trans-pola- r
flight, as
roresnauowed In a message received here Saturday, he and Lieut.
Oskar
Omdal. who
transferred
Saturday from the exploration ship
Maud to the schooner Holmes, will
winter at Point Barrow, it is said
here. Lieut. K. G. Fullerton, Canadian aviator, has been discharged
from the service of Amundsen,
which is taken here to confirm the
(B., The AOflnlcrt I'rete )
report that Amundsen will not atChicago, Aug. 2. The first of tempt
before next summer to fly
the "people's ownership
and 5 across the pole.
cent fare" buses was placed in operation today by Mayor William CAMPBELL BEATEN IN
Hale Thompson as the complete tie
up of the city's electric transpor3RD KANSAS DISTRICT
tation facilities through a strike of
J5.000 street railway and elevated
(Bj Tilt Aunclnlrd lrM.)
,
employes continued.
Pittsburg, Kans.. Aug. 2. RepThe mayor declared he had an resentative
Philip Campbell, reoption on a fleet of auto trucks in publican, chairman
of
f rules
New York at 00 cents on the dol- committee of the house the
of repre
lar and Msked the corporation sentatives and in congress from
the
counsel for an- opinion as
third Kansas districrTor-twen- ty
legality of the city taking a $30,- - years, was defeated in yesterday's
000,000 traction fund now In its primary,.
according e available rehatods to install a municipal-owne- d
turns today.
bus transportation system, similar
W. H.
of Nedan has been
to those in New York, London and nominatedSproul
by at least 2,000 votes,
Paris.
C. N, Price, manager
for many
The second day of the strike was years of the Campbell campaigns,
than conceded this morning.
marked by less congestion
yesterday, approximately 150,000
motor vehicles moving passengers
to and, from work with apparent
ease and less confusion.
MORGAN LEADING
Peace efforts were continued
during the day, the strikers making an offer to accept a
rate in pay if working conditions
and the eight-hou- r
day were continued in force for another year.
of
rate
Tho present
pay is 80 cents.

sale Injustice of unparalleled extent It hundreds of thousands of
experienced men who have given
four to forty years service and
whose value to the transportation
industry is proportioned to the Chicago1 Mayor Seeks Leqal
length of their service, should tie
Advice on Question of Irv
placed In a position of inferiority
to a limited number of men who
City-Owned
stalling
have been employed as substitutes
for these experienced railroad
Line.
Transportation

IS IN SERVICE

workers.

T,abor Hoard Decisions.
Replying to the president's suggestion that railroads and workmen agree to abide by decisions of
the railroad labor hoard, the reply
said the shopmen had always taken the position that sp long as they
continued to render service, they
should abide by the rules md
working conditions and accept the
wages agreed upon by proper negotiations or determined by the labor board after a hearing of a dis,
pute.
Violation of ths
to abide by decisions of the
board "have been exhibited only
fcy the railway managements,"
the
reply said, and asserted that suspension of work under
conditions was not in violation of the board's decisions.
On the president's proposal that
lawsuits growing out of the strike
be withdrawn and that railroad
labor board decisions to which exception is taken by either side may
be taken to the board by either
side for a rehearing, the message
said that It was the understanding
of the union leaders that the labor board would give a prompt rehearing and decision of questions
In dispute, and thnt there would
be no question as to "who are the
STATE TROOPS ARRIVE.
properly accredited spokesmen of
Aug. 2. The
Staunton, . Ind.,
the vaBt majority of railway em- first
troops sent to protect miners
ployes."
who are expecting to dig coal In
Two Pays' Discussion.
mine's here under state supervision
The decision approving the pres- arrived this afternoon and were
ident's ' suggestions was reached greeted by a crowd of striking
after the policy committee of 90 miners at the station. The crowd
men of the shops crafts organlza was good natured and there was
Hon had considered the proposal no sRn f disorder as the troops
..
"Continued on Page Two.;
jlcft the train.
to-th- e

law-fusa-

nt

EM

STUDBS

IN KANSAS RACE
(By Th

AanorintMl

PreM )

Re2.
Topeka, Kans., Aug.
turns from Tuesday's
primary
in
election
Kansas,
trickling
no materia;
slowly in, made
in the
relative
change today
W.
standings of the candidates.
Y. Morgan,
Hutchinson
editor.
continued to lead
W. R. Stubbs for the republican
Kte
nomination.
gubernatorial
turns from 8D6 out of 2,536 pre
of
eincts give Morgan a lead
votes,
slightly more than 3,400
The three other men and two wo
men candidates are unchanged in
relative positions.
FIVE-HOU- R
Nearly as interesting as the
race for the governorship nomination is that for the republican
nomination ' for supreme Justice
division number one. Justice Silas Porter has a lead of 1,862
over Attorney General R. O Hopkins. Elizabeth Wooster, for two
terms state school superint ndent,
about whose administratfon of office several clashes have arisen,
$12,000.
is third in the race, on the face
of tabulated returns. Jess Miley,
Kiszlar Brothers, who conducted endorsed by the state teachers'
After a battle lasting more than
is leading.
five hours, nremen yesterday ex- a butcher shop in the rear of the association,"
Phil Campbell, member of conthreatened Hawkins stor, had allowed their gress
tinguished a blaze that three-storfor
twenty years from the
y
Their
Insurance to lapse recently.
the destruction of the
third Kansas district, has been
V
N. T. Armijo building, corner of loss will be about $1,000.
by W. II. Sproul, CampThe College Inn, a confectionery defeated
Second street and Central avenue.
soft drink establishment, bell's manager conceded today.
Total damage done will amount to and
which occupies a room at the
close to J12.000.
KITXKl) IN UVS FIGHT.
The fixtures and part of the corner of Central and Second, sufTerm., Aug. 2.
Chattanooga,
loss from John
fered considerable
stock of the W. U Hawkins grocei-Taylor, claim agent for the
store in the rear of the building smoke. The total will amount in-to Nashville,
Chattanooga & St. Louis
$1, 000, fully covered by
facing Second street, were badly about
railroad, is dead, ana Dr. u. A.
surance.
Hawkins
The
property
damaged.
Deakins, former county physician,
was valued at $10,000 and was inRuppe's drug store, which occu- and Billy Parks, well known citi'
pies a room faojng Central avenue, zen, are at the hospital in a serious
sured for $T,000. V
was not gVeatly damaged.
Major condition, as the result of a sensaB. Ruppe, the proprietor, said the tional gun
.fight in East
losswould not be over $100, caused
smoke.
from
chiefly
I
Pamage to the btjiiding will be
i
about $3,000, covered by insurance.
The room occupied by the Hawkins store was badly damaged, the
FORECAST.
Colo.,
Aug. 2. New entire floor " being ruined and the
Denver,
Mexico: Partly cloudy Thursday, plate glass windows . demolished.
and' thunder- The rear hallway opening onto Secv probably showers
storms north portion, cooler east ond street,' was damaged considerfair
south, unse- ably.
portion; Friday,
Cause Not Known.
ttled north portion.
The cause, of the fire has not
Local showers ThursArizona:
A
day, except in extreme southwest been determined. It is believed to
in
warmer
started
somewhat
have
from spontaneous
portion;
southwest portion; Friday, partly combustion in the coal storage bin
cloudy, south,
probably showers in a baeembnt in the rear of tho New York Central Employes
store through the floor about 10
.
north portion,
o'clock yesterday," morning.
The
Will Walk Out Because. of
fire
LOCAL REPORT.
department arrived almost ImRefusal to Accept
r
and
found
dense
clouds
twenty-fouRoad's,
for
the
Conditions
mediately,
hours ended at 6 p. m. yesterday, of smoke "pouring from the doors
. Harding's Plan.
of tho Hawkins store and some
recorded by the university:
92 filtering out through the College
Highest temperature
(By The Associated PreM.)
Inn. To locate the blaze wai a
67
Lowest
New York, Aug.-- 2. A strike of
matter.
25
difficult
45,000 maintenance of way men on
Range
The firemen went to work to the New
79
Mean
York Central "within
the
'the
of
67
blate
m.
a.
at
prevent
spread
week" was predicted here today
Humidity
22 from the Hawkins corner to other by W. M,
at 6 p. in
Humidity
Parker, chairman of the
' Precipitation
0 parts of the building.
They threw system organization, as the result
nf
on
Bides
hose
lines
slid
three
22
,
Wind velocity
nf thrt rnftrl'ti rofllsnl tn aiian
Direction of wind , , , . . .Southwest beneath the fire. In the Second President Harding's plan for set
Character of, day,
Xwo.A
lk,Clear
,,t tJ
tlement ci ttia shop crafts' strike.
,Conunua pa Hags

BLAZE THAT THREATENS

'

ARMIJ0

BUILDING CONFINED TO HAWKINS

STORE AFTER

FIQIIT

Fire of Unknown Origin in Heart of Business
Section Menaces Several Prominent Estab
lishments and One of City's Largest Struc
tures; Damage

.

WEATHER

MQ1UFIL
MEN TO STRIKE

,

Will

...,.......

.........

,

FEDERAL PLANS

FIATOR CROW

CTIM
Pennsylvania Solon Dies at
His Home Near Union-towFuneral Will Be
Held Saturday Afternoon.

STRIKE DELAYED

FOR GONTRC

OF.

SUPPLY OF FUEL'

WEEK

ARE

AlOUfJCEO

-

(tlj Th,- Ananriiitert Treea.)
Is Said to Be Unlontown,
President
Pa., Aug. 2. United Washington Organization
Will Look After the Needs
Waiting Text of the Reply States Senator William E. Crow,
who died at his country home near
Which the Union Leaders here
of
Railways, U, S, Instiwill
Saturbe
buried
today,
at Chicago Are Drafting, day afternoon. Funeral services
tutions anrf States,
will be held at the home and in- EXECUTIVEsHlLAIMS
Iterment will be in oak Grove
DISTRICT C0MITTEES
here.
MAY BE PUT TO TEST
WILL BE ESTABLISHED
When the Fayette 'county court
cem-iete-

!

Managers Assert They Are

to Mainiam irans
portation; Harding May
Not Make Anotner iviove

Ah a

nj

,

The Anniented Tree"

)

AsWashington, Aug. 2 (by the
Further governsociated Press.)
ment action in the railroad Btriko
was held In abeyance today, though
railroad executives who refused
President
Harding's suggestions
for settlement yesterday are unhave
derstood
apprised administration agencies that the door was
still open for negotiations.
If protection in seniority status
who have
acquired by shopmen
continued to work in spite of the
strike could be guaranteed, any
basis of settlement tlie president
be favoramight find fair woum
bly considered by the managements, it was said. Tentative ne
day, it was
gotiations during the
no uiiibiuio inMarie Bakker and her purchaser. Mrs. John Kenny, of Rentville, Minn. added, had brougnt
sults.
Ths president was said to be
The Chicago court of domestic lowed their new masters
away. awaiting the text of tho reply
Marie Bakker was which union leaders at Chicago
relations recently was the scene
of a strange auction sale the like auctioned off to Mrs. John Kenny, were drafting to his settlement
Rentville, Minn., for thirty pieces proposals. Secretary Hoover, who
of which has not been seen since of
silver. It was to help satisfy a attended the sessionss of the road
the Uncle Toms and Aunt Marthas $405 board and' doctor
bill of her exocutives ft New York saw Mr.
stepped off the block in the old father now in the house of
Harding on his return today, but
New Orleans slave market and fol
governsaid that no immediate
ment steps were to be expected
saw
who
Other cabinet members
the president for discussion of
strlkn matters indicated the feeling that claims of railroad man-tD
agements as to their ability
malntuin transportation would get
a test during the next few days.
LEAD OF
OF
TheRe officials left the inference
that If the strike demonstrated
symptoms of dissolution as predicted by the carriers, the presiONEN
dent might not move again. It
however,
was again emphasized,
that the nation's necessity for at
least a minimum coal supply had
of
United States Senator Ap- Department
largely governed the president's
action on the rail strike to date,
Aoents Attemotina to Re- - and would continue to do so. This
pears to Have Been Rem09t imp"rtant tn
pros
nominated in West Vircover uoogs sfnlfn Frnmrwas
pect lt hcld out U)at coa! carvyln
roads of the district south tf the
Fort Bliss, Texas.
ginia; Neely Democrat.
Ohio river might draw particular
government attention, or even conThe Associated Press.)
(By The Anxoelnted PreM.)
(llf
their
Charleston, W. Va., Aug. 2 (by
El Paso, Texas, Aug. 2. De- trol, unless betterment Is ofaccomcapacity
tho Associated Press.) With 434 partment of justice agents here transportation soon.
lines
These
plished very
of 2,093 state precincts not heard today were attempting to recover serve
n
fields
the
larger
How100, 000 worth of which are the chief soure of curmore than
from, United States Senator
ard Sutherland, candidate for
government property alleged to rent coal supply for the northeast
held a lead of 4,707 have been taken In the last three section of the United States. Three
of them, the Louisville and Nashvotes over II. C. Ogden of Wheelmonths from Fort Bliss without ville,
and
Norfolk and Western,
Nomifoling, newspaper publisher.
proper authority. The search
and Ohio, have been
Fairmont
of
M.
M.
nation of
Neely
lowed the arrest Tuesday at the forced, it was pointed out, to retoarmv post of Captain Clifford E. sort to embargoes against other
by the democrats was conceded
Eighth Engineer than coal and the commodities
night by his opponent, Mrs. Izetta Black, of the orders
of General listed for prior shipment by the
regiment, by
Brown, of Kingwood.
commander at recent emergency orders of tho InL.
Robert
Tlowte,
Mrs. Izetta Brown, of Kingwood,
terstate Commerce commission
refused to admit that she was beat- Fort Bliss.
Coal production in the territory,
Army officials refused to reveal
en for the democratic senatorial
of
the charge though sharply curtailed by the
nomination by M. M. Neely, Fair- the exact nature
It.
II.
Black.
shopmen's strike from July 1, has
mont, although Necly's lead was acrainst Captain
States been increasing for tho last ten
United
The Gamble, special
maintained by late returns.
days, according to the railroad
vote in 1,390 of 2,093 precincts attorney here, saia tnat cnarges
would be filed Thursday in fed- coal car loading figures.
gavo Neely 34,460 and Drown
The definite answer of the strikj
eral court against tho captain.
Captain Black was in command leaders ,to the president's settle
Earlier in the day, Mr. Ogden
has
ment
for
months
which
Sun-atdetail
of
a
proposals was expected to
declined to concede victory to
reach the White House late to- Sutherland and forecast that been collecting anl assembling!
and to be made public by
certain counties' would cut the sena- surplus army equipment at tort night
Comment was withthe largest cavalry posi in tomorrow.
tor's lead, proved true. Three re- Bliss,United
of
Hundreds
held, though press reports of theit
publican candidates for senator were the
of
were
forwarded to thu
worth
of
acceptance
thousands
do'lar;j
Their vote: A. A. LIHy,
trailing.
to be sold president.
Charleston, 18,575; C. F. Edwards, supplies, which, were
auction, wjra stored t'lt re.
Huntington, 10,73, and Deacon at Gus
Momsen, president of a 3 OVERSEAS TENNIS
1,244.
M. F. Jones,
Charleston,
hardware firm, told departFour counties have not reported local
PLAYERS ELIMINATED
ment of Justice agents today that
any returns.
Late returns made certain the he had purchased $2,800 worth pt
IN SINGLES TOURNEY
steam radiators from the captain.
renomlnation of Incumbent republican congressmen in all six dis- Ho said that the captain told him
(Bj The Aoclaled I"m.)
authorized by the govtricts. They are Benjamin Rosen-bloo- he was to
Seabright, X. J Aug. 2. Three
ernment
make the sale.
in the first; George M. Bowforemost overseas tennis
of
the
Agents seized between $20,000 stars, Gerald L. Patterson and
ers, second; Stuart F. Reed, third;
of equipment
worth
and
$25,000
Wells
C.
Woodyard, fourth;
Harry
James O. Anderson, of Australia,
fifth (no opposi- alleged to have been taken from and Andre Gobert, of France, to
Goodykoontz,
warehouse.
Paso
an
to
El
fort
S
the
in
and
Leonard
Echeols,
were eliminated from the intion),
n
wagons and day
Thirteen
the sixth.
vitation singles tournament on the
three auto trucks were needed to turf courts
of the Seabright Lawn
transport the supplies from the Tennis and Cricket club.
E.
W. STRIKERS
warehouse to the post.
Francis T. Hunter, of New York,
members of Captain the national indoors singles chamFive
ALLOWED TO PICKET Black's
A.
K.
Sergeant
company
pion, disposed of Patterson, who
world's
Ferguson and Privates J. I. Fer- recently won the
(piciAL dispatch to mAmnino journal
Edmonds
E.
J.
E.
J.
Fitch,
guson,
at Wimbledon, EngSanta Fe, Aug.
tempoheld by championship
Jv
E.
and
Moorewere
sets
In
straight
rary restraining order of the United military police for investigation in land,
of San
William M. Johnston,
States court granted July 22, to connection with the case. They
brought Into play an
Frrtnelsco,
prohibit, striking shopmen from .ere
Black'?
assortment of finishing drives to
arrejUrt in Cuj.tain
interfering with the operation of automobile
defeat Patterson's teammate, AnMonday.
trains on the Kl Paso and Southderson.
western system has been continued
It. Norris
Williams,
though
as a preliminary' injunction fol- GOVERNMENT WON'T
slightly off his game, was good
lowing the hearing .today before
enough to beat Gobert
ALTER ITS PLAN FOR
Judge Colin Neblett. The original
and Howard KInsey, of San Fran
order has been 'modified to permit
SQUATTERS
OUSTING
cisco,
the shopmen the. use of picketing.
In the women's
singles Mrs.
The pickets are to Work only at
Molla B. Mallory, the national
(Br The Amoclated Treei.)
points agreed upon by the court
2.
The
Aug.
autton
Mrs.
AVyo.,
Bundy,
May
Cheyenne,
and counsel for the two sides, and
oil champion,
Los Angeles, Miss Leslie Bancroft,
government's plan for ousting naare not to work in groups.
and Miss
West Newton, ftfass.,
drillers from the Teapot Vomv
-- rval reserve will not be altered. Helen Wills, of San Francisco, adof
round.
V.
Wyoto
Robert
vanced
the
Carey
Governor
BUSINESS FAILURES
was informed in a telegram
ming
DECREASED
IN, JUNE, from Washington at the direction
' SAYS BRADSTREET'S of President Harding this afternoon.
The message, written by the
morlaled Pret.
(Dy The
president's secretary, Gco'.ge B.
New York, Aug. 2. BusiChristian, follows:
ness failures for July total"The president has seen your
ed 1,5118, a drop of 5.8 per
gram. Asks me to say he
letter
cent, from the June figures
has thoroughly gone into the case,a
Salt I.0U0 City, Utah, Aug.
and 42 per cent from those
with which he is dealing with
2. A cloudburst struck Magfor tho peak month of JanHe has
of marines,
detachment
mill town of the Utah
na,
uary, 1922, Brndstrcet's
with
communicated
nersonally
t.oppur company, this aftertoday.
this
in
at
interest
chief parties
noon, causing tho death of
Although the number of
matter and admonished them, the
Waldcn Kills Yeatcs. sii years
failures wns 6.1 per cent
tres
cannot
tolerate
11M.
government
One hundred thousand
1021,
above, that for July,
seen
to
fit
have
dollars estimated damage, tho
ignore
pass.
They
tho total amount of liabilievery friendly errort, to vacate
40
flooding of lunny homes and
ties
was
$42,145,545
trespass or bring suit for such
the tlclng up of tho lutcrurban
per cent below the total for
federThe
as
car
possess.
rights
service. Tho torrential
they
July Inst yenr.
downpour caused the banks of
the al government cannot embark onit-a
Total liabilities for
course jot civil suits to. protect
the copper company's canal to
seven months of 122, were
self from trespass on its naval reburst and several houses were
4fl,317,28. a decrease of serves. This
carried on the water. Tho
particular case has
4.S per cent from tho 1021
attenbeen
Votes boy wns drowned In his
given
per-lovery thorough
figures for the similar failcan
sure
govtion
and
be
the
homo which was carried down
you
of
Tiro number
believes in the correctness
the street as tho flood, look
ures
14.04 1.
against ernment
was
of
its'
to
it intends
course, which
everything in its puih. Muny
10,548 (or tile orrcspoiullns
-"
:
w
:
narrow escapes wore report
pursue,
months lust t'ar ,

s 5100,000 WORTH

GOVERNMENT

4,737

T

0

PROPERTY SHORT

Justice

non-unio-

Chos-apcak-

25,-47- 0.

j

Su'i.

was formally notified of Senator
Crow's death,
adjournment waj
taken until Monday morning. A
special meeting of the County Bar
association was called to arrange
funeral details.
Attorney K. V.
Smith, nf Pittsburgh, law partner
of Bavid A. Reed, made a memorial address
before
court adReed probably will be
journed.
sucus
Senator
Crow's
appointed
cessor.
Senator Crow was taken ill three
years ago and although under the
care of eminent physicians
was
never afterward considered physically fit. lie was taken to a
Pittsburgh hospital last December
but not until a lew months ago did
his physicians announce that lie
was suffering
from pernicious
anemia and that it had bee.i necesto
resort to blood transfusion
sary
on a number of occasions to prolong his lite. He had so far recovered in May that he was removed
to his summer home. Chalk Cliff,
in the Allegheny mountains near
here: Improvement, however, was
and
additional
only temporary
transfusions of blood weror of no
avail.
William Evans Crow was born
on a farm in Fayette county afterward the center of the Pennsylvania coke industry, March 10.
1870.
He was educated in the
country schools and at the Pennschool at
sylvania state normal
California, Pa. After serving as a
teacher for two years he became a
newspaper reporter in Pittsburgh.
Ho abandoned this field for Union-towwhere he became editor of
the Unlontown Standard in 1894.
During his spare time he studied
law and in 1895 was admitted to
the Fayette county bar. A month
later he was appointed an assistant district attorney and from
that time until his appointment
by Governor Sproul to succeed ie
late Philander C. Knox in the
United States senate he was continuously
prominent in Pennsylvania politics. So successful was
he as a political leader that In 1908
ho was made chairman of the re
He was
publican state committee.
a powerfuV factor in the councils
of his cartv.'
Senator Crow became so 111 after
to the Lnited
his appointment
States senate that his only appearance in the capital was the day on
which he took the oath of office.

f

FOUR AUTOS IN CRASH;
GIRL BADLY INJURED
Tliiirnrmnn

N. M..

AuBT.

While

2

at the Jim
returning from a partycars
collided
Cowles ranch three
McLor-mic-

k
with the aut of Wilber
Miss
and severely injured
Mr.
Dorothy Barnett. daughter of
and Mrs. Barnett of Hagerman.
The girl's neck was so badly injured that it was feared that she
would not live through tho night.
It is
The result Is still doubtful.
ronnrlaH thnt fh nttPndiniT PllVSi- cian stated that her neck was near
ly broken.
Young McCormlck had run out
of gas and abandoned his car In
the road, without lights. The Barnett car crashed into it and the
Downs car crashed into the Barnett car, and the Truitt car in turn
ran into the Downs car. The girl
received the shocks of all the
crashes.

'

mule-draw-

P.&S.

he

fi- -.

17-1- 5,

semi-fina-

'

V

ls

CLOUDBURST IN
UTAH CAUSE OF
$100,000 LOSS

'

.

d'

c.

1

Governors Will Handle Local
Supply, According to a
Statement of Coal Admin-

istrator Spencer,

rre.

Bj The AtmiclDTi'a
Washington,
Aug. 2. Govern
ment plans for distribution of coal
the existing
during
emergency
were announced tonight by Field
Distributor Kpencer. after confer
ence with Secretary Hoover and the
central committee,
appointed by
The federal
President Harding.
he
organization in Washington,
said, will cover the distribution of
available supplies among the railways, federal institutions and states
while the governors of the states
will handle local supply.
Pending completion ot the federal organization Mr, Spencer said
the intermediate stages will ensue
firBt, the continuation of their
normal business by the operators.
then priority buyers under the In
terstate commerce
commission
service order number
23
will
gradually encroach upon operators'
business and finally, coal orders,
placed through the federal fuel
distributor, wlil absorb the entire
output of the mines.
Provision has been made for the
establishment of district committees to represent the federal distribution
administration in ths
producing fields, with special arfor supplying
tho
rangements
Great Bakes section. Detailed Instructions were drawn up today for
tho states which Included the fixing of the responsibility for the
payment of all coal shipped Into
a state upon the governor's com
mittee.
Personnel of Committees.
District committees set up in the
coal fields are to consist of a naval
officer, representing the federal
fuel distributors, a representative
of the interstate commerce commission, a representative of the
railroads and representatives of
the coal operators. Distribution of
fuel for the railroads Is to be
luiiLTiiuaira III Hie
Krovuuiir
hands of railway coal committee
composed of coal buyers from the
different railway groups.
State fuel committees are to report at once the consumption of
coal in their territories by utilities,
household users and industries, together with a list of those who
should receive priorities.
were
Governors
committees
made entirely responsible for the
prevention of profiteering and extortion In the sale and distribution
of coal within their states and wlil
distribute coal made available to
them, according to their judgment.
"Shipments of coal by the lakes,"
the statement said, "to the states of
Dakota, South
Minnesota, North
Dakota, northern Wisconsin, north
ern Michigan and Canada, shall
operate through the ore and coal
exchange of Cleveland. Orders for
such coal on contracts In existence
will come through, or bo approved
of by the federal fuel distributor,
to the district committees.
It is
the purpose to inaugurate a reguto
coal
movement
of
lar weekly
this trade. The division of such
coal between states or receiving
points must be indicated from the
federal fuel distributor,"
--

PIE IS UNPOPULAR

5 KILLED WHEN
HARBOR

TUG

IN

GOTHAM RESTAURANTS
FOLLOWING POISONING

IS

;Bt The Ananrltiteii rrese I
York, Aug. 2. Pie, the
e
meal
better half of the
of thousands of New York workers, today was an almost uncalled
for article In the greater city's
New

noon-tim-

m

)

A

a Month
5o

Ypli

n;

Is
Majority
Down
Cut
Gradually Being
and Long May Win By
2,000 Votes, Is Claim.

TRANSOLAR FLIGHT

NT

USITED STATES

IN SHOP CRAFTS

Breck-enridg-

"We Accept Reluctantly, It Is True, But Com
mit Ourselves to Carry Out the Settlement
in Utmost Good Faith and in Aid of the
General Welfare," Leaders Inform Harding.

H5c

HIiiRle

By GOVERNMENT

Incumbent's
,

OF EACH OF THREE SUGGESTIONS

7.744

to $30 to

VOTES

EDITION

Dally by Carrier or Hall.

F URTHER ACTION

IN SENATE RACE

BV UNIONISTS

GIVE THEIR INTERPRETATIONS

Girl Sold at Auction

LEADS

CITY

BLOWN TO

BUS

restaurants.

Fear, caused by the deaths of
six persons who ate poisoned
VesBoiler Explodes While
pie Monday in a
huckleberry
restaurant, was given
sel Is Lying at Her Slip byroadway
restaurants as the- cause of the
market slump.
at Brooklyn, Near the pieWaiters
in the lunch emporiums
Manhattan Bridge.
In the Broadway
shopping and
manufacturing districts said after
Frew.)
Aoclated
noon
(By The
today, that the pie shelves
New York, Aug. 2 The harbor had hardly been touched.
ug Edward was blown to pieces
ioday'and the five men ofboiher
cr
UPtKAIlUN
her
rew were killed when
lieT SUP
aha 1:1V
MINES
OF
RAILROADS.
on the Brooklyn side, of the Last
BY
UNIONISTS
URGED
three uiocks upsirvam
river,
the-- Manhattan bridge.
01
smoKB
a
pun
There wai, heavy
(B.y lite AHOclutert Prees.)
ind clouds of steam, and through
Omaha, Aug. 2. The governhis was shot high into the air ment was urged to take over and
When
he entire superstructure.
railroads and mines in a
v,
..,., m fif,htd swav onlv oil was operate
resolution adopted today by the
to be seen floating wiere the tug local federated shop crafts and
The explosion hunea sent to President Harding.
had been.
mud from the river" bed into the
"Take over the railroads and
air. plastering the sides of nearby run them for service and not for
buildings.
only. Open the mines and
Four men working neamy were profits
and
let the nation live in
iniured by flying debris and wooa. prosperity," the resolutionpeaie
said.
aiieVitlv
.v,,.,.
hurt and
be
owners
must
"Ballway
many were splattered with mud
in their predatory career
and water. The captain ui Ed- -- stopped
or chaps will reign before snow
barge only a few feet from the
files," the resolution concluded.
ward was knocked down, but none
him.
fell
upon
of the vracknge
10 YEARS OF RESEARCH
remain ot w.
The mangled
McCafCharles
Captain
skipper,
WORK IN FORESTRY IS
block
a
frey, were found floating
LOST INJOREST FIRE
from where his tug Dicw up.
other body was recovered. The- re
were
sun
three
(Dy The AMncinted PreM.)
maining
Sand Point, Idaho, Aug.' 2. Ten
tonight A diver, who fun(ln"
hull broken in many pana, surface. years of technical research work
In forestry today was lost in a forsaw no bodies under the
est fire believed to have been
Part of the boiler ten upu
campers.
pier 200 feet away. Boiler tubing started by automobile
The fire in the last twenty-fou- r
landed on top of a power
anu
the
over
more
ship,
burned"
from
hours
than 400
equal distance
.
SRCtiOnS Ol acres of
Knlan
.v
experimental plots of the
oiner iuwnt mm were
strewn about forest service on the Priest river,
wood and iron
neignoornuwu. flot between Priest river and Cool inn.
the immediately
e
v,o
Mnst
...,
had
u.
The plots were experiment in
ilia muoo v
been determined tonight. The tuD methods of forestation and consecanomer
tained many fine stands of timber.
from
arrived
had Just
tion of tho Brooklyn waterfront to Brush disposal and thinning to do-- ,
tOW
termine rates of growth hud been
tnVn tho hnro-Dutch Bo.V in
under way. there for teq yeurj,
when the accident occurred.
-
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Carrv the Democratic!
Governorship Standard in
Campaign: Fields to Be

y

His G.

Kby

JSJ

I

of Oklahoma
Walton, mayor
City, will carry tho democratic
nomination for povernor of Okla-- "
lioma by an overwhelming vote,
toasserted
observers
political
night on the strength of returns
from yesterday's primary election
plving more than half tha precincts
of the state. Early tonight he was
leading R. H. Wilson, his nearest
opponent, by 16,555 votes and it
was predicted in some quarters
that his plurality would excee'i

.1

.'wvv

,"s.v

,w

i VP

i!0,000.

Thomas H. Owen, former justice
of the state supreme court and
Ihlrd entrant in the spirited race
for the gubernatorial nomination,
lias already conceded Mayor Wal
ton's victory.
1
It Is freely admitted that unless
he remaining precincts produce
V
from the pre
vious trend of balloting, Walton is
assured of decisive triumph. But
One county has failed to report.
The count from 1,548 precincts
out of 2,837, 'Walton 63,803; Wilson. 47,248, and Owen 35,684.
Walton Is certain to be opposed
In the general election In
ler by John Fields, whose race
with George Healey for the republican nomination has never been
In doubt.
The republican vote from the
nam
number of precincts gave:
Fields, 10,057. against 1,632 tfor
Healey.
Mayor Walton's apparent victory over a candidate said to have
been supported by the Ku Klux
Klan, discloses the unique It not
unparalleled situation of a triumph
t)f farmer and union labor Rnd
klan opponents, over a eonsevative
rntry who tiad "Invisible empire"
backing.
,

1
I

adicat-departur- es

Notwithstanding the fact trjat a

newspaper purporting 10 ne me
organ of the order, denied
.that the klan had endorsed a state
ticket, claims persisted that Wil
li on was backed
solidly
by the
lilansmen in the primary.
dissecond
Miss Alice Robertson,
trict, the only woman in congress,
maintained a safe lead over Oua
tl'inch, republican opponent, while
Manuel Herrlck, seeking the re
from tho
, publican renomlnatlon
district, apparently was
pighth
destined to defeat. He was run
ning third in a field of five.
stood .1,11 6
Miss Alice's vote
Against 265 for Tlnch when thirty-fiv- e
precincts out of 136 had
vorted. Tha eighth district count
M.
C. Garber, 4.079;
Khowed:

llharles Swindall2,324

and

Hcr- -

rlck. 2.274.
One other republican incumbent
was running behind in the congressional race. He is Tv Chandler,
of the first district. The remain
ing Incumbents appeared to have
Established Rare margins.

SURVIVOR OF BATTLE
WITH GUNS ARRESTED
FOR TRAIN ROBBERY
ljwlal Correspondence to The Journal.)
Silver City. N. M., Aug. 2. An
aftermath of the fatal gun battle
fought near the Carlisle mining

tht

camp, on

Arizona-Ne-

Mexico

July
boundary line, in Grant county,Brad11, between members of the
bury pnd Fulcher clans, in which
John Fulcher and Bates Bradbury
were killed and Sid Fulcher seriously wounded, was the arrest the
past week of Thomas Fulcher,
father, and Sid Fulcherrhis son. by
the federal authorities, on a charge
vof train robbery.
The train robbery, which it is alleged the Fulchers had a part In,
was committed on the'nlght of May
12, near Clifton, Ariz., when an Ei
Taso & Southwestern train was
held up and ttie express and mailtiara rifled. Federal Vfficers, lostoffice inspectors and officers of
Greenlee county have been working
for several months in an eirort to
apprehend the train robbers.

1

i

STRIKE SYMPATHIZERS
EMPLOYES IN

s ATTACK
C. G.

W.' ROUNDHOUSE

(By The Amoclated Fren.)
Des Moines, la., Aug. 2. Eighty

rail strike sympathizers raided the
Great Western roundChicago

Parties.

Major Paul Vanginot.
Major Paul Vanginot, chief en
gineer and director of the technical division of the fire department in I'arls, is now. in the
United States to study fire departments and methods. M. Vanginot
will
pass through Albuquerque
August 19.

ARMIJO BUILDING IS
MENACED BY FLAMES;
GROCERY IS DAMAGED
(Continued From

rage

One.)

hallway,
adjoining the
Hawkins store, they chopped holes
in the walls and floor and discov
ered tongues of flame fating their
way upward. Had these been al
lowed to spread, the fire would
have reached the second floor, and,
fanned by a draft up the stairway,
would have threatened the entire
building.
The joists In the building run
east arul west, and acted as chim
neys to draw the fire toward the
west and central portions of the
structure. There is no basement
under the main part of the Haw
kins store, which made it more
difficult for the firemen to get at
the flro. Holes were made at intervals along the front of the
building and streams of water run
under tho floor. It was necessary
to get a stream between each of
the pairs of joists.
Tenants Move Out
The College Inn moved a largo
part oi its siock to a storehouse.
The Ttuppe drug store removed
its stock of narcotics and its account books to the Kuppe home.
The nlted Cigar store
moved
out part of lf utocK. On the
second floor, nearly all the ten
ants removed all or part of
their office equipment.
These
Included Architects
Trost
and
Trost, and Geo. P. Hill, Architect E. H. Christy, Ilr. H. I,.
Hust. the Kansas City Life In
surance company.
Dr.
Murray,
Dr. Dodds, Dr. 1'ettit, Dr. Graham, Dr. Shoemaker. Dr. Macbeth vand Kobiela and
Putnick,
tailors. Many of the tenants be
gan moving back late yesterday.
Tho tenants were put to a (treat
deal of expense in moving, which
win not figure,, however, in the
fire loss. The rooms on the second floor were filled with smoke.
Two l.ngino Streams
Six streams of water were play
ed on the fire. For a part of the
time two engines
added their
pressure to the flow. The city's
pumps at ttin central
pumping
station and the auxiliary pumps
were kept working all day, and
water as pumped direct from the
wells into the mains.
The sup
ply or water in tho reservoir wa
not diminished by the fire, City
The en- Manager Calkins said.
tiro basement was filled with
which
be
will
water,
pumped out
at once. It was not until the
basement was flooded
and all
blazing timbers above the water
line were soaked that the fire
was put under control.
The fire was so stubborn and
so hard to get at, and the smoke
was so dense, that it appeared
for more than three hours that
the entire buildingv would be deThe firemen, in con
stroyed.
fining tne fire to its original lo
cation, did a pretty piece of flre- ngntlng. Had the fire gotten
away from them, it might have
spread to other valuable buildings in the heart of the business
section.
Fire Chief Henderson,
was urged by some to use dyna
mite to get at the seat of the fire,
but refused to do so, saying he
could extinguish it with much less
damage by the Use of water and
axes.
City Officials Assist
The firemen were assisted by
more than a dozen volunteers.
among whom were City Commis
sioner swope, city Manager Calkins, Building Inspector Bowdich,
Frank Kimbal',
City Knglneer
members
City
Jamison,
Attorney
...
.
a
a
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'Mr

mous consent agreement tomorrow
in the senate for a final vote on
the' administration tariff bill on
either August 17 or 19 was hoped
for tonight by both republican and
democratic leaders.
Objection by a single senator
would upset the carefully laid
plans, but leaders on both sides
said th.ey knew of no senator who
was uhwlllin
that there should
bt a speedy ending to a conijie
troversy that has engaged
senate
practically continuously
since April 26.
The, first move for an agreement
for a final vote came from.' the
democratic side, Senator Simmons
of North Carolina, after a conference with qther minority leaders,
proposing August 19 as the date.
Action on this proposition was deferred nt the request of the repub'
licans after the senate adjourned
majority and minority leaders went
Into conference.
Just what transpired at this session is not alto- gether clear, but spokesmen for
each side were agreed that Sena- tnr Slmmnna waiiI ..nam lilct nvliy.
Inal proposition upon the convening of the senate at noon tomorrow
and that the republicans would put
forward a counter proposal for a
vote on August 17.
Under the agreement submitted
to the senate by Senator Simmons,
there would be a final vote on remaining committee amendments to
the bill on August 11. This was
approved byhe conference, it was
sniu ny Buiue ot inose ntienaing
Mr. Simmons proposed that after
that date debate should be limited to the tariff bill itself, with the
time equally divided between the
two sides.
Republican leaders
proposed that debate be confined
strictly to the bill and amendments, beginning tomorrow,
but
this detail presumably will be settled on tho senate floor.
The conferees apparently were
agreed that the unanimous consent
agreement would not operate to
prevent Senator Gooding of Idaho,
chairman of the republican agricultural tariff bloc, from offering
his proposed resolution for an investigation of the interest, if nny,
of all senators in tariff duties voted into the bill. Such a resolution
could be Introduced, however, only
by unanimous consent
nd some
Indicated
republicans
that this
probably would be difficult to obtain.
The senate was in session only
four hours today, adjourning out
of respect to Senator
Crow of
Pennsylvania, but in that time it
a
of
number
rates in the
approved
puip paper and book schedule,
as revised downward today by
the finance committee majority to
praeticairy the levels in the existing law.
s

T0 RINC0N WILL
MAKE PROSPERITY, SAY
LAS CRUCES BOOSTERS

ROAD

(Special Corrmpondpnce

o Tl Jo"mtl.)
Las Cruces, N. M., Aug. 2.
"Open the gateway to the Kincon
valley" is the slogan of the Dona
Ana county farm bureau. Elephant
Butte irrigation district. Las Cruces
Chamber of Commerce and board
of county commissioners in their
federal aid road building programs.
The executive committee of the
farm bureau and the road committee of the chamber are unanimously In favor of a hard surface road
from Leasburg to Hatch, eighteen
to nineteen miles through the canyon on the side of the Rio Grande
that presents the best location consistent with the greatest benefit to
farms and farmers, regardless of
any differenct in cost.
Officers of the farm bureau say
that the completion of the road
means that auto stages, truck lines
and milrt routes would be established immediately,, and in practi
cal effect, though not in actual
mileage, the entire Rincon valley,
Palomas, Hot Springs and the Ele
phant Butte dam would be twenty-fiv- e
miles nearer to X&a Cruces and
El Paso.
It la also said that with a good
hlehwav and drainage, fully 7,000
acres of idle land would be brought
under cultivation and that all the
land in the valley would incraasc
in value.
The total Increase in
taxable wealth on the 27.000 acres
of tillable land could be estimated
at more than $500,000. ,
The United States reclamation
service has Invested more than Jl,- 000,000 In irrigation works in tne
Rincon valley. Less than 25 per
cent of the land is being farmed,
because there are no roads aCthese
farm products
points over which
can be hauled. Due to this small
nercentaee of farmed land, tne
water charge does not cover the
operation maintenance costs, witn
the result of an annual deficit of
from 16000 to $7,000, which must
be made up from other sources.
Farmers say the Rincon valley
is going backward because of the.
drainIftck of transportation an
age. Drainage will be under way
within six months, but this alone,
the farmer addst will not bring
about the desired development of
the district.

house in South Des Moines at 8
o'clock tonight and attacked more
than sixty workers employed in the
shops. The raiders, armed with
clubs, stones and bricks, gathered
in McRae park, adjoining the yards
and divided into two groups as
they approached tho roundhouse,
entering from each side. The
workers, taken by surprise, fled
through doors and windows and
took refuge in engine pits and be- Commissioners
Walton and
hind benches where they soon were Hughes.
routed out by the strike
Not more than a ton and a half
of coal was in theVstorage room,
At midnight a dozen of the work- wnicn Mr. Hawkins said nobody
ers were reported missing. Their had entered for several months.
fellow workers are of the opinion The smell of coal gas was plainthat a number of them had been ly noticed in tho smoke.
.
kidnaped.
Police Handle Crowds
A sauad of city police, detectives
A large
crowd
gathered to
United
and
sheriffs
deputy
deputy
watch tho firemen fight the fire.
Htates marshals searched the river The entire police force
was kept
bottoms near the roundhouse in busy keeping the crowd
outside
belief that tome of the workers the ropes that were
across
placed
to
in
hand
been
have
injured
may
eeeonu street. A
of peohand fighting which followed their ple were arrested number
for. driving BOOK PURCHASE CASE
over the fire - hose. Street
capture by the raiders.
car
HELD, WAITING BRIEFS
traffic was stopped at Second and
Central and at Second and Cod.
to The Journal.)
per, for almost four hours.
(Special CoFreBOiidnr
Lag Vegas, N. M., Aug. 2.
After a hearing in the case of the
ROCK ISLAND lTn?S'
state of New Mexico in relation to
VALUE IS REDUCED D.v Ij. Brackkeen, president of the
Western Book Publishing comIftPBCIA.. OUPAtCM TO MCRNIN
JUUHNAU
pany, vs. .Manuel A. Sanchez, treasSanta Fe, Aug. 2. ralue of the urer of San Miguel county, reHock Island lines in New Mexico spondent, with Judge Leahy
has been reduced by the state tax
the court has held up opincommission to $4,768,084, which Is ion until briefs are submitted. This
lie same as for last
was
done
is
at the attorney general's
yearand
Santa
C. J. Hoberts of
i!:o same valuation per mile as the request.
!;i Paso and Southwestern, which Fe appeared for the petitioner, and
re1 Joins.'. This final figuro is a
Luis E. Armljo, district atorney,
action Of $464,576 from the orlgi. and O. O. Askren and Charles G.
ial assessed value fixed under the Hedgcock, for the treasurer. CounInterstate
commission sel for the 'county treasurer claims
commer.'o
valuation based upon replacement that the contract and warrant are
cost.
.
illegal and void and set up 12 reasons In support oi their contention,
3. SKOFLEK KETUKNS TO CITI
The case arose over the refusal
Mr. J. Skoflek who has been of the county treasurer to honor
in Gallup has returned to
a warrant Tor over $6,000 drawn
querque and will resume his old on him by County Superintendent
business of general
carpenter-- I B. F. Baca, In payment for 100
ing.
copies of the "World Book."
His shop will be located at
324 North Third street,
Journal Wunt Ads Bring Results.
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They are GOOD!
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Washington, Aug. 2. An unani-
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that violations cf law and refusal

lr

;

to comply with decisions of then
labor board have been exhibited
only by the railway managements
and that it has been universally
admitted that the employes, in exercising their right to suspend work
undejconditions)
were neither violating the law1 nori
the decisions of the board,
Validity of Decisions.
"We understand that the recog-- 1
nltlon of 'the validity of all decisions of the railroad labor board
as contemplated by the law' means,
for example, that in the case of the
Pennsylvania railroad alk employes
will return to work under the
wages and working conditions established in the decisions of the
labor board and that the sole question of 'validity' pending Is the
authority of the labor board to
determine as in Decision No. 218,
the method of selecting accredited
representatives of the employes.
assuming that the railroad has appealed from the, decision of the
United States circuit court of appeals, which sustained the action
of the labor board.
" 'Socond, the carriers will withdraw all lawsuits growing out of
the strike, anoNthe railroad lahor
board decisions which have been
involved in the strike may be taken,
in the exercise of recognized rights
to the railroad
by either party
v
labor board for rehearing.'
Rehearing.'
Prompt
"It Is our understanding that the
of the employes,
representatives
upon seeking a rehearing of the
controverted decisions concerning

f5:i
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Airs. F. Rhodes.
- Is Mrs, F. Rhodes, Monticello,
111., the oldest active woman farmer
in the United States? She's enter,
ed in the contest to determine the
oldest woman active in running a
farm. Mrs, Rhodes does all the
chores on her farm. "I never
thought about growing old," she
says, erne seventy.

HARDING'S PROPOSALS
TO END RAIL STRIKE
ACCEPTED BY UNIONS
(Continued from Page On.)
for two days. After the executive
committee had decided to recommend acceptance, the policy committee followed its recommendation but dcTnntided that it be given
tho right to give approval of the
message of acceptance and the interpretation of the proposal sent
to the president tonight.
Timothy Healy, president of the
firemen's and oilers' union, which
is also on strlko, signed the shopmen's acceptance of the president's
proposal, stating that his men
would abide by the suggestions and
would "foUow" the shopmen.
The message read as follows:
"The representatives of the
feel themselves under obligation to support every proper effort on the part of the government
to bring about or to preserve the
uninterrupted operation of the
transportation Industry. Tho stubborn refusal of the railway executives to establish a board of adjustment, as contemplated by law,
In order to settle efficiently disputes over rules nnd working con
ditions between the carriers nd
their employes; tho continued rcl
fusal of railways, representing over
a quarter of the mileage of class
one railroads, to caunply with the
decisions of the railroad labor
board against the practice of contracting out work and shops; the
persistent campaign to deny to the
railway employes Just and reasonable wages, to impose upon- them
unfair working conditions and to
disintegrate their organizations; all
in cumulative effect rendered service by railway employes under the
terms and conditions to be effective July 1, 1922, intolerable to over
9! per rent of these employes, who,
therefore, voted to suspend work.
Program for Kolres8.
"It is now proposed that they
return to work, temporarily accepting wages and working conditions which they feel to be unjust,
with reliance upon the following
program for' redress of
" 'First, railway managers and
workmen are to agree to recognize
the validity of all decisions of the
railroad lahor Jjoard, and to faithfully carry vut such decisions as
contemplated by law.'
"The
employes have always
taken the position that as long as
they continued to render service
thoy should abide by the rules and
working conditions and accept the
wages agreed upon by proper negotiation, or determined by the
labor board after a hearing of a
dispute upon any of these matters.
They respectfully point out again
-
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SAVE MONEY
YOUR LAUNDRY
,

Tou save money when you
save labor. This is true whether
you do your own work or have
it done. You should therefore
have expert advice on the arrangement of your work.
You save money if you save
your clothes from injury from
hardening, from fading, from
shrinking. Be sure to use the
right kind of soap, the right
kind of lye, the proper washing powder.
You should know how to use
a little soda when you put
your clothes to soak, and .a
'little turpentine whon thoy are
yellow.
The department of agriculture has made an -- exhaustive
stiffly of all these problems of
the laundry. It has prepared a
booklet that is now ready for
free distribution. Our -informaMon bureau will
secure a copy for any reader
who fills out and malls the
coupon below, enclosing two
cents in stamps for return postage. Write your name and address clearly.
Wash-ington

long would your
;T11TOW
motor run without a

drop

s of oil? Just a few minutes and

it's all over.
yThe oil you use keeps it
running and the better the
oil, the better for the . motor
and the longer its life.

' Texaco Motor oil is clean
and clear and pure. You can see
for yourself that it's free from
carbon-forminimpurities.

will

afforded a
and
decision by the labor board. We
assume also that the practleally
unanimous action of the employes
In electing to suspend
work in
continuing this suspension under
the sanction of, and in accordance
withflaws of, their national organi.
zutlons has ended any captious
questioning as to who are the properly accredited spokesmen of the
vast majority of railway employes.
We desire to calk attention to the
orderly and disciplined conduct oi
these employes under difficult conhas demonstrated
ditions, which
the indlspensible value of their national organizations In aid of the
effective adjustment of controversies and the efficient conduct of
the industry.
" 'Third, all employes now on
strike to be returned to work and
to their former positions with seniority and other rights unimpaired.
The representatives of the carriers and of the organizations especially agree that thero will be no
discrimination
by either
party
against tho employes who did or
did not strike'
Justice of Proposition.
"We are glad to observe that the
obvious justice of tills proposition
has been accepted.
It would certainly bo a wholesale Injustice of
unparallcd extent, if hundreds of
thousands of experienced men who
have given four to forty years'
service, and whose value to the
g

g

Grade for grade

,1. IiASKIJf,
Director.
Albuquerque Journal Information Bureau, Washing- ton, D. C:
I enclose herewith two cents
In stamps for return postage on
a free copy of the Laundry
Booklet.
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right for thorough lubrication.
t

Do this:

Drain out that old oil
2. Fill with Texaco Motor oil
3. Then see the difference!
1.

THE TEXAS COMPANY, U.

S.
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Texaco Petroleum Products
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200 PASSENGERS PERISH.
Riga, Aug. 2. Two hundred
five-cpassengers perished when a Kiev
train was burned between
says a report
and Schepetowka,
from Kiev today. Included among
piothe victims were eight ..Zionist
neers who wee proceeding to Join
their group on the' way to Palestine.

&mmpr Excutrion R)rG9 aj--

ar

much lower

p

Colorado Springs ofpr?;
you the Pike? teal &$on

-

More w6men than men are coming into the United States from
imEurope, according to the latest
migration figures.

Ptisblo invite J you to 1h
ftnfcabel

C. H. CARNES
SPECIALIST IN OCULAR
REFRACTION
107 S. Fourth.
Phone 105T--

National Foretf1

DnVl
gateway
iondl Park
Mountain

Ifcchy
Wind Shield
I.

til

O.

Glass-Lumb-

BAI.DItmuB LUMBER

South First

tttnet

CO, I

Phone 40S.

i

I

Will W glad to send you. our
free looHty(iloraclo Simmer

dndOfr ite Beaten Patk':

L U M B E R
GLASS
CEMENT

J

I

er

FREDERIC

The

--

medium, heavy or extra heavy)
Texaco Motor oil is heavier
bodied and is right and stays

!P3

tioned to the length of their service, should be placed in a position of inferiority to a limited
number of men who have been employed as substitutes for these
The
'need railroad workers.
demand that such a wrong should
bo perpetrated, as a penalty against
men who have exercrsed a fundamental and admitted right not to
rsnder service under non acceptable conditions was so unfair that
we could not believe it would receive the sanction of any impartial
Judgment.
"We understand that the language "all employes now on strike' to
who hold
Include all employes
seniority rights under the rules
between
carriers
the
agreed upon
and the organizations of employes
or as promulgated by the United
States railroad labor board.
Making Coixiessions.
"It should bo understood that in
acting favorably upon these proposals for settlement of the pending controversies the representa
tives of the organized employes feel
that they are making concessions
and sanctioning sacrifices on the
part of the employes which enti
tle them to the highest consideration and to recognize as law abid
citizens, who are
ing American
ready and willing to do all in their
powers, even beyond that which
Is strictly reasonable, in order to
promote industrial peace and to
further the uninterrupted flow of
commerce of tho nation.
"We see evidence of little sacri-- ,
flee required on tho part of the
managements to whom like proposals have been submitted. They
will suffer no loss in abandoning
a host of futile Jawsuits, complaining of wrongs which have never
It is understood
been committed.
that the labor board must confirm
announced
position,
its previously
and that the railways must abandon the condemned practice of conand
tracting out work and shopsformrestore the employes to their
noted
that
be
should
status.
It
er
this practice is not only a violationof
of the transportation act and
the decision of the board, but, as
shown by many decisions of the
courts, is a violation of the charter
obligations of the railroads and
would have been unlawful without
the passage of the transportation
act or any action uy me mui
board.

PAINT
PLASTER

Albuquerque
Lumber Co.
423 North First Street

1
1

lW2

-

Oil TARIFF BILL;

of Both

C.

-

SPEED VOTE

Agreement for Final Action
on Either Aug. 17 or 19
Is Hoped for By Leaders!

Jack

the AssociRted Tress.)

--

Ilk'-

0. P. Opponent.

(By The Amnclatfil Pkm.)
City, Okln., Aur.

ILLINOIS WOMAN
-AT 70 IS STILL
ACTIVE PARMER

PARIS FIRE CHIEF

WILTON WINS IN

'rA'ugust 3,

V

Phone 204.

R. W. HOYT, Agent,
A.

v

1

W

Albuquerque, N. M.
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PISTOLS STOLEN

!

I

VACATION HUMORETTES
the funny mm teller nuisance
t
MUM.

STORES OF

BY BUSHNELL

IN EIGHT REELS

fflTH fTflA KEVNUE OFFICER-WHA- T
YH HOT IN Itinr GUI ilc

jWV'J

U(S

ATHIS OLD STORIES BECAUSE Tm

raare Three.

r

PEAK OF FOREST

DON& THE DAILY MARATHON TO

t THE HOTEL DINING ROOM hHEN
THE BELL RINGS FOR DINNER
IjJHFHP TUP ?!! P IX "Bl&AT
CONJ
FIRST SERVED

HUE SEASOW IS

y.

r U .S:
APPHMSER5

PAST IS BELIEF

BROWNS TO PLAY WITH
STANLEY HERE SUNDAY

HEADQUARTERS SCOUTS
BEGIN FOOTBALL WORK

The Crowns, who have been
playing good ball in the city boys'
league, will meet, the team from
at 1:80
here Sunday
Stanley
o'clock at Washington park. The
Browns will bo strengthened someWith an
what by new players.
augmented team, they beat Stanley
some time
on its homo
grounds
The public is invited to- the
ago.

Not afraid of hot weather, the
headquarters troop of the Boy
Scouts yesterday
began football
The scouts last year
practice.
started a football fad that spread
to all the boys of tho F.'ime age in
the city. They defeated St. Mary's,
Menaul, and the Santa lre high
The hoys averaged ln
school.
pounds last year, but will bo a little heavier this fall.

-

Recent rains in many of the
timber sections of the southwest
national forest district have put
a crimp in th unusually serious
tiro season anil the pnst ten da v.)
show a great reduction in forest
fires from the previous
The number of fires in
period.
the district, which is composed
of New Mexico
and Arizona,
.lumped from 1S6 for the .July
10 to July 20 period down to (it
for the July 20 to July 30, period. So tar there have been 7SM
fires this season, making it a record one for this district.
Of the 04 fires, the Coconino
and JXitil forests suffered most
having 23 and 23 respectively.
The other fires
were scattered
through the various sections of
the district.
The activity of tho forest service fire guards is indicutcd ii
the report which shows that but
three of tho Rt fires were over
10 acres and that R8 per cent of
them were confined to less than

From

$75,000 to $100,-00- 0
Worth Missing in
New York; Packer Has
Bqen Placed Under Arrest
(By The Assiiclntcd 1'rew

ten-da-

)

New ATork, Aug. 2. Government
that
stents ' announced todny
75,000 to $100,000 worth of pis
tols had been stolen within the last
tew months from the United States
appraisers' stores and that many
of these high powered automatics
Of foreign make were believed to
have come into the possession of
the underworld..
This announcement was made In
connection with the arrest of William H. Smith, a packer, of whom
special agents became suspicious
when he declined to take his vacation on the ground that the gov
ernment needed his services.
Trailing Smith each day after
his work, the agents claimed to
have seen him conversing
With
putative gangsters and gunmen,
when
him
searched
finally they
he was leaving the stores and as
sert they found six automatics
Worth $84. These weapons were
as
Bald to have been Identified
part of a shipment consigned to a
local trading company upon which
Smith had been employed that day.

IXI

HUE YOU SURE

I

I

IT'S PERFECTLY
SAFE

TIP

TIOVER! fiWt
MIGHT

YOLI

1

BfiSS Tht

several

murdered

months ngo in the vicinity of Bernalillo.
It was believed that he
was killed by men who had hired
his car, and their motive was to
(leal the machine.

Answers to Questions.

MINE TO 15K REOPENED.
Butte. Mont., Aug. 3. Reopening of the Emma Mine, one of the
tine, silver and lead producing
properties of the Anaconda Copper
Mining company, was announced
today. It is expected to be hoisting ore by Monday. About 125
then will be employed on the property. This will make the fourteenth mine of the company to relume operation, having been shut
Sown since January, 1921.

J

(Any reader can get the answer to, any question by writing
the Albuquerque Journal Information Bureau, Frederick J.
director, Washington, D. C.
This offer applies strictly to information. - The bureau cannot
give advice on legal, medical and
financial matters. It docs not attempt to settle domestic troubles,
nor undertake exhaustive research
DEATHS AND FUNERALS on
any subject. Write your question
plainly and briefly.
. SANCHES Mrs. Eleuetrla Ran- full
enname and address and,Aiw
fi7
ches, aged
years, died last niflit close two cents in stamps for reat her residence at Ranchns. de turn postage.
All replies
are
Atrisco. She is survived by two sent direct to the inquirer.)
Funeral arrangements
daughters.
are pending. Croltott is in charge. SQ. Arc the vltamlnos in milk
when it Is heated?
V.
GRAHAM .Tessle May Graham, destroyed
N. E.
.
daughter of Mr.- - and
A. Vitamines A and B are not
Mrs. Jrtck Graham of Madrid. N. easily
destroyed by heat. Milk can
M., died" at a local hospital hero be
pasteurized, sterilized, and dried
Mrs. Graham was here without
yesterday.
affecting them. Vitamino
with her and took the body to C,
is affected by heat and
Madrid for burial. Strong Broth- an however,
fed on processed milk
infant
ers were in charge.
should also have an efficient antK
scorbutic, fcuch as orange Juice or
tomato juice.
i. I'lense settle a controversy
by slating whether tho characters
in "Jlalu Street'1 were taken from
real life? O. If. M.
A. Sinclair L,ewis says "they do
REPORT
m in any, case represent real perNO MORE BURNING FEET! sons."
No More Pains froni Corns,
Mint is cumulative voting?
i).
If. s.
Callouses and Bunions, or
A. Cumulative
voting is the
Tired, Aching Feet
system, first introduced into Great
Britain in 1870, fy which the voter
Since Using
is entitled to as many votes as
there
persons to be elected and
GYPSY FOOT RELIEF may are them
all to one candidate,
give
may divide tbem among the canSecret from the Desert, or
didates. The states of Illinois and
Which Makes the Paint and Aches
.Michigan have used this method
Disappear As If By Magicl
in some elections.
Q. Whore was rice first used?
New York:- - Mrs. Doyer and her son Harvey,
F. J. O'JI.
the famou9 hikers who are walking from
A. Rice is as old as history.
Boston, Mass., to Los'Angcles, Calif., adistance Probably it had its
origin in India
of 3,300 miles, are now free from the
that threatened to step their intended approximately 3,000 B. C from a
called
Newnree
and Nivaria.
plant
hike in this city a short time
Rice is mentioned in the Talmud
(go, when Mrs. Doyer developed such s pain- and is
referred to by numerous
ful crop of corns, callouses, a bunion and tired,
burning feet, that to continue seemed impos- Greek and Roman writers.
sible. Reports now reaching here, however,
Q. Is roek erystnl ever called
show wonderful progress, even under most frozen water?
Ii. K. S.
conditions, since they treated their
A. Crystal is derived from a
feet so successfully with GYPSY FOOT Greek word ,
a hard
signifying
RELIEF a secret from the desert and conor more specifically ice, and
tinued on their way. Mrs. Doyer's report says: crust,
was
Greeks
the
at least
by
applied
"Just think, we have walked three days in the
400 B. C. to a material which they
rain, our shoes soaked and wet, and we didn't
boa hard, durable
have the least little sensation of burning feet. supposed to
This subHarvey says: "GYPSY FOOT RELIEF is form of frozen water.
wonderful. I don't think we would be able to stance is the colorless, transparent
go without it." Applied in a minute, pains from Variety of quartz still called rock
burning feet, callouses, corns and bunions dis- crystal and the belief as to its
appear ss if by magic. No need to worry over nature lasted into tho sixteenth
nor be afraid to take long hikes
(
and attend dances, or fear staying on your feet century.
.
Whnt was the origin of the
as long as you like if you use GYPSY FOOT
It. T.
RELIEF. It is positively guaranteed to give suc- term "wnodenhend?"
A. The exact origin of the epicessful results in every case or you get back the
is not known,
little it costs. GYPSY FOOT RELIEF, that saved thet "Woodenhead"
the walking reputation of the Doyer's, and but ' perhaps it is derived from
"

I.

a

record-makin-

.

'Alvarado Vharmncy, Briggs' Pharmacy and the Woodworlh's

MA I

RASH

CUT1CURA HEALS
Face Disfigured. Itci.ei
and Burned. Never Slept.

-

" Eczema started on my cheek and
forehead and began working up in- to my hair. It broke out
in rash an das I scratched
ify"'
l.
i uuiiuwicu lit " uctanic

r'IJ

kll.t

..J .

--

A

.

H.MtJita-tl.Hu!.-

Pope's characterization 'of

"the

bookful
blockhead,
Ignorantly
read, with loads of learned lumber
in his head."
Q. Is it correct to call silver
and gold money currency? A. II.

iv.

A.

Currency

Is sometimes

used

as synonymous with the phrase
medium of exchange but more commonly confined to tho paper elements of the medium. If used in
the broader sense, two' kinds
should be distinguished, metallic
and paper.
Q. Who isnvc tho republican

(YT) A

CROQUET HAS R STMNtfmciNATlON
FOR
RT THE SUMMER RESORT
BUT HE SCORNED TO PLAY INTH

iW

Wjg'

"T

HOHl-

-

WILL

currency. ,

,

SCHIFF CLOSES STORE
AND WILL LEAVE CITY
The Manufacturers' Shoe Sale
store, operating for the past fifteen months at the corner of North
First street and Tljeras avenue,
closed last Saturday night, after a
record breaking shoe sale during
that week, and tho goods left unsold when the store closed were
sold all in one lump to a local shoe
merchant. The proprietor, Morris
8. gchiff. will leave Kliday afternoon for Decatur III., where he
wiU.tako charge of the Schlff company department store in that city.

BE

Make It At Home By This
Takes
Easy Process
Less Than 30 Minutes.
Nowadays, more and more women are doing as their mothers
did and are making their own
soap. If you have never tried It.
you will he surprised to see how
easy It Is to make good soap,
soft soap, hard soap or floating
kitchen
by
soap.
just
using
scraps and waste grease together
with a can of Merr. War Lye.
tho saf. and sure soapmaker.
In the old days when snap was
made by the boiling process It
took nearly si) day to make a
kettle of sonp. Now It Is hardly
any work at all requires no
boiling takes less than 30 minutes. Saves you money and gives

CENTS A POUHD

all the pure, clean soap you
need for kitchen, laundry 'and all
household purposes.
you will find simple directions
for soapmaking on the label of
every can of Merry War Lye
also many other recipes such as
how to make lye hominy, how to
to make
how
soften
water.
clothes washing easy, how to
brighten cooking utensils, etc.
Merry War Powdered Lye is
also a wonderful
cleaner and
purifier for use about the homo,s.
barn, chicken house and
Comes in a convenient
can with revolving sifting top
that cannot come off, cannot get
lost, recloses
tightly and preserves contents.
It is economical
to buy and easy to use.
Ask your dealer for Merry War
Lye be sure
you get "Merry
War" tbe lye that has made
good for 33 years.
you

.

jout-housc-

REFERRED TO

INTERNATIONAL

13 CONGRESSMEN

WESTERN SHEEP

RENOMINATED IN

ME N WANT NEW

Theaters Today

RAGE

MISSOURI

E

I

"It" Theater Repeating today
Coogan as the great little
in "My Roy;" it will be at
the "l;" today, tomorrow
and
and will continue a big
drawing card. Also repeating the
"I'atho Review" and "Current
star

.S.itm-il.iy-

SHIPPING

m

HAN

KIEL CANAL DISPUTE

,

COURT

(By The Aaanclnled rrein.)
Paris, Aug. 22 (by the Associated Press). After a controversy of
inoro than two years between the
allies and the Germans over the
right of the allies to unrestricted
uso of the Kiel canal, the council
nf ambassadors has decided to refer tho whole question to the international court of justice at The
Ilneuo for settlement.
,'i'ho controversy arose in lit 20
over the stopping by Germany of a
French cargo ship. Thus one of
the first differences to nrlso between Germany and the allies after
the war has been referred to the
international court and it was said
In allied circles here today that
prompt disposition of tho matter
might be followed by file court bein other
ing given jurisdiction
the
questions nt Issue between
Germans and tho allied powers.

Star Furniture Company
113 W. Gold.

Phone

409--

Events" pictures.
The Now Mexico Wool Growers'
association ia taking an active part
In the effort being madd to secure
for the western
states the new
minimum
shipment for
weight
sheep and lambs which has been
of
cast
the
Mississippi.
adopted
A recent ruling of the interstate
commerce commission has cut the
minimum shipment weight vast of
the Mississippi river from 22,000
pounds for a
pounds to 18,000
car and from 24,000
pounds for a
pounds to
car.
forty-foAs shipments of sheep per car
do not usually reach tho previous
weight minimum, the new standard
will cause a great saving to shippers cast of the Mississippi river.
Local sheep men can seo no
reason why tho new minimum
could not be adopted for the
western states and the various
state sheep growers' associations
are taking the ejuesfion up with
the national association, i which will
bring it to the attention otthe interstate commerce commission at
a hearing which will probably be
held within a few days.
thirty-six-fo-

ot

Ml

FATALLY

HURT MAN HELD
FOR HER DEATH
(Special Correspondence to The Jnnrnnl.)
Silver City, N. M., Aug. 2. fatally

hurt while riding in an automobile
near Hurley last Wednesday morning, Miss Carrie Hall, employed as
a maid at the United States Veterans' Hospital No. 55, Fort Hay-ardied a short timo after belns
taken to the hospital at Fort Bayard.
Her companion,, W. T.
d,

'

JVIoore, employed

aa dairyman

at

port JlBJfllu ,nna ancoivu
ing Miss Hall's death, and held for
Investigation. He was given a preliminary hearing Monday before
Justico of the Peace J. A. Mim at
Hurley, charged with' murder, snd
held to the grand Jury under

$1,000 bond, which was furniBhed.
An additional charge of driving an

automobile while intoxicated ' also
was preferred agninst Moore.
According to Moore, in whose
car Miss Hall was riding at the
time she received her Injuries, the
woman Jumped from the car while
it was traveling at a good rate of
speed.
Moore says that he immediately
stopped, picked her up and started
to Fort Bayard. Examination by
surgeons revealed her skull being fractured.
Miss Hall's father, Tom Hall, a
deputy sheriff of Grant county,
was killed years ago, being shot
to death by a fugitive whom he attempted to arrest. Miss Hall was
born and raised in Silver City. Sho
had been, employed
for some
months at Fort Bayard. She was
an efficient and industrious maid
and bore an excellent reputation
among all Who knew her. The de
ceased was about 4D years old.

l.jrlo. Theater "Nanook of the
St. Louis, Mo., Aue2.- - Thirteen
cast, is
Missouri congressmen, twelve of North," with an
them republicans and one a demo- being repeated today at the Lyric
for
crat have been nominated by their "Oncothe last atime also repeating
Time." the laughUpon
parties, while the fate of two able
others, one a republican and the
other a democrat, remains in doubt.
Partial returns indicate they have
Pastime Theater Johnnie Walkbeen defeated,
V. W. Ruckef,, er is at the Pastime again, starRepresentative
is
in the drama, "My Dad," a 1
ring
second
tho
For Inland
in
district,
democrat,
Smith
also
production;
running nearly 4,000 votes behind ClitT
& Invalids
Ralph F. Lozler. with returns fro:n showing "Try and Gat It," a
MO COOKING
Sunshine comedy' of
all but forty precincts in. and
"Food-Drinhas been beaten.
lot All Ages,
In the person of George L. Stark, fh
In the fifteenth district Representative I. V. (Dick) McPherson, not yet 21 years old, the town of Quick Lunch at Home Office,ao4
republican, is running nearly 2,000 Alma, Kans., believes It has the Fountains. A.k tot HORUCICS. ,
votes behind Joe J. Manlove. with youngest cashier or officer of any
limitations & Substitutes
102 out of 230 precin-t- s
reporting. national bank in the United States.
Republicans renominated sitting
congressmen in the first, third,
fourth, fifth, sixth.' seventh, eighth;
thirteenth
ninth, tenth, twelfth,
and fourteenth districts, seven of!
The
them without
opposition.
democrats renominated the present
eleventh
(St.
in
the
congressman
Louis) district.
Mrs. St. Claire Moss of Christian
college, Columbia. Mo., is leading
a threo cornered race for the democratic nomination im the eighth
district. Mrs. Moss has 4.770 votes
to 4,223 for" Charles 12. Dewey ami
3,319 for E. M. Sevly, a wet.
TV.
Theodore
Representative
late
Hukklede, who defeated the was
Champ Clark two years ago, nom
unopposed for the republican
Inntion in the ninth district.
Bernard F. Bogey, republican
nominee in the eleventh, defeated
two women opponents.
all-st-

Goldwyn-Sport-Revle-

iafe

Milk

.

TSritMXm

two-reel- s.

k"

tea-Av-

oid

before August 12
andwivillgiveyou

OneTon of Coal Ft
Ccal Furnished By Coal Supply Co.

Only $2 Down

The Hooter it
guaranteed to
prolongthe lije
of rugs

CANDIDATE FASTS AND
PRAYS IN TENNESSEE
AbNashville,' Tenn., Aug.
V.'.
staining from all food, Noih th"
for
Cooper, reform candidate
democratic nomination as 'United
States senator, observed Wednesday, the day preceding the primary, as a day of fasting and
prn"f .
i ,.iicrjiniit tlm dnv and tonight
only a few sips of water from his
passiu
"gourd of righteousness
the "blue law advocate's lips." f
TTft rinrOnrpc thnt. hundreds
persons all over the state are fastwith him.
ing rand prayinghriM'
nrnctlcallv com- Cninpi"
collection of 9H gourd
pleted his
ua imva Via will rnrrv tn Washing- ton for presentation to the senate,
it ne is elected. Jie nas issueu nu
invitutinn tn members of the sen
ate to attend a corn bread and
turnip green dinner after his elec
tion.

ALEX. GRAHAM BELL'
SIIP.r.llMRS AT SYDNEY
SydnVy.

2.
Dr.
N. S.,
Aug.
Alexander Graham Bell, inventor
at his
of the telephone, died
home at Baddeck last night.

Washington, Aug. 2. News of
the death of' Dr. Alexander Graham Boll at his summer place
at , Baddeck,
and
laboratories
Nova Scotia, came as a shock to
the scientist's many friends in
Washington, although they knew
ne naa been falling for several
months. At a birthday luncheon
some months ago,
Dr.
Bell's
friends were surprised to see that
he had become feeble from nre
during the last year and that his
remarkable vgor was fast - 'dis
Officials of the Na
appearing.
tional
in
ueographie
society
Tha AMoclnfed Freaa.)
which
Dr.
was
Bell
Aug. 2. Corlesa Cen received word of his prominent,
in
death
tennial Cunningham, who used to
private advices from Baddeck.
Impersonate Woodrow Wilson on
the vaudeville stage, was driven to
PADGETT FUNEItAIk
Insanity and then to burglary by
Aug. T 2. The funhis illustrious double's retirement eralWashington,
in la
nt tho
,i,., v
oatrii till,
from the world affairs, his coun Lemuel P...m .u vu war-timi.cjii
chalt-ma- n
e
Padgett,
sel told Judge Mancuso today
of the house naval committee,
when he was arraigned In general who uiea
early today at his home.
sessions court.
nn nem Knturdnv nr in.
Vaudeville producers,'
holdlne .lumbla,winTenn.
that a Wilson face no longer was
a good drawing card, denied CunCONCEDES 1IIS DEFEAT.
ningham employment, the lawyer
Klchmonit Vi A,,in.
Fnrmec
said, and In desperation he smash- Governni WM.l..inmi rtoi.tn lutJ
ed a Jewelry store window In an today conceded his defeat for the
effort to obtain funds for food.
unmoeratlo, nomination to the sen'
.....
i.
ate in yesterday's primaries by the
Journal Want Adarlng Results, inctunbent,
Claude A. Swanson,

party its name? C. A. S.
A. The first known suggestion
of the name "republican" was in a
letter written by HorSce Greelpy;
tho earliest convention of Importance to adopt it waa held at Jackson, Michigan, July 6, 1S54.
Q. Whnt nations have repudiated public debts? S. U.
MAN WITH A "WILSON"
A. Nearly all the leading countries have at some time in their
FACE DRIVEN INSANE,
history repudiated indebtedness.
instance,
for
AND THEN TO ROBBERY)
United
Tho
States,
failed to redeenj the Continental
'

1.1

ly. It disfigured my face
badltf and itrhftri and
burned until I was nearly
wua. i never alept at night.
"I was advised to try Cuticura
Soap and Ointment. The first treatment relieved me and after using one
cake of Cuticura Soap and one box
of Cuticura Ointment I waa healed."
(Signed) Nrs. Freeman P. Griggs,
Box 61, Greer, Idaho.
Use Cuticura for all toilet purposes.
Sua?t. M& Frw Wall. AiMrrw: 'Ottlnn Uk.
"
Soli) vory- rtrlM. Dapt
HW"C(itlcur Soap sham without mm.
--

,

I

Has-kin,-

Famous Hikers

used by Violet Mac Millan, the famous actress
Who won the "Cinderella Golden Slippers Prize"
It the New York Exposition, and legions who
Jormerly suffered from corns, burning feet, callouses, bunions and tired, aching, tender feet, is
sold in this city by all good druggists including

THE PRIZE BI6
CAUSEDZHLL OF

THf FARMERS TO KNOIV
AND WHERE TO FISH- -

sj

Ed Gardner, constable at
Ariz., believes he has arrested
the murderer of Vidal Lopez, Albuquerque taxi driver. Gardner
has wired the police here toe a rie- Hfcriptlon of the slayer, and in !.he
meantime is holding the suspect.
Wins-lo-

was

IT TO

HQW-WHE-N

h

SUSPECTED' SLAYER OF
LOPEZ, TAXI DRIVER,
r IS HELD AT WINSL0W

Lopez

LEflVE

GOOD SOAP FOR LESS

v

acre
With rainy seasons starting In
practically all of the timber land',
forest service experts believo t".e
peak of ilio fire season has been
past and a large number of extra guards are being taken of!
duty.

V

;.'

BILL SUNT THIS SNAPSHOT TO THE
BOYS N THE OFFICE 8UT IT UASNT

ALTOGETHER

AgTCK

fe

4m6maMQw

c

ushneiLt

k

Kme.

See What You Save !
When you use The Hoover you save the
cost of sending carpets and rugs out to be
beaten and cleaned. You (save on household help and lessen the tax on your own
time, health and strength; you avoid having dust scattered around the house to soil
curtains, draperies and walls; you have an

immaculate home all the time

rugs are spared from wear by having all
embedded grit beaten out of them while
they are also being swept and suction cleaned,
IiVlhese ways The Hoover pays for itself
over and over.

nap-cutti- ng

It BEATS

HOOVER

i

k(ttf

ur-i-

ando&r

'as It Sweeps

as

it Cleans

Phone for a free home demonstration.
Divided payments make purchase easy,

ALBUQUERQUE GAS & ELECTRIC CO.
"At Your Service"

Phone 98

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL.
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"NOT GUILTY," PLEA OF WOMAN SUSPECT
HELD IN LOS ANGELES HAMMER MURDER
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Breaks St. Darkness Ends the Game
With the Score Standing
Louis' Winning Streak;
7 to 7: Mokan Gets a
New York Defeats Indians
Homer With a Pair On.
By Score of 5 to 1.

Philadelphia

"

(By The Aaanciatrd rrcsn.)
Louis, Mo.. Aug. 2. Phil-

St.
adelphia today
winning streak

Fhilade'ohia, Aug. 2. Chicago
Louis' and I'limi: :nia n;nj.icu imeeii
of four straight Innings to a
tie today, the
games by defeating the Browns 8 umpires culling the game because
to 4. The defeat cut tha locals' of darkness. Chicago tied the
lead from two games to one. as innr tn the ninth on two mis. an
the second place Yankees were vic- error by Rapp and an infield out.
torious over Cleveland. Williams juosan mane jus iusl iii'iuo iun
home run a Philadelphia uniform In the first
hit his twenty-eight- h
Inning Willi iwo men uu aio,
and Hauscr, McGowan and Millar Score:
also knocked out circuit drives.
Chicago.
Score:
A B. 11. H. PO. A. E.
rhilndrlpliia.
r.
o
. . ...
MniHnl.
cf
au. k. n. i'ta. a.
Callaghan, cf
McGowan, rf.. 3 2
as
4
0 Hollocher,
0
5
Dykes, Sb
2b
0 Terry,
Walker, If.... 5 0 1 0 0
3
. .
.
If
2 11
3
1.00 Miller
Hauner. lb....
1
Prlhprir. lb ..
0
6
5
fi
Miller, cf
rf
0 Heathcote,
1
2
Uafloway, ss.. 44 (I1 1:t 23 0 0 Krug. 3b ...
Verklns,
12
.
o
0 O'Farrcll,
0
0
J
0
Young, 2b....
Jones, p
0
0
Harris, p
Osborne, p . .
Rommell, p... 8 0
16 45 17 1
"9
Total
8 13 27 ill
37
Totals
Philadelphia.
St. Louis.
AB. K. H. TO. A. E.
AB.lMt.rO. A. K.o Rapp, ss
0
0
6
Gerber, ssIf
2b...
0 J. Smith.
0
0
0
5
.
Khnrtdn.
1
o Williams, cf .
o
0
4
0
0
Tobln, rf
o Walk erf rf
II
3
2
4
1
of....
.
.
.
Williams,
0 Mokan, 3b
o
2
Jaoobson, lb... 3 2 1
LoBoiirvcau, If.
4 10
1
McManus. 2b. . . 4 0
Lee. lb
10
3
l
9
,
0
0
Collins,
Tlenllnc, c .
o
2
l
n
o
n'
Bronkie, 3b.... 2 o 0 0 l
Wolnert, p
o
o
o
Shocker, p
Iling, p
o
o
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
Pruett, p
xFletcher
o
o
o
1
1
3
0
zzDurst
p
Winters,
0
1
1
0
.
.
znzRobertson
4
3
7 14 4T 16
Totals
1
x Batted for Ring In twelfth.
Ga4loway out hit by batted
By innings:
7
ball.
Chicago . ..200 100 202 000 000
ninth.
In
i
Bronkie
7B Batted for
300 no uu ouu uwu
Phila
e
r.zz Batted for Pruett in ninth.
hits Lee 2.
Snmmnrv:
' By Innings:
Hollocher. Terry, J. Smith. Home
002 0118 run Mokan, Stolen, bases Terry,
Philadelphia .i. ...211
020
200
0004 Hollocher, Heathcote.
Double
St. Louis
hits Mi- plays Hollocher to Friberg: Terry
Summary: Two-bas- e
Three-bas- e
to Hollocher;
O'Faroll to Holller, Galloway, 2; Rommell.
hit Dykes. Home runs
locher to O'Farrcll; Walker to
Hauser, McGowan, Williams, Mi- Mokan; Winters to Henline to Lee.
Rase on balls Off Wolnert, 2;
ller. Stolen bases Galloway,
Sacrifices Young, McGow- Winters. 3; Jones. 3; Osborne. 9.
an. Double play Harris and' Hau- struck out Bv Weinert. 3: King.
Osborne, f. Hits
ler. Base on balls Off 1.Rommell, '3; Jones, 1;
btrucK Off .Tones. 7 in 4
off Osborne.
3: Shocker. 1; Pruett,
...
10
in
7
off
out By Shocker, 6; Harris,
Weinert, 12 in 8
Off
3 in t;
4.
in
Hits
out
Pruett.
Ring,
(none
ninth):
Rommell.1;
Harris, a in 2 7innings. Rommell,In Winters, 1 in 3. Time 3:33.
in 6; Pruett,
7 In 7: Shocker,
Rommell.
3.
Winning pitcher
Time
Shocker.
T.nslng pitcher
1:51.
broke
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10
1213
12
c...
12
10
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10110
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Mrs. Clara Phillips on her retard to
loa Angeles in tha custody of
Sheriff "Bi& Biir, Traegcr.
Mrs. Clara Phillips, charged with
tho murder
of Mrs. Alberta
Meadows, pleaded not guilty to the
Los
charge when arraigned in
Angeie court At the same time
the state announced that a saleslady had been found who will
testify that she sold Mrs. Phillips
a hammer after the latter had carefully weighed it and asked, "Is this
heavy enough to kill a man?" The
saleslady soys she replied, "Yes, if
you hit him hard enough," thinking
it wsfB a joke. Mrs. Phillips was
returned from Tucson, Ariz., in the
custody of Sheriff Traeger.
'
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ew York. 5: Cleveland, 1. '
Cleveland. Aug. 2. New York
stopped Cleveland's winning: streak
f to
today, defeating tha Indians,
1. Bush held the locals to two hits.
Meusel drove, a home run into the
left field bleachers in the sixth,
scoring Schang ahead of him: Ruth
got two doubles, a single and
NATIONAL LKAGUE.
struck out In four times up. Witt
Philadelphia, 7: Chicago, 7 (fif
and Wambsganss made spectacular teen
Innings; called; darkness).
catches. Score:
Cincinnati-Bostorain.
Tirxi York.
No others scheduled.

Ruth, rf

Smith, rf ..
Plpp. 3b ...
Schang, ri . .
Meusel, If .

Ward.

Scott, m
Bush, p

(
4

1

1

1

3

s

n

fl

o

1

fl

4

1

n
o
0
2
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0
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0
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10 27 14
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Cleveland.
AB. R. IT. FO.A.K.

Jamleson. If . .
Wsmbsganss, 2b
Speaker, cf . . .".
Wood, rf
Sewell, ss

Gardner,

1

3
4
4

Totals

.T.

0

.

..

2b

4

3b

...

...

0

1

0

1
fl

1

4

3

3
4

0
0
0
0
n
o

n
n
0
0

2

lb...

Molnnis,
O'Neill, e
Coveleskle, p
Malls, p
zfitephenson

4
4
2

3

. .

2
1

...

0
1

'

0
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0
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DAYS

SUITS

AMERICAN LEAGUE,
Washington, 4; Chicago, 1.
New York, E; Cleveland, 1.
Philadelphia, 8; St. Louis, i.
No others scheduled.
v

AMEUICAN ASSOCIATION.

No games scheduled.

WESTERN LEAGUE.
Wichita, 8; Denver, 3,
St. Joseph, 4; Sioux City, 0.
Oklahoma City, 0; Omaha, 7.
Tulsa, 17; Des Moines, 2.
SOCTTTEItN ASSOCIATION.

Little Rock,

0;

Atlanta,

1.

New Orleans,
Birmingham. 4; Chattanooga,
Nashville, 0; Mobile, 7.
Memphis,

5.

COAST LEAGUE.
Vernon. 3; Seattle, 2.
Salt Lake, 4; Los Angeles, i.
San Francisco, 4; Sacramento,

WEST TEXAS LEAGUE.
. H. E.
Score:
Stamford ....000 000 003 3 6 1
000 200.1 2x 5 12 2
Clovis
veighth.
By innings:
Batteries: Billings and Schmidt
New York
lAo3ft0ft S Vlck
and Erwin.
000 000 0011
Cleveland
R. H, E.
Snmmnrv Twn-hft- s
bit Ttntb SanScore:
4
3
3
Anp;elO 200 001 000
hit Wambsganss.
'!'). Three-bas- e
0
10 15
010
.
14x
..121
Amarlllo
Tfcime
run Meusel. Sacrifices
Flock and
Batteries:
Plpp (3), Ward, Sneaker. Double
Smith and Douglas.
nlays Speaker, Wambsganss and
R. H. E.
Score:
Gardner; Bush. Sehang and Plpp:
Ranger ...001 001 002 00 4 129 21
Hardner, Wambsganss. and Mcln-ti!100 021 015
Lubbock
..000
Base on balls Off Bush, 1.
Batteries: Phillips. Lybrand and
TTits
Off Coveleskle. 9 In 8; off
Sparks, Cantrell and AlMails. 1 in 1. .Struck out By Clayton;
len.
Coveleskle. f.
Losing pitcher
R. H. E.
Score:
Coveleskle. Time 1:47.
12 15
1
010 10 004
Abilene

Totals

Batted

z

26

for

1

"

2 27, 17

Coveleskle

s.

4
7
5
Sweetwater 300 010 000
Batteries: McAbee, Scruggs and
Burch; Hays, Cressctt and Ilowze.

Washington. 1: Chlnniro, 1.
Chicago, Aug. 2. Walter Johnson let Chicago flown with four
hits today and with the aid of
nerfect 'support. Hip finding of
being espoolnlly trnod,
Washington defeated the locals 4 JOHN M'Stm
1
to in the first game of th serif.
Leverette's wlldncss. connlnd with
opportune hitting enahled the visitors to score their ri'r,s.
Score:
p.. it. R.
Washington 001 111 nno 4 11 0
000
000
Chicago
0101 4 1
Batteries: Johnson and Piclnich;
.Leverette, Hodge and Fchalk.
ciamt mec.

m
Club

mmDial

KILOWATTS WINNER
OF STEADMAN STAKE

thr

Annm-late-

Pwm.I

Fort Miami Park, Toledo, O..
2 (by the Associated Tress.)
won the
favorite,
Kilowatts,
Hteadman stake 2:05 trot, value
11.906, In straight heats at the
Orand circuit races here this afternoon. Pete Coley finished second.
The second heat, made In 2:03
tied the fastest trotting mile of the
season made by Great Brltton at
-

Amr.

-

.

NATIONAL LEAGUE.
"W.

New York
St. Louis

Chicago
Cincinnati

Pittsburgh
Brooklyn

Philadelphia
Boston

.58
r,0
53
,

.53
49

...,4

.,.'...35
....33

ret.

L.
39
41

.698
.594
.641
.625
.610
.489
.380
.347

4 5,

48"
47

JS
f,7
(t2

won by Baron Worthy In straight
Banner M. won the 2:09
iiace by 'taking .the first and third

heats.

'
;

George Uhle, young Cleveland
pitcher, has finally found himself.
He new forms one of the triumvirate of hurtbrs that Tris Speaker
Is depending upon In his present
headlong drive to the top. Guy
Morton and Coveleskle are the
"
oUjer two.
Uhle joined the Indians In the
fall of 1019 direct from the sand-lot- s
of Cleveland. His name had
been on the lips of a hundred
thousand amateur baseball followers in the Forest City and every
move he made with the Indians
was watched and chronicled with
Interest. George gave the fans
food for talk by winning ten
games that first season In the big
show. The following season, however, he failed -- to get going. Injuries handicapped him. Hishadfail a
ure to hit a winning: gait
bad mental effect on him. The
panors devoted much time to dop
ing out his condition and chances
for returning to the mound. He
felt that aH eyes were turned on
him whenever he moved.
He won only four games and
lost five that year the season the
Indians won the pennant. Last
year he turned In sixteen victories
and lost thirteen games. This
spring he was a victim of the
poor training conditions the Indians faced. When he failed to
hit his stride In the spring the
fans decided It was" a mental ailment. They lost interest in him.
That was what he needed that
and a stretch of warm weather.
He has pitched shutout and low
hit ball in the Indians' winning
,
r.

Irs .

IV

'

""

The 2:15 iace was won by Jim
Alfringr.
AMEUICAN LEAGUE.
In the final heat of the 2:03 pace
W. L.
Peter Henley broke, causing Lulu St. Louis
42
58
58 """44
Brooke and Peter Oliver to col- - New York..
4.7
54
Detroit
lide.,
53
47
Chicago
T,L
Mrs. Joseph E. Dehner of St. Cleveland
53
41
53
Louis married at 14, was a mother Washington
10
f,7
St 15. and Is now
grandmother Philadelphia
at the age of 33,
..u!
ti)
Dyfton

;

Pet.
.580
.500

...

'

,

Uhle is twenty-foutive of Cleveland.

bests.

:

E. BROWN.

NORMAN

tho Handicap
lspite
Of too much attention.

streak.

The 2:14 trot was won by Topsy
Todd, who took the first and third

'

BY

The stake race of today's card.

heats.

'
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Michigan City, Ind., Aug. 2.
Billy Gibson, manager of Cham
who meets
pion Benny Leonard,
cond
Ever Hammer in a
test Saturday, arrived here today
expressing confidence that Leonard
will fight his usual battle against
exthe Chicago contender.
lie"
pressed concern over the champion's eye wound received In his
match with Lew Tendler, saying no
chances would be taken that
might result In reopening the cut.
"Leonard will take only a slight
workout tomorrow, the first he has
done since coming to Michigan
City," Gibsori said. "He can't take
a chance of.having a sparring part
ner reopenthe cut. Hammer gave
the champion one. of the hardest
battles of his career six years ago
and Benny will have a picture of
that encounter In mind when he
enters the ring. We look for a
hard fight. Leonard will he forced
to protect his eye and lip at all
times besides trying to upset the
rushing Hammer."
Leonard, he said, planned to stay
at Michigan City until after the
between Jack
Labor day match
Tho
Demnsev and Bill Brennan.
champion did eight miles of road
of
th3
work today and spent much
afternoon on the beach, but was
very little in the water.
Hammer went six last rounds
with his sparring partners and asserted ho had reached "the crabby
pink" of condition.
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will
countries
South American
most likely grow corn If their soil
If
the
favorable.
are
conditions
Argentine planter is likely to beof
come a dangerous
the corn belt farmer in this cpun-tr- y
we should know the probabilities and be ready.
Some parts of Europe, too, may
ge into corn raising more extensively In the future. As Europe
becomes more prosperous and the
people consume' more meat there
will be a greater demand for corn
to feed stock. Europe may buy
this country
more grain from
then, but If It enn be raised there
in
quantities the Unitcheaply and
ed States may be asked - for smaller
Instead
of
larger shipments.
Knowledge of European soil conditions will help agricultural experts to prophesy about these
matters with some degree of accuracy,
t
Europe's Com Rolf.
Thus, part of Rumania has a belt
of black soil somewhat like the
corn land of the central Dakotas,
Nebraska and Kansas. This is significant when you consider that
Rumania is now the great corn
exporting country of Europe. Dr.
Marbut had thought it possiblo
that with cheap' labor In Europe
there might be a targe area In Rumania capable of producing corn
ss xcheaply as this country does, if
Bulnanla should adopt our methods ,of farming.
After spending
soma time in Rumania and studying the soil, however, he thinks it
unlikely that that country will
a.corn growing rival of the
United States. They have no land
that is tllo exact equivalent of our
great corn belt.
This is one Instance In which
sccntific study of soil 'has made
It possible to forecast agricultural
probabilities in a general way. Dr.
Marbut believes that we should
lenrn what we can from European
experience and apply the conclu
sions to our pwn problems.
i neso problems are numerous for
wo have a greater variety of soils
ttuin any other country on earth
and we raise' a wide range of agricultural products. Wo think of a
kind of soli as bolng peculiar to
some one region. 3 et again and
aeain striking similarities occur.
The soil of the fertile Hungarian
plains is reproduced in a strip of
land running
through parts of
Minnesota, the Dakotas, Nebraska,
Iowa and Kansas.
The famous sod of Ireland Is on
soil very like that along the coast
of Washington and Oregon. Moist
climate and heavy rainfall of this
west coast region are favorable for
grass. The land is heavily timbered, but where the trees are cut
out there are some , fine grass
of course, was
fields. Ireland,
cleared hundreds of. yenrs ago, per2.000
years, and rainfall Is
haps
better distributed there. But this
country may yet produce grass to
rival the emerald sod of Erin.
Tho Kentucky bluegrasg that we
think of as typically
American,
grows tin limestone soil very much
like that of northorn France. The
te-rn-

T,
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,
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P0DAY5
GAMES

Clnclnnatl at Brooklyn.
Chicago at New York.
St. Louis at Philadelphia.
Pittsburgh at Boston.
AMERICAN LKAGl'E.
New York at Cleveland.
Philadelphia, at St. Ionis.
Washington st Chicago.
Boston at Detroit,

S.

A.

T.'s Defeat Pirates 9

to3;Barelas Browns Beat
Athletes; H. S. and St.
Mary Tie for Second.

French soil la somewhat shallower.
Dr. Marbut found. It Is the best
grass land of Europe, and Is used
for raising small grain and fruit
and for pastures.
It Is interesting to find that ,the
soils of Old Bohemia are almost
identical with those of southeast
Pennsylvania, known as Chester
soils, and that the soils of southern Germany
resemble the best
part of Kentucky, the Shenandoah
of
valJey
Virginia and the Lebanon
and Cumberland valleys of Pennsylvania. With all the variety of
sollsin this country immigrants of
Germany and Bohemia have settled In regions where the soils are
similar to those at homo. This
may account to some extent for
the success of the German farmers
in the east.
Greece Like Arizona.
Few of us have ever thought of
the soil of Greece as being anything like land In this country, yet
there is a parallel. Dr. Marbut
compares the soils of Greece to
In
those near Tucson, Arizona.
both regions the soils are reddish
in color and htve a hardpan subsoil. The Greek farmers had the Idea!
of producing their own grain, wine,
and oil, and sitting under their
own fig trees, and the farmers of
Greece still grow grapes, olives,
figs, and wheut.
Crops are meager there because
The rainfall of
of tha climate.
Athens Is only about twelve inches,
and It all falls In winter. Irrigation Is almost Impossible because
there are no rivers from which
sufficient water can be taken.
When you have a country that is
too dry to grow alfalfa, grass, or
clover there is not much that can
be dono to rotate crops.
to makt
Dr. Marbut
expects
chemical analysis of 250 soil samples he has brought from Europe,
arid he says that analysis of the
Greek and other soils may show
differences that his observations in
Europe did not reveal.
'

Dr. JSJarbut spent several days
collecting samples and Btudying the
old soils on the higher part of the
Roman Cflmnnp-nfnrU
tho
land about Koine is poor. However, there are soils near the city,
mostly south and some to the east,
n
that. -hnVA hnnn fema
mamr
.v.
.i.
itiauj
centuries and still nigu
produce good
or
crops
airaira and wheat. Little
live stocli is produced and apparently very little fertilizer used.
Samples of soil from alfalfa and
wheat fields along the Applan Way
were Drougnt back for analysis.
European clvlliy.ntinn wa En
veloped on poor soils and the people of western Europe have struggled for centuries with thn nntl
problem. Dr. Marbut says. In this
pan or Europe tne first attempt to
ex

-

ImnroVA farm lflnrt rnmA fVirnllfrh
the discovery that animal manures
enrich soil. Then they discovered

St 192

that by resting the Soil ons year
in three production would be increased. That was the beginning
of the three field system of feudal
times.
Even that did not solve the prob.
lem of raising crops on Impoverish,
ed soil. Eventually man discovered that by growing grass he not
only helped the soil but he could
feed more live stock and so have
more animal waste to put on the
soil. The latest stage in soil history was the discovery ofe chemical
fertilizers about seventy-rivyears
f
ago.
Now there are soil bureaus and
experts. Dr. Marbut, of our gov- ernment bureau of soils, is a mem- ber of the international conference)
of soil scientists.

?
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Want Ads Bring Quick Results

Goodbye Boils!
S. S. S. Wfll Rid You of Boils, PhnpWt,
Blackheads and Skin Eruptions. .

J?jKm???SW

f

-

A bo"

volcano, your blood ts
chuck full of Poisons that the.

. uuui
I..,,,,, ,H
fuu aeatroy mem
completely by the use of 8. 8. S., ou
of the most powerful blood-cleansknown to science. 8. 8. has stood
the test of tima. The power ef Its
Ingredients Is acknewledged by authorities. Its medicinal Ingredients am
guaranteed to be purely
skrn of pirn- .Light off. It clears the vegetable.

a

7,
r "P t

m

Art

Jecsema, rash and other skin eruptions.
wrougmy.
i anvea out
fof the blood Impurities which cause,
manes
ma
ncn
Diooa
uouiiLiiDiu,
Burn hnllria nn lrat' - .va... i v UDiJT,andi
vi
new
manufacture
blood
Id
cells,
that's
blood lm.
tb tuck"
Vh0.1
-known. Xrj U.
(ex list Is the more economic!.
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FIREPROOF!
New First National Bank
Building
OFFICES FOR RENT
11
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St. Marys won from the, Red Sox
In theBoys
Senior
yesterday
league by a, score of 9 to 4. Some
one knocks a home run almost
This time it was
every evening.
McCaffrey of St. Marys.
Red Sox Souther-lanBatteries:
Serna and Madrid; St. Marys
Devine,.CandekM,la and Ortiz.
Today, High School will play th
d,

Firefighters.
Junior

League),

8. A. T.'s won from Plratss,
Pirate Captain was reading and almost forgot the game.
Batteries:
Flratcs "Corona and
v

.

T.'s

Cordova
Richardson;
and Sldelllo.
Today, White Sox play the High
land Laddies.
' Pigmy League
Barelas Browns won from Ath
letes,
Only four hits in tlm
Athletes got one of thesu
game.
and tho Browns three.
Batteries: Athletes Alfonso and
Barela; Barelas Browns Joe and
Lupleo.
Today the Tigers are scheduled
to plav trim otiier team that Is ess
coming Into the league, to take the
plaee of the En glow.
STANDING.
Senior liCtigiir.
1,,
W.
Pet.
2
8
.800 m
Browns . . . .(
.7
HighSchool
7
.778
St. Mary
5
.956
Tlldillos
.400
Red Sox
4
.144.
Firefighters
3
.300
Duke City Whites
1
.167
N. M. Yankees
Junior League.
Pet.
W.
.833
Highland Laddies ..10
3
10
.769
8. A. T.'s
2
.600
Barelas White Sox . . 3
S. A.

Pirates

Midgets

2
2

Pigmy Leneuo.
.

W.

Barelas Tigers
Barelas Browns
AthlPtcs
Eagles

fi

6
2

0

10

.286
.167

L.

Pet.

1

.S57
.750
.333
.000

5

FOREIGN SOIL
LARGE FACTOR
JN ECONOMICS

'

BY FREDERIC J. HASKIX.
Washington, Aug. 2. Soils play
an important part In tho economic
and
development of civilization,
science has begun to take Bcrious
account of this fact. Dr. C. . F.
Marbut of the department of agriculture has Just returned from
Europe whero he made, a study of
soils. He emphasizes the need foi
this country to know the exact soil
conditions in other parts of the
world.
The amount of lime or organic
matter in the soil of some distant
country may not seefh to concern
this country to any great extent,
yet this one factor may vitally affect the future of our export trade
in some agricultural staple.
The Importance, of
knowirig
about soil conditions of other parts
now
Is
than
of the world
greater
it was a few years ago and such
Information will constantly become
Considerable
more significant.
areas in Europe and South America are still used for grazing by
nomadic peoples who have not
reached a settled
agricultural
Cultivation of the plains
stage.
of Rumania was begun only about
50 years ago.
And enormous
stretches of land in Uruguay,
southern-Brazi-

l,

simi-

lar in Soil conditions to our corn
belt, are aot under cultivation.
When South American lands are
planted in crops and when farm
machinery and scientific methods
com into general use in theee
factions the United Ktatesmay find
Dial It has some new iind powerful
competitors in world tiado. The,
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Note the Following Prices Effective At Once
New
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Light Six Touring
Light Six Coupe

Price

$975
$1,225

Special Six Touring $1,275
Big Six Touring

$1,650

Big Six Speedster

$1,785

Old Price

$1,045
$1,375
$1,475
$1,785
$1,985

Reduction

$70;

$150
$200
$135
$200

Closed Car Prices Reduced Proportionately
All Prices F. 0. B. Factories

oper iiotor Co.
Distributors
519 West Central
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"OUR SERVICE STATION KEEPS OWNERS HAPPY."
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Chapter 40.
Two young men waited tor Got-ti- e
Cumminga that night. George
Murphy had thought a great deal
about her, not entirely because of
her beauty and graee.Jxit because
he believed her to be a really good
girl. In spite of her surroundings.
Like many people he had held an
Idea that a girl doing her work in
her surroundings was not a girl a
man would want to marry. But he
had changed his mind. Gertie had
been so natural, so averse to anything that resembled looseness of
any sort, was so evidently a good
daughter, that he had determined
to see more of her, "go with her"
as he expressed it in his thoughts,
and if she "panned out" why--onever could tell. So he waited
for her, intending to" insist upon
taking her all the way home.- In the shadow of the doorway
lien .O'Connor also waited. Seeing
Gertie again, fascinated by her
beauty and her new attire (for
clothes hold a fascination for men
as well as women) all his old desire for her awakened,' and with
added strength. He hod been wild
with Jealo'usy when he saw the
friendly nod and smile she had
given Murphy, the good looking
that
bookkeeper, anlthe tho-n- ht
in a fistic encounter he could licit
him had been soothing to his pride.
"Throw me for that!" he muttered, not knowing Gertie had not
met Murphy until after she had
refused to marry Mm. "I got a
good trade, can take care of her
wonder what that bloke does for
ne

a livin'."

Unconscious of the two waiting,
of the rivalry that existed, Gertie
left the caf j. In the door she hesitated a moment, looking for Lilly.
Then she saw Murphy. Just as he

"stepped toward her, Len O'Connor
pushed him violently aside, saying:"
"Keep out of my way you
Then to Gertie: "I'll take you
home. Gertie." He none too gently took hold of her arm.
"Do you want him to see you
home. Miss Cummings?" Murphy
asked. He had soon Gertie shrink
away. Not thnt she was afraid of,
but sne dinn t like the look on
his face. She dreaded a repetition
of his propositi and her mind was
full, of other things Tom Norris'
letter, his coming, the new dress
hat she was planning to buy
- and
on the morrow so that she might
look nice for him.
.
"I, why, no Ien. I'd rather
go alone," she' looked from one to
to take you home

U

Dear Mis. Thompson: I have
nice rye lashes but they are not
very lorm. My cyfl brows Ihotigh
do mt satisfy me becauso they are
so thin. Will you please print an
eydjrow grower?
THANK YOU.
For an eyebrow grower the following is recommended: Vaseline,
two ounces; tincture of canthar-ideounce; oil of lavender, fifteen drops; oil of rosefifteen
mary,
drops.
Mix thoroughly and apply to
he eyebrows with a. tiny toothbrush- once a day until the growth
is sufficiently
stimulated; then
less often.
The ointment may be used for
ha eyelashes also. In, this case,
it should be very carefully applied. It will Inflame the eyes if
it gets into them.
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you would let me," Murphy went
on, deliberately
Ignoring O'Connor, so increasing his rage.
"You let my girl alone!" Len
again took hold of Gertie, who this
time flung away from him, saying:
"I'm not your girl, Len, and you
know It!"
It
"You're hlsn'n, I suppose!"
was a snarl.
"Come, Gertie, I'll go to the subway with you home It you will
let me," Murphy wag white wit.i
anger, but he did not want any
trouble with the belligerent plumb,
er.
Before
could answer
Gertie
O'Connor's fist flew out, and the
fight commenced. "I'll Marn you
to git between me any luy girl!"
he said as one blow followed another.
Mumliy warded them off
as best ho could and occasionally
got back at his opponent. But he
was no match for the husky
plumber, and after a particularly
vicious punch he lay sprawled on
the sidewalk just as tin officer
cameoip and arrested them both
for making a disturbance in the

street.

''

"He was tryln' to steal my girl!"
O'Connor grumbled, when the officer asked what the rumpus was
about.
"You come along too!" he said
to ' Gertie whom ho had not noticed standing in the Rhadow.
"The young lady had nothing to
do with it," Murphy interrupted,
"You tried to steal her.
You
thief!" O'Connor, wild with rage,

broke In.
"You can tell your story to them
that has a right to hear! I ain't
got no lima to be fooling. Come
along. Miss."
Gertie, frightened, almost fainting, asked: "Will you let me send
word to my mother? She will bo
so frightened. I ain't never been
late before netting home, and she
will think I have been hurt."
"Don't you see she's a good girl,
officer?" Musphy asked. "Go in
and Bee Fagln. He'll tell you she's
all right. I was going tfl take her
to the subway, when this man set
up a howl and commenced to
fight. I'll "
"Oh, pleaso let me go!" tears
were streaming down Gertie's
cheeks. "I didn't have anything to
do with it. Ma will be so worried."
. "
"Give me your name and where
The mention of her
you live."
mother lin y have softened the officer's heart; or it may have been
her beauty her tears. "If you're
sent for you come to court.
-.-

It is unfortunate for the children when a parent Is partial, and
Just ''as bad for the favored child
as the one neglected. The favored
child becomes spoiled and the
other suffers because of lack of
love,
Do not talk about the matter to
your little, boy, but try to let your
love for him make up for the
lack from his father. I do not
mean that you should be partial
too, but you can love both children equally and still mean so
much to the boy that he will be
happy.
I feel sorry for your husband
too, because he probably does pot
realize he is unfair, but when the
children gYow up he will find
himself without the love of his
son.
i

'

Dear Mrs. Thompson: I am fifDear Mrs. Thompson: I am a teen years old and have had one
married woman of thirty-tw- o
and boy friend, but he has stopped
have two children, a girl and a going with me and Is going with
boy. My husband is very partial another girl.
to 'the little girl and it nearly
My chum is Just the same age
breaks my heart. When she and and she goes with a lot of boys.
her little brother quarrel my hus- Her mother doesn't seem to care,
band always takes her part and but my mother says she Is glad I
punishes the boy even If it Is her am not going with boys when I
fault. My little boy feels this and am so young. I .feel very loneoften says, "Papa doesn't love some and would like to win some
me."
boy. What can I do?
,
I have told my husband about
LOUISE.
Your mother Is right; you are
this and it only makes him angry
too
and he tells me I am crazy. Nothyoung to go with boys. Enjoy
ing that I say can do any good. your girl friends and try not to
What would you advise me to think about boys for' a year or
two. Probably before you know It
do?
MARTHA Q." another boy will take an Interest
Since you have talked to your In you of his own accord, which
husband about his partiality and will be much better than 'for you
he refuses to see his fault, It Is to try to "win" a boy.
useless to say more. When you
leave him alone to act in his own
Dear Mrs. Thompson: I get a
way, he may see for himself that sore tongue from eating tomatoes.
What can I do for this?
he is not fair.
ELSIE.
Take a cup of warm water with
a third of a teaspoon of bicarbonate of soda In It three times a
'

QUEER FEELINGS

AT MIDDLE AGE

day. When you no longer notico
acidity, stop taking the soda. I
think this will correct your trouble, but if It does not either stop
eating tomatoes or consult a

MF.NTJ II I XT.
Mrs. Carl Mulky will entertain
Hrcakfast.
ensemble bridge club at
Ham Omelet
Musk Melons
at 9 a. m,
Muffins
Toast
Coffee
Luncheon.
Chopped Green Olives and Eggs
,on Toast
Cooked Plum Sauce
Warmed-uMuffins
Milk
Dinner.
Baked Fish
Potato Chips
Combination salad
Fudge Cake
Mlra-mont-
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thirty minutes, keeping the dish
well covered. When cooked, pour
off the milk, and bring it to the
boil with tho pepper and remainder
of the fat. If liked, this liquor can
be thickened with a Httlo cornmcal
or oat flour. Pour the sauce over
the fish, and serve it very hot.
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GIRLS!

FIGHTING

FIRE

Twelve Members of Department and Two Volunteers
Being CareoUor in Temporary Hospital.
Twelve of the nineteen members
of Albuquerque's lira department
and two volunteers, all sufforing
from the effects of smoke, were
being cared for by physicians and
nurses last night.
Eleven of the
fourteen are suffering mainly from
sore throats and eyes. Four, however, may have been poisoned by
monoxide gas, according to Dr. O.
C. West, public health officer, and
their recovery may require several
days. The city administration has
given orders that the men be cared
tor.
The firemen's dormitory on the
second floor of the central Btatton,
has been turned into a hospital.
If any of tho men show signs of
serious effects, they likely will he
removed to a hospital this morning. The following women volunas nurses
teered their services
early yesterday afternoon when
the first three firemen to be overcome by smoke were taken to the
station: Mrs. J. I La Driere, Mrs.
Arthur Baker, Mrs. Fred Russell,
and Mias Esther Keer. They remained on the Job, assisting Dr.
West and Dr. J, A7 Ricdy, practi'
cally all night.
The firemen being cared for are:
Chief llentlerwou.
Assistant Chief Fred Russell.
Lieutenant Cullom Fearse.
Lieutenant A. P. Bradley. -Aerial Driver I'at Kane,
Aorlal Driver ZoUe Navurro.
I'ieninn Roy Gll?ext.
Pipemen O. Martinez,
Driver Max Ferguson.
I'lpcinun James Sllva.
ripeman Henry Iluea.
Extra l'linmiau Jack Hempstead.
I. Farmer, volunteer.
j
Fred Douglas, Volunteer.
was
who
Sanchez,
B.
Plpeman
knocked down when the counter In
who
the Hawkins store fell, nd
was rescued by other firemen, had
recovered
sufficiently by 6:30
o'clock yesterday afternoon to assist other firemen in putting the
equipment in order for a new
.

Coffee"

Today's Recipe.
Omelet Separate
four
eggs,
beat whitesMo a stiff froth, then
add yolks and beat again, adding
gradually a tablespoon hot water.
Have ready tho frying' Pan which
has been well greased, sides as well
as bottom, l'ut. in mixture, fry
cently until nicely brown one side,
then put Into oven to Pet. Spread
with finely ground ham and serve.
An omelet; ran be spread
with
Jelly, grated cheese or anything
liked to make nn omelet to taste.
It can nlfio be sweetened with
sugar, spread with a layer of apple
sauce, folded and served with powdered sugar.
Method Cut bread quarter inch
thick and toast lightly on both
sides. Spread sparingly with butter. Mix eggs with milk. Melt
butter in hot frying pan. add onion
and simmer for a few minutes.
Pour in egg mixture and cook
slowly until eggs begirt to thicken.
Stir In olives and continue stirring
until the mixture is creamy and
between two
very hot. " Spread
h
slices toast and serve a once.
with parsley or watercress.
Baked Fish Two whiting, one
fresh haddock, or fresh fish of any
cup of milk,
toaspoonful of choppen onion.
One heaped teaspoonful of parsley,
half teaspoonful of chopped onion,
tablespoonsfuls of butter or dripping, sprinkling of pepper, grating
of nutmeg. Well grease a pio dish,
and at the bottom sprinkle with
onion, parsley, salt and nutmeg.
Put in the fish, and .pour over the
milk and half the fat, melted. Bake
in a moderate oven for twenty to
Gar-niR-
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Tho Bread Box.
Where do you keep the buead?
For years the accepted method of
keeping brend was to put it in a
big stone crock, wit'u a tight fitting cover, where It remained fresh
and sweet. Then the metal bread
box came Into vogue, and that la
also a satisfactory container. Tho
How
real question is, probably:
do you keep the bread? That is
the most important thing Is to keep
the bread In good condition, where
ever you keep it. Don't let stalo
bread accumulate.
Don't lot. the
receptnele for tlin bread become
moist and damp. If u bit of mould
does come on a piece of brend, destroy it, take all the brend out and
heat It In tho oven for fIVe or ten
minutes, and give the bread box an
cxrra scolding and sunning.
In very damp warm weather
mould is a serious subject in some
localities. But If you air the bread
box every day, and take "out stale
bread as soon ns it accumulates,
you need not be troubled with
mould. Only buy or make a small
supply of bread at a time. It is
large quantities of bread on; hand
that cause much of tho trouble,
There Is too much and the surplus
begins to mould.

)
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Reader Takes Newer1,
Form of Iron-F- eels
Years Younger
Six weeks ago I saw a, epeclat
offer in tho papier telling how
thousands of people grow old in

alarm,

they are really old

with her two young eons.
The king business does not mean much to Prince Axel of Denmark,
lie is known as "Denmark's Sailor Prince," for believing in earning his
own living he is now captain of a Danish merchant ship. He supports
his wife, the Princess Margarctha, niece of King (iustav of Sweden, and'
!f w..ij?rk in
.hi iwaxouxiK sen.. Jhe rinca.j'.U;d
Princess-Iargrareth-

hypo-thetlc-

lid iso si
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REV. ALLEN TO
BE NEW DEAN
"OF ST. JOHN'S
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BY EliOISK.

Skirts are longer. It cannot be
denied any more even by the mott
optimistic devotees of the abbrevi-- ,
atcd frock. The long skirt has hit
even the conservative middle west

and New York is simply tralliiig
hers nlong the avenues m'dears.
The lute summer frocks have
fallen, no not in price, but in
length to ten inches from the
floor.
This Is Just one of the many
models designed for summfr wear
which features n. skirt hovering
near the anklo region. It Is made
of printed georgette trimmed with
a sash and bindings of tho dominant color which in this case is
navy blue. The background Is In
biege. The long, full peasant sfeeves
are slashed at the elbow. A long
accordion pleated panel on but ono
side la a distinctive touch.
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below are a few recreations
will make you appreciate your
,New Edison more than ever before.
Mere words cannot possibly convey their
beauty the best we can do is urgq you
to hear .them in the Edison salons on the
cool, airy third floor of Rosenwald's.

LISTED

80922
50928
80707

Polonals

Mllltolrer.

Ballet Muslo
band

Kxrclslor

S. Marine

Creator

Ballot

60933
80959

80957

and

Orchestra
Fragrant Row. TOsey's Orchestra
Afterward! Loser's Instrumental Quartet

"Ma" Medley Fox Trof
Blue l'nmtbe Blues and

'

"

',.
:

"

A

Bay Perkins
On A Utile Kldo Slroet Krnest- L. Stevens"
I Ain't Nobody's Darling Ray Perkins
Finest It. Stevens
Swaying Walt
Who Henry V. Lnngo
Hearts and Flowers Walter Chapman
Mazurka A Minor Walter Chupman
Ka-I,u-

RECORD ENDS

'

A

.

EDISON RECREATIONS
ARE ONLY HALF FINISHED

his

American Sympltntiy Orchestra
of tho Flowers American Symphony

Fdlson Piano Recreations.
50D29

WHEN THE ORDINARY DANCE

Band

Flattering Dove Heed Orchestra A"
Fireflies Recti Orchestra
"'C'f'''
Heartsease l'ccrlcss Orchestra
Vnlt
ImiMissloiird Dream
T'ccrles. Orches.
tra,

80710--Mlnnef- tto

JjBeanty Unsurpassed

ycaniautc.
Send 1 5 c. for Trial Stit
TJLt'JLU!s
son
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EDISON OWNERS, HAVE
YOU HEARD THESE
SUPERB RECREATIONS?

' 80712
The wonderfully rcflnnf.
pearly. white complexion
rendered, brings back tbe
appearance of youth. R.
suits are Initant-Wgh- lir
anUteprlcExertsatoftand
toothing action. Ovet7S

real reason
rp IE
home is to

for having the new Edison in your,
make you happier to give you clean,
elevating entertainment to educate your children to an
appreciation of all that is good in one of the fine arts
If the matter of paying for the new Edison would cause'
you even a moment's concern, the mission of the new;
Edison would vgo unfulfilled, Hence the Edison Budget
plan of payments. Under this plan you are the dictator,
of how .you will pay for your phonograph. tYou determine the plan of payment yourself. You plan your pay
ments according to your pocketbook. In short, you pay,
for your new Edison according to much the same budget plan that has proved itself
so fundamentally sound in paying the ordinary expenses of the average household.
Come in and listen to your new Edison. Make your own arrangements for paying for
I

There

is

nearly twice

as-muc-

h'

music in

one of the Edison
as there'
is in any talking machine record of the
same size. The Edison principle of recreation, permits a full 15Q lines of music
as compared with the ninety lines of the'
Re-Creati-

''
average record.
Dance to tHenew Edison
an'4,
dance
Have you heard th'el
"
x"
for 'August?
ns
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Mnsks Aid Little,
Many of the firemen wore masks,
but these, while giving protection
for a time, proved to be unworthy
of dependence for a long period of
time. The firemen showed groat
fortitude and bravery, many eft
them returning to work several
times after being partially overcome and forced to lie down on
cots in the street,
Two forms of gas are encountered in fires of this kind, accordOne is carbon
ing to physicians.
monoxide, which is highly poison
ous. Mt Is the gas Usually found
Its effects somein mhie fires.
times are extremely hard to throw
off. The other pas is that found
in overcrowded rooms, and its ef
fect is not lasting.
Extra Men Employed.
With thirteen of .the nineteen
firemen lncaoacitated. a number of
extra men were put on last night
for emergency service. Command
of the department was temporary
In charge of Lieutenant A. Olson.
The firemen were praised for
their successful work by members
of the city commission, and by the
public. Maior B. Rtfppe, who was
chief of the department many
years ago, recalled a Btubborn
blaze in the same building and in
Tho
location.
muck the same
Joists in the structure run east and
west, which carried a fire toward
the rear stairway well. Major
Ruppe'sald the firemen did wonderful work yesterday in preventing the spread of the blaze up the
stairs.
With the exception of five, who
became thorough incapacitated for
duty, alt tn nien. Including tho
chief, remained at the Bcene of the
fire until the last wreath of smoke
had rolled away.

and energy long before
In years, be
as
examinations by physic
rauao,
lansj have shown, an enormous
number of people do not have
enough Iron in their blood. I havf.'
been taking Nuxated Iron for two
weeks: tho results are simply astounding. Tho roses have come
back in my lips and cheeks, end
I ran conscientiously
sa ythat I
feel ten years younger."
The above Is a typjcal
case showing the result
that have been achieved by a
great many people slnco we started this "satisfaction or money
back" offer on Nuxated Iron. We
will make you the same guarantee.
If, after taking the two week's
treatment of Nuxated Iron, you
do not feel and look years younger, we will promptly refund your
money.
Call at once for a bottle of Nuxated Iron at tho Alvarado Phar.
macy, Brlggs' Pharmacy or any
other good drug store.
looks

.

f

FRECKLES

Equeeze the Juice of two lemons
Into a bbttle containing
three
ounces of Orchard White, which
store
will
for
a
supply
any drug
few cents, shake well, and you
have a quarter pint of tho best
freckle and tan lotion, and com
plexlon whltener. ,
Massage this sweetly' fragrant
lemon lotion into the face, neck,
arms and hands each day and see
how freckles and blemishes bleach
out and how clear, soft and rosywhite the skin becomes.

to the
club ns Its represjjntative
KIWANIS CLUB TOLD
meeting called by the Chamber of
INTERNATIONAL
OF
Commerce this evening to BtmiHt In
MEET AT TORONTO bringing tho proposed War Mothers' Momorlnl hospital here.
A personal account of the
Tho attendance prize, a check
confor five dollars given by Louis
at the international
A British oil company has comToronat
clubs
Klwanis
of
for silent "boosting" tho state
pleted near Bristol, Kngland, one vention
of the larges oil refining plants In to, Canada, was given at the local university, was won by C. K. Oden.
noon
olub
luncheon
cost
by
which
yesterday
Fifty members wero present at
the world. The plant,
Athe luncheon of the T. SI. C. A.
upwards of JlB'000,000, Is Intended A. L. Martin, president of the delto handle the crude oil brought In lbuquerque club, and its official
tankers from the Persian gudf egate at the convention.
Dr. Martin was selected by the Want Ads Bring Quick Results
region.

FROCKS ARE GOING
TO GREAT LENGTHS

BLEACH

M

1
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OVERCOME WHILE

Women Should Know tow Lydia
SENIORITY OF MEN
E.Pinkharq'i Vegetable Compound
The Rev. William B. Allen of
BY -Period
Helps at This Trying
Tucumcari, N. M.. will be perma
RAILWAY PROTECTED nent dean of St. John's Cathedral
church of this city. Notice that
"! was
Sheboygan, Wisconsin.
Mr. Allen would accept the church
run down, tired and nervous. I could The following notice, ias posted and
to take up his new
iTTTTTTTTTTTrrrrrrrTTiii I not even ao my in the Albuquerque
shops of the work beon ready
September 1 was received
own housework, Santa Fe railway yesterday:
by the secretary of the
could not sleep at
"Pleas post notice in all shops yesterday
vestry.
night and all kinds at once that the seniority of all
Mr. Allen has been In charge of
ofqueer thoughts men now in.. our service will be St. John's for the past six weeks,
i woum come to me.
it .
acting as supply minister since the
I Finally I gave up fully protected!
departures of the. Rev. Benjamin
docto
R.
"J.
the
Root. The church has been withSEXTON,
going
tor and a friend
"Mechanical Superintendent."" out a permanent rector since the
told me of Lydia
It Is understood that this bulletin resignation of Dean W. H, Ziegler
E. Pinkhain'a has been posted in all the shops of to take charge or tst. John's sanaseveral months ago.
Vegetable Com' the system. It is regarded as the torium
Mr. Allen la a scholarly man
pound. Alter the railway's reply to the demand of with a
Ho
pleasing personality.
their
on
now
that
strike
first bottle I could shopmen
has endeared himself to the local
rignts be restored in case
sleep better and I have kept on im- seniority
his
stay here.
during
the strike is settled and they re- congregation
He has a wife in St. John s sanaproving ever since. I have taken turn
to work.
seven bottles now and am so happy
torium and ,two sons. He was an
that I am all over these bad feelings. "
archdeacon in the state of North
-- Mrs. B. Lanser, 1639 N. 3rd St,
Carolina for ten years and has reDAY -- NURSERY CARED
i
Wisconsin.
'
cently been rector of the TucumSheboygan,
For the woman entering middle age
FOR 197 IN MONTH cari Episcopal church.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable ComSix of the largest hotels in New
pound can be of much benefit DurThe small patrons of the Albu- Tork
city, under the control of one
life
this
time
of
certain
changes
the
querque
Day
ing
nursery,
company; employ 610 cpoks, nearly
take place .which sometimes develop month of July numberedduring;
197. ac- 1,000
waiters, besides an average
into serious trouble.
cording to the report ofjhe ma- of ,000 .extra waiters for bantron, Mrs. Ethel HoffordTThe av- quets. In all thoy have 8,200 emj Melancholia, nervousness, irritability, headache and dizziness are some erage number of children cared ployes, representing "over twenty
of the symptoms. Lydia E. Pinkham's tor per day was 8, with 12 as the trades and several professions. In
dally number and 6 as the the course of a year the six hotels
Vegetable Compound is a natural largest
Smallest number. Nine jiew chil- serve 6,800 meals
to guests, berestorative, especially adapted to as- dren
nur- - sides 3,483.009
meals to explores.
sist nature in csrrvlne you safely aery began to patronizeThethe total
July.
past this time. Wby not give it a fairt amountduring
received"" during
tbe
'
h.
trial T
Want Ads icing Qufek Besujts
mont& was 37,6,

I

RO YAi; PRINCE OF DlURirWORKS""
TO SUPPORT HEIRS TO THE THRONE

Social Calendar

JANE PREXPS.

A FIGHT AND AN ARREST.

,"I intended

FEET

,
a

oman s Daily Ma gazine Page
FOUR DAHCI1IG

the other.

Page FiveTV

Headache
INDIGESTION

Stomach Trouble
l

.SOLD EVERYWHERE'
T- -

C

E DISON' D EPARTM E NT

toALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL"
Albuquerque Morning Journal

INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPER.
Publishes By
COrKNAL l'l'HI ISHING COMPANY
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OUT
'MINERS BACK

Even the hairs of our heads are
numbered.
O

A young man yesterday spent
30 minutes before a looking glass
trvlne to make No. 6,763,437 lie
just where it should.

This morning we found No. 3,456

in the oatmeal.

O

We used to wonder why the Ind
dian women wear those big,
boots. That was until we
saw an Indian woman without the
boots.
thick-legge-

death.

In the death of Col. John YT.
Wlllson, superintendent of the New
l,
Mexico Military Institute at
the state has lost one of Its
most valuable citizens and a leadWhen Col. Willson
ing educator.
assumed charge of the Institute in
it a struggling,
1901 he found
but
school,
equipped
poorly
through his efforts with the assistance of boards of regents who
worked with him, he managed to
build up the school until the United States war department recognizes it as one of the best of its
in
kind in the country, housed
Ros-wel-

substantial and adequate

O

A fly having a strong literary
tendency drowned itself in our inkwell today.
O

Perhaps it wanted to commit
suicide after reading this column.

o

Why is It everybody likes to offer advice to the fire department?
O

There Is one advantage In the
hung Jury situation in the Oben-chai- n
case. There will be no need
or anybody
of papers printing,
reading the evidence at the next
trial.
O

AUGI'ST," supplies varying from a week's supSAYS
ANDREW
Tho average
MlRl'llY, ply toona month's,
COAL PAPER EDITOR.
hand Is one or two weeks,
stock
A prediction
Illinois
the
the
Blnck Diamond editor declared!
that
miners would be hack to work Few dealers have any anthracite
early in August, is niado by An- left, lie said.
drew P. Murphy,
editor of tlio
"Extremely critical" is the fuel
Black Diamond, a publication for coal, situation on the lines of the
the coal Interests who followed his Pere Marquette railroad, accordforecast with his reasons.
ing to a statement issued by Frank
"The Pittsburgh Coal compnny, H. Alfred, president and general
35
which produces
per cent of the manager, who advised the men to
coal mined in western Pennsylva- "save fuel and save your Jobs."
nia, has declared for an open shop
"The reserve stock of the railway will bo entirely depleted with
policy," the editor said.
"To keep the union miners alive in the very near future," the state
In that locality it is the logical ment continued,
"and the present
thing for Lewis to put the miners rate of consumption Is greater than
in the Illinois and other western tho rate at which the mines are
V
fields back to work, levying heavy shipping to us.
,
assessments upon them, thereby re
"Fuel can be purchased onlv at
dishimself
In
and
five
times
excess
versing
prices
of Its
permitting
trict settlements."
value, and there Is little coal availOtherwise, Murphy declared, It able even at such unreasonable
Is lilely that local presidents will Trices,
tint the situation Is remake local compromises in spite lieved, It is necessary that tho railof the adverse ruling of the nationmeet
this Condition by the curway
al chief.
tailment of service and the reducPublic utilities scattered through tion of Its present force of em''
out tho cities in the state have coal ployes."

Booze now seems to be

arettes.

'I DO

NOT KNOW."

Frank O.
Governor
Lowden of Illinois has returned
from a three months' European
tour, during which he attended the
conference at Genoa and conferred
with statesmen and others presumably on the Inside of great
expects
events.
Naturally one
some significant 'conclusion about
the great question hanginging like
a millstone around the neck of the
world.
,
Mr, Lowden, facing the confld- mark
of his fellow
ing Question
countrymen, revolves in his mind
all he has learned about Russia
and then says: "What is the answer to the Russian problem? I
do not know."
That is a good, clean answer
and one speculates whether Mr
Lowden is not the first to confess
incapacity to cure the Russian
situation in two sentences. Many
have visited Russia and most of
Pormer

I

An amusement place here advertises dancing for couples only.
One of our ndvisers suggests that
nobody would care to dance alone.

11

Crisp Paragraphs

expression of Viereck's
Buffalo Express.

sympathy.

BY

DB.. W, F.

THOM"OM

I,n Rudyard.
Take 'old o' the wings o' the

It's Making Elephant Wild, Too,
Bull Mouse once more have
heard the call of the wild. Chicago News.

A

Flop around the"

It's Mathematical Impossibility.
It'll take a mathematical expert
world 'till ye're to satisfy the public's curiosity to
know how strikes are going to re- marn-in-

Lnanied Piiscilla
Applecake, wiih
only ono shoe button for an ey..
suddenly began Jumping
about
hero and there on the green,
grassy place, almost as well as
Uncle Wiggily himself could Jump.
"Well, 1 never would have believed it if I hadn't Been It!" ex-h. eil the bunny uncle. "Sho
a jumping doll! Is there something
inside her you wind up when you
want her to leap like that?" asked
Uncle Wiggily.
"Not unlesH you wind me up!'
laughed a voice.
And seemingly out from inside
Priscilla Applecake j where, 'to te-- .
you the truth, he (really leaned
l,
the frog
from, camo Bully
c!

No-Tai-

Needs Tighter Rein on Him.
'Gene Debs is still the same eugenic impossibility. Now that he's
The Indemnity bond required of loose again he's looser than ever.
circuses is said to be for the pur- Philadelphia Record.
pose of guaranteeing the city
Slio Had 'Em.
against damage to pavements by New YorkoneThought
reads that there are
When
elephants stepping on hot asphalt.
31,614.269 persons on farms in the
United States New York seems
slightly less crowded. New York
Herald. -

SUNSHINE
PEMEXS

,'

flead.
But you can't get away

buy.

"Oh, Bully! Was that you insidy
Pmcilla
Applecake
jumping
around; asked the bunny.
"i'e.t," croaked the frog boy.
"It's Just a little trick, Uncle Wig.
gily. I'll do it nyain."
J hen
tho bunny saw that all
there was left of the rag doll
which was a very oici one, was a
tiress and her face, with the one
eye.

Ehoe-btitto- n

" e were going to throw her
away," explained Lulu, when Bully
said he could make some fun by
getting inside the dress and mak
ing believe the doll jumped,
"Liko this!" oroaked
Bully.
Once more the frog boy crawled
inside tho rag doll's dress, hiding
his hind para under the skirt anil
Ws front paws In the sleeves. Then
he hopped hero and there and
everywhere. It looked as if Priscilla Applecake really was Jump
ing.
"Very clever, I call it!" laughed
Uncle Wiggily. "Very clever, indeed!"
"And perhaps you'll call ma
clever!" suddenly snarled a voice,
as Bully, inside the doll stopped
jumping. "I tli.'nk I am quite clever to have sneaked up on you, as
I have, to nibble your ears!"
growled the voice, and there stood
the bad Bushy Bear.
"Oh,, dear! Please don't nibble
my ears!" begeted Uncle Wiggilv."Yes I shall!" grumbled
the
Bear. And Just then Priscilla
began dancing about, as
Bully, inside her, leaped here and
there right In front of tho Bear,
"Oh, niy! Oh, what do I seer A
jumping doll! Khe must be a fairy
and she'll turn mo into a bri.i'r
bush!" cried the bad, scratchy
Bear. "This Is no place for tue!"
Up jumped
Bully, bumping the
Bear on the nose, and then the had
creature was so frightened that he
ran away without nibbling the
bunny's ears at nil.
"Very, very clever I call that!"
chuckled Mr. Longears, as Bully
crawled from Inside the rag doll s
dress. And Lulu and Alice said
the same thing. Priscilla Applecake said nothing, but she looked
ery wise with her ono shoe-bu-

Buce taxes. Toledo Blade.
From the dope that they say
Will cure a bud) cold in ycr' 'ead.. Made It Sound ns Good ns Damn.
It Is explained that Theodore
Milk, half bad, is a'.l bad.
Roosevelt sometimes said "darn,"
but never said "damn," but whatIt is dangerous to monkey with ever he said, nobody was left in
them emerge thoroughly con- buzz
or
saws
cures
doubt as to what he meant. Bos"guaranteed"
in
vinced that the truth resides
ton Transcript.
their own individual breasts, and
To Impetuous youth time Is a
this truth they impart to the world tmail, at our ago she's a midnight
at so much a volume. Mr. Low- express.
den says there are some things he
Shoot a man and you'll hang.
thinks he knows,but he does not
his drinking water with tyknow the solution of the Russian Pollute and
they'll blame it on tne
phoid
problem.
Lord.
He Ehould worry; no one else
By Howard B. Oaris.
does, either. His best word is
Vitamins are the natural confound in the soliloquy in which he stituents of natural foods and not
Copyright, 1921. by McClure
speculates whether there is now the product of man's chemical
Newspaper Syndicate.
vast
her
within
population
forming
of 140,000,000, a group of patriots
UNCLE WIGC.ILY AND THE
Whacking off parts of one's an
some day to take over the control
JUMPING DOLL.
atomy is not the whole of surgery-Thhe
But
Russian
of
destiny.
the
,
true test of surgical skill con
doesn't know.
sists in saving our mangled append
Uncle Wiggily, hopping around
in the woods one day, looking for
It is gratifying to find a man ages.
an
know.
who doesn't
adventure, heard some Jolly
There Is a special department in laughter behind
the sassafrass
sulphurous than the bushes.
AX EQOTABLE DISTRIBUTION hell more
are
rest where cancer quacks
"Well, now," thought the bunny
OF INCOMES.
made to plaster their diabolical rabbit gentleman to himself, as he
Beventy-tw- o
his pink nose, "that
twinkled
per cent of the cancer pastes over one another.
doesn't sound very scary! I don't
Income earners in America receive
There Is another department in believe the Fuzzy Fox, the Woozie
less than $1,500 a year, according
where wailing Wolf, nor yet the Skillery Scallery
to statistics issued by the National the lower regions,
souls
spend an eternity devouring Alligator would laueh like that. I
Bureau of Economic Research in
grass and weeds. A sign posted think I shall be sato looking to seeiton W
its first volume, entitled "Income over
And if the Ice pick doesn't trv
reads: "They who It is. I'll do it!"
the
In the United States." Also ac- wouldn't cut place
take lemons from the apple tree
'em on earth."
Carefully, on his tippy tiptoes, to
to
innko a strawberry shortcake
same
14
to
Uncle
went
to
the
screen
the
authority,
WJggily
cording
Bad teeth, pbor mastication; of bushes and looked over. On for tho gas stove. I'll tell you next
per cent more earn less than
Uncle Wiggily's shower
green, grassy ground the bunnv about
$2,000. This means that only 14 poor mastication, poor digestion; the
bad assimilation; saw sitting Lulu and Alice Wibble-wobbl- bath.
digestion,
per cent of the wage earners In poor
and
On
ducks.
the ground
the
assimilation, poor health
America earn more than $2,000 a bad
all for the want of a few good between them was what seemed
year. Moreover, if the excess in- teeth:
to be an old rag doll, with one
OF
come over $2,000 earned by this
shoe button eye left, and all the
red paint rubbed off her nose.
latter 14 per cent, were divided
"Isn't she the dearest thing!"
equally among the 86 per cent,
quacked Lulu to her sister Alice.
there would be only $661 for each
"Yes, and such a good Jumper!"
one, according to the statistics of IN THE
DAY'S NEWS added Alice. "I Just wish
Uncle
, the bureau.
This leads to an in
Sup- teresting line of reasoning.
ENVEK PASHA.
oslng the wages of the earners in
A new war lord is rising in the
America were put on an ultra-so- a "ami. f. &2rsa.
a
ciaiistlc basis, each one would aver- near cast to further complicate is
Now if every political situation that already
1; 7mw . fZ t
age about $2,600.
He la Enver
worker earning at the present time decidedly precarious.
Chamberlain Resigns After
Pasha, former Turkish minister of
up to $2,000 a year would consist- war.
a Year's Successful Work
s
ently save, say, $7 a week and inAccording to reports. Enver will
vest it in some safe security giving
Been
become emir ot
him 7 per cent on his money over
Mo
a
strong
for
Next
Term.
a period of twenty years he would
hammedan state
Is
he
be getting therefrom an increase
which
(Spfclnl CorrMpondrtice to Tils Journal.)
up
of Income about equal to the inSilver City, N. M., Aug. 2.
from the former
crease that he would gain by the
After having Just completed his
territory of the
income mentioned
division of
first year as president of the New
across
soviets
above.
Mexico
Slate
the Ural moun
Normal
school,
Surely no one could demand
tains in Turk
James F. Chamberlain has tender.
more than an equal share of earnTho so
rstan.
od his resignation to the board
ing, no matter how communistic
vlets
originally
of
regents of the institution.
or socialistic his tendencies and
aided Enver to
President CrmnTierlain only a few
the Oh.what do I se.&!"
desires, yet very few realize that
weeks
to serve
ago was
cried,
power, but now
they have it in their power to add
another year and his retirement
seems
Bad,
he
Bear.
that
to
amount
their
earnings
that very
scratchy
from
the
comes
a disas
position
issured of his
by foresight and right Investment
tinct surprise. The board of re
success he has AVIggily could see her!"
comof
the
Somehow
glamour
defied them,
wen, l ao see ner ana l see gents is expectedon tothe meet Immemakes many
beliefs
munistic
: ii
resignation
iHi.MieviK!
expected Enver you duck girls, also!" suddenly diately if to act
Inequaliit is accepted, to take
the
think that
apparent
to taiiie the Mohammedans of the spoke the bunny over the top of and,
for
election
of a suc
the
steps
than
is
much
bush.
the
greater
region against the British in India.
ty of wages
cessor, that plans for the reopen
"Oh, my!" quacked Lulu.
It really is, and so makes them Instead he is now in open revolt
"Goodness me!" quacked Alice, Ing of the fall and winter term e
covet the earnings of those more aguinst the Soviets.
month hence, may not be delaved
being somewhat more romanfortunate or more gifted, when tileTheto new leader likewise is hos- and,
tic
sister. Lulu, added:
During the year that President
Muslapha Kernel's Angora "I than Iher
they have it in their power easily government.
think am going to faint!"
Chamberlain
has directed
tho
income
as
a
more
to make
regular
"Oh, please don't," begged Lulu, state normal school, he has demHe has warned both the govern''
and Alice didn't.
over and above their imaginary ment of Moscow and
onstrated his executive ability and
Angora to
"Don't be afraid!" called Uncle handled the administrative affairs
earnings than they could ever ob- adopt a "hands off" policy toward
over
tho
sassafras
bush.
of
other's
of
the Institution In a capable
the new state which he. intends to Wiggily,
tain from a distribution
from the Mohammedan for it was his voice, coming so manner. News that he will retire
earnings. It is extremely impor-tan- t, build up of
that had startled the twj will be received with regret among
provinces
China, Turkoman and suddenly
in this Instance as in almost the
.
duck girls.
a
the friends he has made
Caucasus.
every other, to make sure of the
so glad it's you!" year's residence m Silver during
were
"Oh,
European
statesmen,
-'
City.
conclualready
thofacts before drawing any
when
bunnv
Lulu,
quacked
troubled by the Angora governMr. Chamberlain Is an educator
lions. Christian Science Monitor. ment, have adopted
a policy of gentleman came to the cool, green, of wide reputation and the au
watchful waiting toward the Turk- grassy place where, they were sit thor of
numerous
text books.
I
RAIN AT LEVY.
estan dictator who to date has done ting.
dealing principally with geography.
"Excuse
me
to
for
what
2.
1
The
listening
N. M., Aug.
on which subject he Is a recognothing to arouse the
' 'Levy,
Arkansas of any but Kcmal and antagonism
sild," spoke Uncle Wiggily,
of
vicinities
Levy,
the Soviets. you
authority. Prior to coming
with a low and polite bow of hM nized
I Valley and Wagon Mound have re-- f
to Hie state normal here he was
pink, twinkling nose. "But I could
reived one of the heaviest rains of TRAIN IS DITCHED:
prominent in California educarot help hearing.. And I can't
16
i the season. Some damage was
nt
the" tional circles. He also taught In
he
looklng-added,
i ' done to roads, and a few small
PERSONS ARE INJURED not very clean rug doll, with one Columbia university. New York
Past-- f
I ' culverts were washed out.
shoo button eye, "I can't imagine city; Chicago university, the Uniureg and late crops, such as beans,
(Bl Th Associated I'riu
you call that doll the 'dearest versity of Southern California and
will be benefited somewhat. A few
I.a Grande, Ore., Aug. 2. Six why
Nor yet why you speak of the normal school, Kansas City,
wheat fields are being mowed In- teen persons were Injured, one per- thing.'
Mo. His home is in Pasadena,
her
us
such a good Jumper.
1
furwill
what
for
hay
they
places
fatally, when train number 4 never saw a Jumping doll."
calif.
I nlsh. Some oats have been mowed haps
on the
trail- "Oh, but Priscilla Applecake Is
I to the ground in the hope that a road went into a ditch forty-on- e
the dearest doll; Isn't she, Lulu'"
STRIKE IS A FAILURE.
late crop will come on. The terri-- i miles east of here today. Mike quacked
Alice.
Rome,
Aug. 2. The general
tory northeast of Levy Is still dry, Molamun is believed to have sus
".She Is, indeed!" answered LuP;. strike appears to'have been a com
Jf
having received only a few light tained a fractured skull. Among "And would you like to sen he plete failure here. This is em
the Injured was Robert Crejln, of Jump, Uncle Wiggily?"
$ showers,
phasized by tho fact that tho re
Tucson, Arizona, whose head was
"It would give me great plea- publicans and aharchlsts have an- cln'o
The Ladies Army snd Navy
bruised. According to reports re- sure," answered
the
ouneed their separation from the
bunny
.; in London, is said to be the rlch- - ceived here a broken rail caused
SOclalintff.
nnr wlnhtnir In nViurA hit
'
est woman's club in the world.
the train to leave the track,
Then and there that rae doll. resDonsibiiitv with the. l.ntiar
(
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THE MARKETS

UY

an Issue
In the political
campaigns. It
be
an
to
V
used
of
Col. Willson's effort in behalf
adjunct.
Always Comes In Handy.
O
education were not confined to the
A returned traveler says that
Is
a
of
There
brand
matches
institute alone. At the time of his whose box label is PFOG.
money can get along
And people with And
in Russia.
pretty well everydeath, and for years prior thereto, that's the way they sputter-wh- en
else.
where
he was a member of the, state you light them.
'"board of education and had always
)
"Where there's smoke there's
taken a keen interest in improv
Han Hob No Pride nt All? '
said the boss as he canned
ing the public school system of the fire,"
La Foliette ought to pray tobe
the office boy for smoking cigstate.
delivered from, at least, tho open

.

Corn

rDPIOPIGT

By Root.
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(By Tbe Associated Press.)

FINANCIAL
Wall Street.
New York, Aug. 2 Prices in the
stock marxet stood up. well today
in the face of conditions
which
could hardly be regarded as encouraging. Rejection by the railway executives of President Hard
ing's strike plan and publication
ot Great Britain s note on International indebtedness made for increased bearish sentiment, but
strong support set In when this
began to assert itself.
Early prices were generally but
not materially lower, a sharp rally
offsetting initial declines.
Car loadings of revenue freight
for the week ended July 22 totaled
861,124 cars, an Increase of 217
over the preceding week and an
increase of 73,000 over the corresponding week last year. Weekly
iron and steel reviews continued
pessimistic in tone as tho result of
the fuel shortage In that industry.
Complications In the foreign sit
uation caused a marked heaviness
in the prices of foreign securities,
French government and municipal
bonds declining large fractions to
nearly 1
points.
Strong spots of the stock list
were Norfolk & Western, which
advanced about six points to a new
high for the year; Crucible Steel,
Mexican Petroleum and Western
Union, all of which made substan
tial gains. Total sales were 650,- 000 shares.
Call money opened at 4 per cent
and advanced to 5 per cent In the
final hour when the demand be
came heavier. Time money rates
were virtually unchanged.
marks
. Tho decline of German
to another new low level again featured the foreign exchange mar-ke- t.
Closing prices:
69
American Can
American Smelting & Ref'g.. 60
122
American Tel. & Tel
17
American Zinc
63
Anaconda Copper
10 1
Atchison
67
Baltimore & Ohio
77
Bethlehem Steel "B"
30
&
Rutte
Superior
68
California Petroleum
Canadian Pacific
1404
38
Central Leather
72
&
Ohio
Chesapeake
&
29
Mil.
St.
Paul....
Chicago,
30
Colorado Fuel & Iron
92
Crucible Stetel
,
16
Cuba Cano Sugar
17
Erie
82
Great Northern pfd
40
Inspiration Copper
69
Int. Mcr. Marine pfd
35
Kennecott Copper
133
Louisville & Nashville
Mexican
eiroieuiu
jooyi
29
Miami Copper
22
Pacifio
Missouri
72
Montana Power
97
New York Central
77
Northern Pacific
46
Pennsylvania
16
.
..
Consolidated
Copper.
Ray
74
Reading
71
Republic Tron & Steel
30
Sinclair Oil & Refining
91
Southern Pacific
26
Southern Railway
Studeboker. Corporation ....130
Texas Company
46,4
63
Tobacco Products
Union Pacific
,...143
United States Steel
...100
4
Utah Copper

Foreign E.xflinngo.
New York, Aug. 2. Foreign ex
change irregular. Great Britain
demand, $4.44; cables, $4.44;
sixty-da- y
bills on banks, $4.42.
cables.
France t demand,
8.16;
8.16. Italy demand. 4.53; ca
bles, 4.54. Belgium demand, 7.68;
demand,
cables, 7.69. Germany
Holland de
cables,
Normand, 38.60; cables. 38.65.
Sweden deway demand, 17.10.
26.00.
demand,
Denmark
mand,
21.48.
Switzerland demand, 19.00.
Spain demand, 15.50. Greece.ui-4-de
.
mand. 2.85. Poland demand,
demand, 2.42. Ar
gentine demand. 36.45. Rra7.ll demand, 13.65. Montreal,

.11.

11;

Czecho-Slovak-

la

99.

z

Oats

6454c;
64854c.
3131cY

No. 2 white,
mixed,
No. 3 white,

Kansas City.
Kansas City, Aug. 2. Cash:
Wheat No. 2 hard, $1.00 1.13;
No. 2 red, $1.02
1.04.
Corn No. 2 white, 65 56c; No.
2 yellow. 69c.
Hay Unchanged.

LIVESTOCK

STRIKERS LISTEN TO
ALBUQUERQUE
(Ppeclul

DREDGES AT
CRUCES BREAK RECORD

DRAG-LIN- E

TALKERS

Correspondence to Tha Journal.)

Tucumcari, N. M., Aug. 2. Carl
Magee addressed a large crowd
here at the Princess theater Sunday
nightt speaking on cpmmunity welfare and citizenship
Magee ex
pressed a belief that lf will be
through proper education of each
and every individual that social
justice will be realized.
"I am not here to speak on the
strike," said he. "I am opposed to
class domination. Labor needs cap
ital, and capital needs labor: they
should get togotner and solve their
problems."
Magee urged that all the people
get to thinking; to realize the un
derlying issues and conditions governing the present great unres'..
and to think out some system 'by
which conditions can he improved.
"It doesn t mean that you must
think like I do but think these
of the
things out. The constitution
United States la the- - finest document ever written. It is so drawn
that It may be amended to suit ali
of our needs."
"It the United States fails to
achieve her destiny, it will be be
cause of the failure of men to
grasp tho great underlying issues
and think out a saving plan'.",
Ed Swope, of Albuquerque, spoke
thirty minutes to the railroad men
on the strike sltua'on.

to The Joumnl.)

Cormpnndeni'e

(Speclnl

Las Cruces, N. M Aug. 2. Efficiency of the U. S. reclamation
service in drainage work on the
Rio Grande project has again been
demonstrated by carrying off the
honors over all government irriga
tion projects for large drag-lin- e
The yardage
machine operation.
cost for drainage and canal excavation is substantially lower than
on either the Riverton, Shoshone,

Chicago.
Chicago, Aug. 2 (U. S. Bureau
North Platte, Klamath or New-lanCatEconomics).
tle Receipts 10,000. Market fairprojects.
L. M. Lawson, project manager
ly active, generally steady to strong
In charge of all work,
on all killing classes. Top matured
says the
dralnago work to date, exclusive of
beef steers,
$10.65;
yearlings,
is substantially bebulk beef steers, $8.65 0
$10.50;
low the estimated cost. The .aver10.25; beef cows and heifers mostage cost is $.066, or from 25 to 50
ly $5.25 & 7.25; bulk canners and
bulk
per cent below what it could be
cutters, $3.10fffl3.85;
bologna
contracted for to private concerns.
veal calves
bulls, $4.25(fi4.40;
The drag-lin- e
mostly around $10.00; stockers and
dredges at work
on canals on the Rio Grande profeeders steady.
set
16,000.
a world's record
Hogs Receipts
Light
ject recently
and light butchers strong to 5c
for that type of machine.
C. M. Alnsworth Is engineer in
higher; others weak to 10c lower.
Top, $10.75; bulk, $9.70 10.70;
charge of construction in the
bulk 200 to
butchers,
and Rincon valleys. Fred C.
$9.75(ii)
Wilson
pigs
steady,
$9.6010.70;
has charge in tho El Paso
me10.50;
heavy. $9.60ifi)10.00;
valley. L. F. Flock Is office engidium $9.9010.6S; light, $10.65
neer, and N. E. Fordham is master
10.75; light lights, $10.40!H0.65;
mechanic.
packing sows, smooth, $8.00(8 8.40;
packing sows, ro gh, $7.25 8.00;
killing pigs, $9.7510.50.
Lambs
Sheep Receipts 11,000.
strong to 25c higher, top native
$12.75 to city butchers, $12.50 to
packers; cull natives large, $8.00
LONGEST LEGISLATIVE
8.50;
lambs,
early top western
tl2.75. some unsold: feeders strong
DAY IN THE HISTORY
feeders
to ligher; best
Now under new manageOF SENATE IS ENDED
late Tuesday. $12.65; sheep scarce,
ment who assures better
steady.
of Agricultural

300-pou-

right-of-wa-

y,

Me-sil- la

Sulphur

Hot Springs

,

Omalm.
Omaha, Aug. 2 (U. S. Bureau of
Hogs
Agricultural Economics).
Butcher hogs
Receipts 10,000.
generally steady; mixed and packing grades 10c to 15c low; bulk
mixed and packing grades, $7.50
bulk butcher hogs, $9.50
8.75;
10.25.

Fed
4,200.
Cattle Receipts
steers and she stock fully steady.
Five loads choice 1,350 pounds,
d
$10.35; bulk 850 to
grass steers and she stock steady to
10c higher; all other classes gend
six loads
erally steady;
teers to
Colorado grass
feeders, $7.85.
Lambs
9,000.
Sheep Receipts
10c to 25c higher. Bulk westerns.
$12.50;
clipped
top
$12.2512.35;
lambs, $11.50; sheep and feeders
eariy
strong; ewes, $7.00 down;
top feeding Umbs, $12.00.
1,000-poun-

1,000-poun-

St.

Joseph.

Aug. 2 (U. S. Bureau
Hogs
of Agricultural Economics).
Market fair,
6,00".
Receipts
active, about steady to both shippers and packers with yesterday's
Bulk 170 to
average.
10.10;
$9.95
packing
weights,
sows strong, bulk $7.75 8.00.
Beet
1.500.
Cattle Receipts
and butcher cattle 10c to 15c up;
calves
packers nominally steady;
steady to 60c higher. Choice yearlings and weighty beef steers early,
$9.85; some heavy steers bid aoove
bulk beef cows. $4.25
$10.00;
5.75; bulk veal calves, $9.009.50.
Fat
1,000.
Sheen
Receipts
lambs opened at least 25c lower.
lambs early, $12.50;
Top native
sheep about steady; medium ana
heavy weight feeders early, $6.00.
St. Joseph.

'

240-pou-

--

Kansas City.
Kansas City. Aug. 2 (U. S. Bu
reau of Agricultural Economics).
Cattle Receipts 9,500. Beef steers
mostly lRo to 25c higher, some up
d
more. Top
steers,
10.25;
$10.60; other fed lots, $9.00
grassers mostly $7.50 8.50; win
tered kinds, $8.G59.10; she stock
strong to unevenly higher; hulk
cows, $4.506.ut);
choice, $b.7d;
common and medium grass heifers
$5.00 6.00; canners strong to 25c
higher, bulk around $2.75.
MarKet
6,000.
Hogs Receipts
fairlv active, steady to strong. Few
sorted
$10.20: bulk,
$10.15; 170 to
weights,
10.10:
$10.00
shippers took 1,000:
and
took
1,000;,
good
packers
averages,
choice 225 to
$9.609.90; bulk sales, $9.00
10.10; packing sows mostly $7.75;
few
stock pigs steady to strong;
choice, $10.65.
Sheep Receipts 6,000. Iambs
generally 25c lower. Top natives,
$12.60: mostly $l2.oowi2.5; culls
around $7.00; three cars Idahos,
112.00 With 300 out;' sneep siow;
odd lots heavy ewes, $5.00 6.00.

(By The Associated Press.)

Aug. 2. The long
day in the history
of the senate came to end at 2:50
p. m.. with the adjournment of the
senate out of respect to the memory of Senator Crow, of PennsyWashington,
est legislative

lvania,

Tho legislative day began at 12
o'clock noon, April 20; tha hour of
the taking up of the administration
tariff bill, and continued for 104
calendar days of 2,474 hours.
During that time there was no
prayer at the opening of each dally
session. Tomorrow, however, the
chaplain will officiate after a long
vacation.

accommodations than ever
before. Hotel has been

thoroughly renovated.
Stage Leaves Every
Other Day
Round Trip
Sulphur Springs $18.00

For further' Information phone
907-- J
or call at 203 South

Second

Street,

Albuquerque.

C. TARTAGLIA,

Proprietor
Sulphur Springs Hotel

NOTICE!
Sealed bids will be received by the County Treasurer of Bernalillo County for the purpose of selling
the following Liberty Loan Bonds: Victory Loan
4
bonds, $10,000 ;Third Issue Liberty Bonds,
$20,000; Fourth Issue Liberty Bonds, $10,000. All
bids must be in the hands of E. B. Swope, Treasurer of Bernalillo County, not later than 9 o'clock
a. m., Tuesday, August 9th, 1922. The right is
reserved to. reject any and all bids.
3-- 4'

E. B. SWOPE,

Treasurer and
Bernalillo County.

Ex-Offic- io

v

7

Collector

1,300-po.un-

Wanted
SANTA FE

RAILWAY

210-pou-

275-pou-

Boilermakers, Sheet Metal Workers,
Electricians, Car Men and Helpers. For these
classes apply in person or by letter to nearest local
Machinists,

New York Money.
New York. Aug. 2. Call money
Stronger. High and last loan, 5
per cent; low and ruling rate,
per cent;
per cent; offered at 5
Santa Fe mechanical officer.
closing bid, 5 per cent; call loans
per cent.u
against acceptances,
Time loans Firm. Sixty ana
Denver.
days, 4 per cent,; six months, 4
per cent; prime mercantile paper,
Aug. 2. Cattle ReDenver,
cinct No. 4, Eos Ranchos de AlLEGAL NOTICE
4 to 4
per cent.
600.
Market steady to
ceipts
buquerque, and measuring from
NOTICE
east to west' nineteen hundred
strong. Beef steers, $7.0010.00;
Liberty Bonds.
Dis
$4.25(3)8.60;
In
cows
the
and
heifers,
New
feet
of
and from north
Mexico,
State
(1900)
2.
York,1 Aug.
New
Liberty calves, $6.009.00; bulls, $2.55
hundred , and
south five
trict Court, Bernalillo county. to
$101.10; second 4.00; stockers
bonds closed:
$5.00
and feeders,
on
bounded
forty-fou- r
feet
first 4 Us. $101.40; 6.25.
4s, $100.62;
vs.
the north by lands of Trinisecond 4is. $100.52; third 4'4s,
Market J. C.C.R. Cavanaugh,u. x plaintiff;
. 400.
.
land
Receipts
Hogs
oniriey aim dad Arls, on the south by
Crosno,
fourth 4s, $t'n.4u; vic- steady. Top, $10.25; bulk, $10.00
$100.62;
Caroline II. Robinson, defend- - formerly owned
by ' Remedias
(uncalled), $100.86; Vic
tory
10.10.
Baca now owned by F. M. Ewing,
200.
Market
(called), $100.48.
tory
Sheep Receipts
the Defendant, Caroline H. as far as the Acequla de Grlegos;
$5.006.60; ToRobinson;
Ewes,
unchanged.
from the Acequla de Barelas to
spring lambs, $11.00 12.00,
Please take notice that an ac- the river Is bounded by the land
and
.Js
commenced
ot Manuel Gonzalea,on the south;
been
tion has
now pending against you in the on the east by the Old Public Road
Chicago Board of Trade.
above entitled court and cause and on the west by Uie Rio
Chicago. Aug. 2. Although tin
'
and between the parties therein Grande,
coal
certainty over tothe rail and
Cliiraeo.
of which Is to
Also another nlecA of land sit
the
object
named,
lift prices a little
strikes tended
Chicago, Aug. 2 Poultry Alive foreclose ta mechanic's lien upon uated in Precinct No. 4, mos Ran
in the. wheat market today, de
Fowls, 16 r 22c;
the following described premises chos de "Albuquerqu,e, which is
clines at the last resulted from higher.
21
26c; roosters,
Dounaea on tne nortn oy tne
lrthe city of Albuquerque, New land
attempts at profit taking on the Butter Market 13c.
Creamhlgher.N
of R. J. Ewing, on the east
had bought
Mexico,
part of traders who
firsts,
2931c;
extras,
six
ery
and
c
33c;
by the Old National Road which
Lot numbered five (5),
earlier. The close was weak,
standards,
seconds,
twelve
is
numbered
commonly called "El Camino
c net lower with September
to
(6) in block
$1.05"
and December 32c. Market unchanged.
to $1.05
(12) of the Terrace addition to Viejo de los Ranchos de AlbuReEggs
c
to $1.07. Corn lost
the City of Albuquerque, accord- querque," on the south by land
$1.07
c. In provisions ceipts 13.222 cases.
o to
and oats
ing to the plat thereof on file in which was formerly owned by
move
Demand
and
Potatoes
the outcome' varied from 7c de ment on barrels very slow, market Bernalillo county clerks' office; Manuel D. Gonzales, and on the
lien is west Dy tne uto Grande del Norte;
cline to 5o advance.
weak. No sales on east shore lr and adjudging tha said
Gossip was current that Great glnia stock; other brands few sales superior to any Interest you may which said land Is crossed by the
are Acequla de los Grlegos and
Britain and other
Keceipts 3D cars. have In satn property, you de$2.252.50.
and contains i about 18
countries were reselling and but at
U. S. shipments, 327 cars further notified to appear and
Total
in
ndted
acres more or less.
was
slicht Improvement
file
and
cause
your
said
fend
the
sacks;
$2.25
Cobblers,
Maryland
This sale will be made to satisfy
the domestic milling demand
the
and movement moderate, answer to the complaint orwith
of
car shortage demand
before the final Judgment and decree in
Complaints
of said court on
clerk
bulk
Minnesota
market
steady.
or the. aforesaid cause, rendered on
which were exploited, by bulls fail
Ohios, $1.10 1.25 cwt.; the 4th day of September, 1922.
Early
ed to make much Impression in same
May 8th, 1922, wherein the plaincwt; Judgment will be taken sgalnst
$1.0001.15
view of the fact that wheat re. Kansas sacked,
obtained Judgment of foresacked Early Ohlos, 80
you by default for the relief so tiffs
centers
closure of a certain deed of trust
at
ceipts today
primary excess of 90c cwt.; Kansas sacked Cobblers, prayed.
were 300,000 bushels in
Marron and Wood, postofflce made by H. H. Russell, now dethe total a year ago. . Apparently 85c1.10 cwt.
Llllle A, Russell his
address, Albuquerque, New Mex- ceased, andamount
because of the rail and coal strikes,
of which JudgNew York Metals.
ico, are the attorneys tor the wife, tho
as
is
ment
follows: $2,600 with
however, the country seemed to
New York, Aug. 2. Copper
plaintiff.
fear offerinir wheat to arrive, and Steadv.
ten
at
Interest
cent per an- r.nd
per
FRED CROLLOTT,
pot
Electrolytic,
rural acceptances of bids from here nenrhv. 14c:
Clerk of said court. num from March 1st, 1922,'until
later.
were light. On the other hand, the
Dated this 19th day of July. paid; and for the further sum of
Tin Easy. Spot and futures,
late weakness of stocks and cotton
$250 with interest thereon at the
S5 2!ieS2.S7.
1922.
together with a new smash in Ger.
rate of ten,, per cent per annum '
Iron Steady, prices unchanged.
'
man mark were evidently more
from March ''1st. 1920, until paid;
NOTICE OF SALE. ,
Lead Steady. Spot, $5.765.80
or less Influential as a deterrent to
Zinc Quiet. East St. Louis spot In the District Court, State of New and for the further sum of $250
wheat buyers here.
Mexico,
County of Bernalillo. with interest thereon at the rate
of better weather and nearby delivery, js.rfu.
Prospects
of ten per cent per annum from
No. 13.304.
Antimony Spot, $5.255.62.
southwest as well as slowness ot
c.
69
D.
E. Harrington and A. L. Martin, March 1st, 1921, until paid; and
Foreign bar silver,
cash demand weakened the corn
Mexican dollars, 53 c.
Trustee, Plaintiffs, vs. Llllle A. for the further sumof $250 with '
market. Oats were neglected.
Russell, Velma Russell, Henriet- interest thereon from the 1st day
Lard reflected the bullish lnflu
Now York Cotton.
ta Russell and Charlotte Russell, of March, 1922, until paid at the
ence of a decrease in the ware.
2.
fu
rate of ten per cent per annum;
Cotton
New York. Aug.
defendants.
house stocks here. Otherwise, the
Oct.,
closed barely stetady.
Notice Is hereby given thnt the and for the further sum ot
provision market was governed :by tures
$21.79; Dec, $21.77; Jan., $21.55: undersigned
having been on the $173.94 for taxes, with interest
changes in the value of hogs.
8th day of May, 1922, named and thereon from May 8th, 1922, until
Closjng.-prices- :
March,J21.52; May. $21.40.
appointed by the aforesaid court paid at the rate of six per cent
Sept., $1.05; Dec,
Wheat
as Special Master, In a certain de- per annum; and for the further
INJURED BOY RECOVERS.
Sl.07: May, $1.12.
cree and final Judgment on that sum of $300 attorneys fees and
Las Vegas. N. M., Aug. ,2.
Corn Sept., 61 c; Dec, 67c;
Carlos Wlldensteln, aged 8, who day rendered in the above styled all costs in this proceeding,' inMay. 61 c.
Oats Sept., S3c; Dee.. S6o; was shot through the mouth with and numbered cause, will on" the cluding the cost of advertising this s
a
Mnv. 39 C. '
revolver, is able to 17th day of August, 1922. at : ten sale and a reasonable Master's fee,
Lard Sept., $11.S7; Oct., $11.42. be up. The story he tells and that o'clock a. m. at tho front door of the amount of which Judgment
'
of his playmate, who was with him the Bernalillo County Court House, will bo on the date of sale $8.949..
Ribs Sept.. $10.60.
at the time of the accident, do not offer for sale and sell to the high- 69 besides court costs, advertisOmaha.
agree. The parents stated today est and best bidder for cash, the ing costs and Master's fee when ' ,
No. 8 that the boys were playing with the following real estate in Bernalillo allowed by the Court.
Omaha. Aug.
3
1.
hard. weaDon. The other boy, is Edwin County. New Mexico, to
B.UTH A. MT50RE
01; No.
jmrd, $l.no
Adlow. of tho sajpe age,
A piece of land situated in Pre
JMagter, 't

3,

3s,

4s
4s

GRAIN

PRODUCE

to-w-

2828c;

trans-Atlant-

1

1414c.

'

.

er

wr

.
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KINGSBURY'S
GOOD

MALE'S BROTHER VOZ'

BRICK

HOME.
xrooms and
Four
d
Slussed-isleeping porch. Hardwood
floors. Modern. Garage
and a complete home. Located'
olose in on a good street and
can be bought very reasonable.

TO WART IIS
ME. TOOA.V.

good-size-

n

Copyright.

"

KQLUMN

(

VORK FER

LS'J?iXiZ"

MAIE-

how look

1921 by tb International Js"ew
O. S I'atent Offlea.

-

-

117

I

0t

ME - ML.ENCE

.T6
TWELVE OCLCCK- HIM

HE

V

I

BE DOWN
OCT TO OiNts.R

AN'O
WITH

m

)

FIRE INSURANCE
When you saw the other follow' house burn you thought
of your fire Insurance.
Did you take out that additional Insurance you wanted.
Wo will be glad to have a
man call on you anrl fix it up.
Houses for sale, for rent, for
lease, many furnished houses
for rent or lease.
H. CHAS, ROE

1

"bAt)' FINE. -

HE'LL- -

V

PHONE

IS

I

By George McManut

TEUU

I

HE ft ON
THE.

1

BROTHER.
,

T THE.. TIME AN' HE.
HADN'T HOVfN JD

Servlo.

Reentered

WMT1

OU-t)- 0

'

LOCATED
OX EAST CENTRATj
brand new brick home;
Hardwood
floors throughout.
rooms
and
Four
sleeping
Breakfast nook. All
porch.
n
kinds of built-ifeatures. Furd
nace heat.
basement. Large screened porches
and can be bought for only
$5,250, on extra good, terms.
--

A

A

riione

HI,

010.

Good-size-

TRADE
We have a splendid house at
Santa Fo to trade for property
in this city.

v FOR RENT.
We have several good apartments and houses for rent in
all parts of the city.

-

Realty Sales Company

111 S. Second St.

rijono

069

LINCOLN ADDITION

A

fqw more good lots to b
had in Lincoln addition, located on North Fourth street
with some shade and fruit
trees; also extra large lots.
Good terms.
..
D,

Real

T, KINGSBURY
Realtor.

Estate.

Loam

Insurance.
210 W. Gold.
rtione

and
007--

ev

five-roo-

m

facing McClellan's park. Call
ACKERSON
& GRIFFITH,
Realtors.
120 S. Fourth.
Phone 414.

WANT A HOME?
Six rooms and a large glassed

sleeping porch, hardwood floors,

furnace, gas, garage, lawn, In
fine location on paved street,
and the paving is paid. The
price and terms are right. See
Jas.-.M- ,

$3,TS0

nan
."mem,
Central.

frame

new.
East

bungalow,
noon, fireplace.

Johnson,

Insurance, Real Estate, Loans.
216 W. Gold.
Fhono 210.

,000

CO.

R

218 W. Gold.

.

f

mono

407

SWELL MODERN
v
brick, close In.
$4,750 SURE GOOD
FIVE- room modern, W. side.
$4,200 SPLENT9ID MODERN
stucco,
Fourth
$5,000
five-roo-

five-roo-

brick, modern, well bulltT
hardwood tloora, hot water heat-sha- de
..
fin fruit tr... v.n.ih
$4,200
adobe, atucco, bath, etc.,
w irum, snaae ana iruu trees, Norm
Twelfth atreet.
Some (rood buy In buslneia property.
Lots and houaea in all parts o the city.

m

m

Fla,
No.

A. FLEISC1EK, Eealtoir
Accident,

Ill

Automobile insurance.
- I
'
Velephon 871.

Huretv
Rn,
8. 1 ourth St.

ward.

CHOICE FOUR-ROOmodern brick, Fourth ward.
$3,760
GOOD SEVEN ROOM
modern, W. side.
$3,250
FOUR ROOM
modern brick, W. side.
$3,150 NEW
FIVE
ROOM
modern, II. w. floors, etc.
elevatiori.
WH HAVE MANY OTHERS
No ..trouble to show you.
At your service.
Members, New Mexico State
Realty Association.
$3,850

A-- ft

THE EXCHANGE
Gold
BUT SELL OR TRADE
FCKXUTRE, ETC.
T. L. & 13. L. McSPADDEN
. Phone 1111.
.

120

Hi

Fcaturg Scrvici. Inc.

MONEY TO LOAN

0ESTREICH,
OWNER SAYS SELL
My
house and sleeping
porch, basement, front and service porch, garage, hot water plant,
lawn, shade, fruit, vines, walks,

FOK SALE

ROBERTS-TURNE-

Int-- l

8!
10'

WE WILL GET YOU

' AND
for amounts of

$500.00 and ovef
secured by first mortgages on
Albuquerque city improved property. All property to be shown in
person and papers to De examined and prepared by your attorney, our client's expense.

Goodall

Investment

'
Room 6 Grant Bldg.
.(Over Golden Rule Store)

Fhone

Insurance, Loans,

Co,

349.

Real

Estate

FOR RENT

;.'

WANTED
Tie

'

makers.

Apply
McKIXLEY LAND AND
LUMBER CO.,

Thoreau

F&Hv

Kour",TOOIn
Fourth.

SPECIAL

$3,800

L,

New Mexico

n
front,
book cases, fine
fire place, prettiest kitchen in
town, breakfast nook, hardwood
floors, fine sleeping porch.

J. P,

Gill

Phono 770.

Realty Company,
323

V. Central.

FOR SALE OR TRADE
For Albuquerque property, a
fine littlo fruit " rumJi, suitable for chickens and dairy,
and will suppo'. 00 head of

Martin Company, i

Realtors.
Fire and Auto
Insurance.
223 W. Gold.
Phone 150.

Two-roobouse!
wlth porch. 1023 Southrurnlshed
Walter
FOR RENT-Four-r- oum
ftirnTSeTTot:
A,dre"
South
MaX' AUgU5t

"

N. M.

HELP WANTED
i,u-- Mn,

work,

anoirt

20,

strong's Ranch, north

,

Franklin

k

Realtors.
Investments,

Insurance,

On good Albuquerque property,
we can place at once $2,500,
$2,250. $2,800 and have regular calls for other amounts.
A BRICK HOME
On Luna boulevard, at a price
that you cannot beat, five
rooms and sleeping porch, fire
place, furnace," garage, lawn,
trees; part terms.
R. McCLlGIIAX.
REALTOR.
204 V. Gold. Phone 442-Real Estate, Insurance, Notary
Public.
J.

$1,500,

$1,700

and

$2,500.

v
FOR' RENT
bungalow, brand
new, fire piace, lurnace heat,
in Fourth ward. Owner will
lease for six months.

Phone

410

GOOD BUY
modern frame, completely furnished Including piano,

T7

MM
As Long As

It Lasts

A

Better

Grade

US. 00.

(Of about 1,000 feet)
Call with Wagon
Terms Cash

Land
Lumber Co,

&

New Mexloo,

-

PHONE 201

AUTOMOBILE,

SALIMlwenAneous

""AE
.

1270-J-

Cheap, baby buggy.

Phons

cond tlon.

Vhnne

BAW5-B- -45

of town.

"

Xooa"'

terms.

HtSJ.
tiBnt

Hulck,

il!l"nn-

l2lJHouth

"4

rent

f

!).

Houm

,

218 West Gold.

CO,,
Phone 407.

CtTOICK

RESIDENCE
BUSINHPS PROPERTY.
INESS OPPORTUNITIES
RANCHES

'

AND

$H00T

321 W. Gold.

FOR RENT

Phono

Thono

909.

A, SLEVSTER
'
All Kinds of Insurance).
HEAL. ESTATE.
112 South Third Street.

Phona

4

,

House Hunting Made Easy
Furnished and unfurnished hotiseg
for sale or rent. Good servica and
interest taken.
J.

ROBERTS-TURNE- R

E.

Real Estate,
Phone 477,

Gonce,

West Silver.

110

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

BUS-

AND

JOUN W. WILSON,
.
Altornef.
oeius II, 17 and in. Cromwell Building.
11S3-J- .
Phon.1

A. C, STARES

$10.00 Per Load

Albuquerque,

Repair Work a Specialty.

has
fine
basement,
fireplace,
up to the minute,
everything
large lot, plenty of trees, on
paved street in Highlands and
close in; $1,500 as first payment
balance terms, for appointment'
call
188.

For

Rent-Room- a

with Board

FOR
HUNT
Room
with
Sooth Rroadwfiy.
loom AND BOARD,
J

Room.

board.

218

a week. 611
2'oiio nronoway,
Room at 6U West Copper, FOIt
tlijNTwTiaBsed-l- n
porch, wltb
413
Room and kitchenette.
b ard
114 North Maaie.
North frcond.
sleeping noron. with board.
FOR KENT Cool front room. 609 West
nit per week. 1207 Eaat Central,
Fruit. Phone 2042-J- .
ROOM AND BOARD with
FOR" RENT
glassed Bleep
PurnTshed room. ,922 South
Ing purchjno sick. 1027 Forrester.
Seventh, phona 729-i
Lviu
sleeping
porch,
private
FOU RENT
Several rooms, unfurnished.
board. 205 South. Walter.
.iinmy, witn
124 South Edith.
.
jia-vi'u.,
FOU RENT
Furnished rooms. I2.H0 and I'UU KENT Nicely furnlsned rooms with
"P. I1I
West Gold.
Jirst-cias- a
table board. Phone 1327-FOR RENT
Very pleasant room, closi 110 South Arno.
In, 20S North Sixth.
tKN"r
Large front room, adjoining
k
v..
FOR RENT Furnished rooms; no chilhi, inr one or two, ana board If
dren. 110 South Walnut
Phone 1340-J- ,
FURNISHED modern rooms; no sick; nor! NR'E airy front room, suitable for one
710
honr,!
children. 414 West Silver.
S or two. with best 6 of
,,,h
LARGE, cool rootn. beautifully furnished, ivMiier, pnone InS M.
ROOM',
PORCH AND BOARD, $45 a
private hath. 1211 West Roma.
month; tray service: nurse's care If
FOU HUNT Furnished
rooms at 'iH
desjfed. Phone 1679-South Wnlter; board next door.
Oood home cooking,
rates l,y
FOR RENT Furnished room and kltch-M- . BOARD
the meal or week. Mrs. Knight, cor1724 West Central, phone 252.
ner Broadway and Gold.
RENT
FOR
Pleasant housekeeping FOR RENT II a velo v o v ;t c a n forTwo
y
rooms near sanatorium. Phone 1097.
jy
Mrs. W. II. Reed, phone
convalescents.
FOU LENT Furnished two rooms snd T22C.-J- .
4oe South Walter.
sleeping porch. 819 North Second.
BOARD AND ROOM
Large front room.
FOU RENT Very desirable room, adwith bith In connection; two employed
joining bath; close In. 114 South Arno. gentlemen preferred.
Phone ir,7i;-V- .
FOR RENT Rooms r.n light housekee- Miita. MARSHALL'S private home for
convalescents and bed patients; nurse's
ping 118 South Walter. Phone 1BH7-excellent
meals. I'hone 11C1-For. KENT Nice, mean sleeping and rare;
housekeeping rooma 121H North Third. 1107 North Twelfth.
Two
FOR RENT
furnished rooms for SPECIAL summer rates. $5 ' per month;
excellent board,
private room with
light housekeeping; no sick. 423 West
sleeping porch and tray service. St.
Iron.
John's
EMscopal
sanatorium, phone 491.
Two nice rooms furnished
FOU RENT
MRS. CARL BERGI.UND Private sail.
for housekeeping. Apply 517 West
HKS
South Edith, two vacancies In
main building, $;o and $75 per month;
Two rooms furnished for
FOU RENT
dining room and tray service; nurse's
1727
West
light housekeeping.
enre If desired. Thone 13i:i-FOR HRN'T
FOR RENT

FOR SALE Clark Jewel gas
range. EXI'BliT RADIATOR BBPAUUNa
Phone 165.
man an'1 wireto
O
F(tw'oi'.IfeTi'"Ii'0l,r-":,ohouse" WTJTrCim;petent
FOH KENT Furnished four-roo0t
y
Third
twonty cow'- phone TRY RODDY'S MILK; BUST In'tOWn!
flat,
K.JeJyMtks217N,,rth
24U-Jaodern.
1
PO"l'.
Phone
147V
517
nt
FtJU SALE-K- -45
West Silver.
ilulck tWlllg car;
,
Phone 2413-R"
FOR BENT Furnished apartment and FCtw7l-l- W
form carpentra. teamsters'
cnniill"i- - Bond-DllloCo.
freetroom co
ROOFINO
Cl,y
K00d wa ses- transportation to EXPERT
1010 Forrester.
gnraire. Phone 15M-R- .
heater,
Tr,;,
range
710
H34-J
guaranteed
work,
phone
'
J"i, Employment Agency. 110 B. Third. FOR SALE
E"st Santa Fe.
TRADE-V- or
FOFl rk.vt Modern outslda apartment.
car
or
Almost new baby buggy, ex
WANTEO One or two good cooks, white
Averlll Apnrtments. 208
" SAI;'J cfiu iv in irourt lot. good
North Second.
four-rooCall
--North Fourth.
Aoe iT"wWaWr
hou,
Ouy's Trnrfer, 3L'4 South F lond
v- -t
FOP. nKN'fUh'tTousi.keeplnB
1T"'r,v ,': wat,'" ",lrty dolr
25 m0n'h.
rooms.
Pt"U;
FOR SALE
Thoroughbred pit hull
North Eleventh.
re.
rensonalile. dlldergleeve Electric f!o.
sits
cur.
j.isni
firsttouring
..i.,.
I!lunlen8hno. Phone
Fult RENT Furnished apartment, two F " R EN T I fousea, all klnds;furnlshed WANTED
2I0J-M- .
men
Young
as
Third,
ronms and
on
salesmen
phone
McMIIIln & Wood.
sleeping porch, Thone P..? unf"r,nlshe'SALE One heavy black enamel mut SAVE CO to 75
trtlna; ensh security and good refer-ence- s FOR
per cent on Used
one
"est (iOld.
required.
Appl
Fred Harvey Lead. golden oak porch awing. 710 West
etc.; full stock for over twenty-fiv- e parts,
difFOR RENT Three room and sleeping F0,H 1! l'rri'0"-roo- n
News Agency.
sleep--Oonu
ferent cars. Mcintosh- Co., 311 West
porch; private bath. 815 West Granite,
'"""he- - Inquire 614 WANTED First-clas- s
FOR SALE Oil ranee. 310. w. p. .Tni,,,J
cook
Bdlth. phone 1
for club;
phono irol-son,
Dodson'a parage, 315 West Mar- - I WILL take
colored preferred; must be able to do
your auto In trade on my
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms, for FOR
Four
'iinfurnlsh" good heme
four-roocooking and baking; no
modern home, located In
ed houses, 705, 709, 7l6, 717 SoutB others
IlKlit housekeeping; adults; no sick.
OR SALE Portable steel bako oven university
need
131'0-rhnne
apply,
Hcighta. Inquire at 309 South
7?1 South Pecnnd.
Walter, J40 each. Phone 1530
and
lot
a
of bread nnn ,t u).n'- mn Cnrnell,
nA.MfcU
Wacksmlth
for
sawmill;
J. liM" Modern furnished oottaKe;
Foil RUNT New apartment, modern
good position for competent man. Ap- North First.
FOR SALE Scrlppa liooth roadster. A- -l
two rooms nml glassed
and furnished: no sick; no children.
FOR
ply
SALE
sleeping
McOaffey
Comporch,
Co.,
Red Jelly plums and
Chamber
of
condition, new' tlr, ,i,,l
on
car
line. 1?22 South Edith.
10H7 West New York.
merce building.
6 cents
real buy. Aulo camp, North Third and
Phone
pound.
f7S.W
1
FOR
RENT
nr call at 1100 North Twelfth.
FOR RKNT-Thre- a
South Arno, seven
rooms, glassed In sleepOrnnd.
Female.
.
ing porch, heamlfully furnished, close . rooms and bath, tiun.pn..m
ROOMS!
also
all manes, 115 and up"; FOR SALE Four new tiros, never Ijean FURNISHED
WANTED Woman to assist with house TYPEWRITERS,
In.
or
Phone 1 nss-- j.
...j.., Jn.0-,McCanna.
$3 per month.
porches; reasonable. 309 South BroadA
Albuquerque Typewriter .."A'4, 3fix4- work.
714
cord, guaranteed
Lead.
West
FOR
KENT Completely furnished, three
FOR RENT Furnished front apartment,
way.
10.000 miles: Juat from the
Exchanfre,123 South Fourth.
foctory, $120
room cottage, sleeping porch, near
Girl for
three rooms and private bath. 21614
FOR BAT ET Used tractors, MS ilitl for four. A. Chauvln, 104 South Slrth. FO '. RENT Nice,
WA,7
dean apartments,
car line. 1'hone 1478-North Second. Albuquerque Hotel.
oniy. zzi, worth Walter.
reasonable. Imperial Hotel, Sll!4 West
with gang pliws
Hardware FOR SALE 1921 Bulclc b touring; 19il
FOR
Two-rooRENT
FOR RENT One single, one lai'ner beaufurnished house.
Kords,
as follows: Touring roadster, Central.
Housekeeper; will give good Department. J. Korber & Comnanr.
with sleeping porches; modern;' 130
noma in exchange for light housework run At.li
furnished apartment; hot water,
and setian; 1920 Chevrolet touring. You ton RENT Front bed room, adjoining
tifully
a
Fresh buttermilk and
B
Pir month. Call at
70S Fist cm.
Address O. R., care Journal.
olWlnlry.
, 131
West Roma, phone 490-.oath, close In and private family. 306
cheese; also fresh milk In gallon get your money's worth from THE
LIST
COOPER
MOTOR CO., 619 West Central, West Roma.
your vacant houses with the Oily J WANTED
FOR RENT Modern
two.
furnished
Healthy
young American lots. Swayne's Dalrv. nlrnne
WOman tO assist With lfcrht tlm,
room apartment, with kitchenette and ..-..- 1
r prompt ana efficient
phono
n.r1r rwn BAt, v ictor Vlctrola, lato
FOU RENT One front room for light
model,
and care for two small children. In
SST
west Hold, nhnn
bath. Phong 1134-Ml West TIJeras. t.
J150 machine; good as new; reasonALBUQUERQUE AUTO WRlSCKINO CO.
per month. 401
housekeeping, $15
te; no washing. Box 206 Santa able. Address
New and Used
FOR RENT Furnished apartment, four ruK.MHHED HOUSE
of four rooms!
South Seventh
"Victor."
o.ire
.lourml.
re, ivew Mexico.
sleeping porch, garago; opposite
REPLACEMENT
rooms, modern;
lso two-rooPARTS
e
apartfUK bale, Pianos and player pianos;
sleeping
FOR RENT Nice
In
ment wiih sleeping Dorch.
for All Cars:
1104 North
pre-wP'r ,nontn 1820 East Cen- 21Vs
Mnlp and
Hotel.
tooms.
values. Phone ion. Oeo. P. ALT. parts Stock
Albuquerque
tested
hefora
Loarnard
leaving shop. North Second.
Piano Co.. su South n'.it..
WANTED First-ClacoolT
man
Radiators, electrical parts, tops, bodies,
FOR RENT Two nice, clean rooms and rOR RENT Two cosy three-roocot- woman: good wages. Address postofflce FOR SALE Standard make used
modern furetc. FOU RENT Three-rooPlayer lights, horns, Ignition sets,
i
for light
sleeping porch, furnished
leeP,rg porches, fmn.di'
035
in. r.,nra re, n, m.
planoa, in A- -l condition; will sell at Parts carried for 22 makes ofsprings,
nished housekeeping apartment.
cara. New
$25.
216
Columbia,
Unlvers
housekeeping. 321 South Walter, phone a,
D
e"3'
",an- - Plne axles, drive shafts, pinion and ring gears South Broadway.
paymenl
Heights.
14J9ajn
FOR SALE Ranches
for
cars.
In
carried
all
mind. FOR RENT Large front room wltn
Keep us
FOR RENT Fourth Iward,
five-rooFOR RENT Nicely furnished two-rooFOR SAI.B Second-han$100 safe, fol NEW MEXICO'S OLDEST WRECKING
front entrance: with or without board.
adobe house, bath and lots of porch ROBERTS-TURNEwith bath
05 for
HOUSHJ.
housekeeping apartment,
company. 218 West
will accept five
sale:
417 Nortlt Seventh.
quick
room
Oold.
and
no
have
shade; well furnished;
sick. 613 South,
5
50.
established a special land monthly payments.
reasonable; sdulta;
Wat Central.
Phone 434.
4GJ Parker.
Phone
rooms for light
FOU RENT Furni.'--liei- l
Arno.
department.
Elks' club, v
WHEN IN NEED 5F
Virginia boulevard,
housekeeping. 1C05
FOR RENT Three-roofurnished apart FOR RENT Modern brick htse. nicely FOR SALE We have some splendid FOR SALE Fine new Columbia grafan-ol- a TIRES, rims, carburetors, springs, mag1
p. m.
108,
after
phone
six
furnished,
In
water
rooms, front and back
suburban ranches.
proposition
ment, with garage;
netos generators, wheels, gears, axles,
paid; adulta;
with beautiful records; will sell
Nice, clean rooms
no sick; rent reasonable. 1011 North SeO' screened parches;
iMPFntil. ROOMS week.
Company
highlands: close In.
very reasonable. Apply 20J North High, bearings, horns, accessories
Phone 1S47-Over Pastime
ond.
rates bv day or
COME TO PARTS HEADQUARTERS.
RANCH
Look at this, must be sold on or phona 1748-.Central
West
?J1H
Theater.
HAVE
WE
SALVAGED
Two-rooRENT,
$22,
TO
or
DATE
for
THE
account
two
FOB RENT
furnished apart.
rooms and
sale,
falling health;
house, EVERYTHING IN
FIXTPLUMMNO
FOLLOWING MAKES OF CARS:
One room and kltcnette- - oy
WANTED
sleeping porch; dresser for sale: other garage, barn, implements, with or wlth-o- i
ment; hot and cold water, lights and
URES, and material. Pumps and well
Bulck C24, C23, D4S. D55; Cadillac,
Call today. 1224 or 1304
'two working girls; can give references.
rent 'reasonable.
acres alfalfa, fruits points. Thaxton
Z1H furniture.
stock; twenty-tw- o
pnone paid:
472-Co.,
Phona
Supply
North Second.
Chalmers, Chandler, Chevrolet 490, FB, Address H. B., care journal.
all kinds; two miles from citv. Phone 1111 North Fourth.
Pouth Broadway.
t.
2417-RBaby Grand;
Dodge. Dort,
or 848.
Postofflce box
APARTMENTS,
FOR RENT Half of bungalow, thTee FOR RENT 609 South Ninth street; owner,
newly turmsn-eASBESTOS ROOF PAINT
Ford, Hup 20 H. K. N.; Maxwell, Mltoh-ell-Ol- LINCOLN
,
three ropms and small porches; $18. 192, Old Albuquerque, N. M.
rooms; hot water, cool and close In.
rooms, community bath, well furnished,
THE
8. Overland, every model; Saxon
KIND
that
stands
the
hot,
dry
City Realty Co., 207 West
centrally located, 35 por month; no sick. water
of the west, II per gallon. The 4 and 6; fitudebaker 4 and 6; Wlllye-Knlgh- t, 312 Smith Third, phone
WANTED Position
Oold,, phohe fifi7.
till West Tonl.
UEN'T Two beautifully furnished
Manznno Co., phono 1S34-KOU
every model.
WA.NTED
rooms in modern nome.
If you don't see your car la the above
FOR RENT Nice
ppir
Housework
housekeep FOR REJIT Five-roothe
brick, modern,
bone BUILDERS, TAKE NOTICE
by
day.
f
For
sale
well and completely furnished: garage,
1646.
list, remember,
Fred Hnmm. B!3 North Second.
ing apartment, adjoining, bath; ga8;
sixty-fiv- e
five-foe
feet of
SALVAGING
WE
close in; no sick; no children. 623 West, two blocks frm postofflce; no sick.
ARE
LATB
MODEL
rooms
with
sleeping
WANTED washing and ironing to take fence, Including nests: mnkn me in
FOR RENT two
703 West Silver.
CARS EVERY DAY.
Lead, phone 2001-home. Phone 1304.
offer. 105 South Cedar.
porch, for housekeeping, modern,
In addition to the
stock of used
If desired. 1210 South Walter.
FOR RENT One large and one small FOR
house ' with WANTED Work by tbe hour.
FOT SALE BlacH currents for inaklna parts In the state, largest.
we
carry a COMchicken house for two hundred chickens
apartment, furnished completely for
1343-Furnished room, kitchen
after 5:30 p. m.
Jellies, pies, preserves and 1nm. Rent- - PLETE line of NEW gears, drive shafts,
115 garage,
1205 Wast
housekeeping. Crane Apartments,
lights -- and water.
s n Ranch, phona 2417-Rcite and sleeping porch, at 701 South
HOUSE
from I to I axle shafts and general accessories, for
cleaning, floor polishing, lawn
Iron, phone 400-North Bevent h, phone 14.
ttich. Cnll at 702 south Hign.
morning, 15 to 1 and 8 to 9 nights.
ev.ry car.
worg. uan J. w. Lowe, phone 1430-FOR RENT Elegantly furnished four- FOR RENT Furnished apartments,
OUR PRICES ARE THE LOWEST.
ACCLIMATED
Knit RENT Two clean, well venuiaieu
Puro
Kanrcd
winter
to sanatorlums; four rooms,
room nouse. phonograph and piano, $H0, WANTED Nurslng;-tw- o
years' hospital
VIADUCT GARAGE,
seed wheat, yields seventv hushes to
housekeeping rooms; also nice sleepPhone
experience;' price reasonable.
glassed-i- n
sleeping porches, gas; on Eaat llrhta and water nnlri! ttn sink, fall for
tOO
SOUTH
SECOND,
acre, 4 cents per pound. John A. Jacob'
ing rooms close In, 409 West Iron.
Central car line. Call 1321 East Central, Key at 405 South wnlter.
bouse
t.argeat
son.
stste.
id
24t4-l!- 4
the
box
parts
412.
cltV.
Phono
. in
private
EOilETLTHSEEKERS,
or see McMillln A Wood. Phone I4S.
FOR RENT Desirable unfwnlshed cor WANTED By First-clas- a
carpenter, any CEDR CANYONlrewo"od Co..
good
home; nurse care, tray service,t ns-jfirewood
kind of rough or finish work.
.
1002
ner nouse, rive rooms, close In: Areola
WANTED
WASHINGTON APARTMENTS
Miscellaneous
2"7
pnone
North
direct from Cedro canyon to user;
High,
meals.
Box A, care Journal.
West Central; location one of the heating system: $4T; lease required; no
'
and
rooms
sawed
In
and
sieentn-or
r.r
stove
split
civ
fireplace WANTED To buy
hotel
used wardrobe.
or 120. KALSOMINIXU. cleaning paper and
"beauty spots" of Albuquerque; every sick or children. Phone 1162-2400-Jhousekeeping apartments, by the day.
fnone 2355-ha private bath, electric
apartment
Ooodsnn. icngins; prompt delivery. Phone
John
cleaning kalsomlne.
SOFT SPOTS Heel and arch cushions WANTED Platform sea
wok or month, gozu, west vemrni,
BUSLNE53 CHANCES
range and all modern conveniences.
or 2194-phone 634-.cures
fallen
prevent
foot
Front room, well furnished,
RENT
all
Phone 83. J. P. EAKIN, proprietor.
FOU
Insteps;
Central.
WANTED Position as nurse or com troubles. 91, Pumter Arch BunDorts. Ttaoe.
'OR SALE
close In;
L'rjiital rooming house, well
adjoining bath, use of703phone,
Mlsa F. Kcleher Leather Co., 408 West Central. WANTED Furniture,
oil stove,
panion: best of city references.
West Silver.
furnished.
Second.
one
223s
two
or
South
Inquire
gentlemen.
FOR BENT Furnished front ipartment,
Ice box. Phone 603-.r"ifr. no Nnrth Secnnd. phone 11E8-DownsAirs furnished rooms
CHICKENS
RENT
bath ad- FOR SALE Rooming house,
two rooms
eleven Viu.ac LADY,
iron
attending business col FINE Rhode Island laying hens, full sot WANTED Money to loer on good first
d;
rooms: good location. 214 V. South Sec
with sleeping porch, for housekeeping;
joining large front porch; garage If
Wood.
McM.'lllon
lege, deslrer place with private family,
mortgages.
school books, seventh and eighth
hath connection: water, light and phone
thoughly clean and sanitary; two ond.
as
and
companion
124
South Arno, FOR SALE Hotel, twenty rooms, pool board. Phone 627.to work for room and granes: useo only one time: some good WANTED Two fishing passengers to furnished. 710 West Lead,
adulta only and no sick.
1224
iurnitur also, Fhone 1727-Jemoz, outfit furnlslred. Phone 1032-nail and bar: good lease. 818 South CALL
phone 32-FOt RENT Exclusive, well furnished
HUTCHINSON for house cleaning North Second.
e
""e HAVE several
first mortFirst.
"
room, with large sleeping porch, hot
wall cleaning, floor waxing, paint- i..--h.
.and
ICFKltCTO
AUTO TUP anu
gage loans. Who wants themf Mo- - water heRt and bath; centrally located.
FOR
Sa
orlck
building
and
ing,
katsomlnlng.
chimney sweeping;
FOR SALE
Million & Wood.
1 744-Auto
Effecto
21 West Coal.
Enamel.
dressing.
'ai
Phone
81B South First: location rood for an
Odd Job Man, phone 20S2-par.
Valspar Enamel on automobiles. TRANSFER end scavenger work done, SPECIAL OFFER Well furnished light,
FOR SALE Good home, close In, .wlth' kind of business.
WANTED
as
interIn
teacher
Print.
Homestead
Plymouth
Cottage
732
Position
E.
A.
rates.
reasonable
Phone
income sufficient for upkeep.
Griffith,
FOR SALE Albuquerque
airy room, In brand new modern home,
316
Hotel,
mediate or
grades; have New Floor Paint Roof Paint and Cement Sat- East Iron, phone 1970-1S20-peoSouth First, Albuquerque Cafe, pool Tork state life upper
private porch entrance; employed
certificate, and New Mex- isfaction assured. Trios. F. Keleher Leath- - MAX BARGAIN HTOR13. at
South-First- ,
om. 319 South Flrat.
preferred; reasonable. Phone 1949-ple
o.. sua wet
SMALL,
lit
cash payment buys modern
ico first grade certificate, and five years'
1067-J.
rbone
cntri.
three-roowill pay the highest prices for FOR RENT Very desirable cool bedPrice A NICE HOME and a good business to experience In publle schools of New York
house close in.
your second-hanclothing, shoes and
ll,70Tr,
-Phone 1582-FOR RENT Storeroom
room, with lavatory and shower baths,
keep the house going. Address Bun- - state with excellent recommendations;
furnltcre. Phone 8R8. .
In
have health certificate: would consider
private home: no sick
house, buiuw, cure journal.
FOU KALE j)y owner, five-rooFOR RENT Building at 41 J West Cop- - WANTED
Two - or three months old taken.
or call 611 West
C. B. A.
Phone 1103-as
Address
governess.
furnished or unfurnished, university WE HAVE A- -l money-makinposition
buslnesi
.
ror
or
Coal.
'
care Journal.
roosters, Rock, Orpington. Cochins,
garage, inquire H. is.
,suuuie
Heights. Phone 1623-W- ?
opportunities, such aa merchandise. 2s,
W.
Sherman,
must
be
at
First
Bank
and
houseSsvliige
priced
right.
Langshnngs:
Two
FOR RENT
FOR SALE OR TRADE Equity in a groceries, garages and other high-claoanv. i.none o.
It. Campbell,
Rolen,,-- ' New Mexico.
FOR SALE -- Livestock
iT
keeping rooms: gas and water in the
modern brick, residence, in propositions not advertised locally. Rob
FOR.
RENT
back
Store
RUG
room
and
IS
CLEANERS
yard;
and cellar.
kitchen: nice porch
Oold.
ICourth ward. Address H care Journal.
Co., 218 Wi
FOR SALE5 Horses, harness, and wagons.
6x1 J Rugs Cleaned.
$l.ti.
dj so teec trie rear of lot South First
ground floor; no sick; close in. 80S West
FOR BALIS By 'owner, suburban home, TOUR CHANCE- - Must sell on acoount
accessible by alley from Second etreet. MATTRESSES renovated. 13.60 and up; Iron.
oiojortn rtroaoway, pnone isob-j- .
of health, a growing real estate i.ual- - FOR
(our rooms and sleeping porch, olty
SALE
saddle Gold and Central avenuea,
Cheap,
furniture
and packed. Ervln FOR RENT One large room, adjoining
galted
arbor. Post- - ne'is, have a splendid Hat of property,
horse and saddle.- - 400 North Twelfth. at vniggns iNationai bank. Fred Lutby. Bedding Co..repaired
water, fruit trees, grape
or 1085-phones H13-4
furnished for light housebatli;
also good car. Address Box JC. T.. care
office hog 818. city.
FOR SATE Flemish otants. Ruf us Reds WILL arrange, to siV tenant a 26x100 WANTED - Careful Kodak finishing. keeping; nicely
and glassed sleeping porch;
Journal.
FOR SALE Four-roohouse, two
does
ant
bucks,
Black,
foot brick building; good condition;
satisTwice dally service.
Belgians,
car stops in front of
Remember,
clean
cool;
and
WANTED
BANK
fr. era. 710 West Lead, phone 1928-porches, modern; completely furnished,
1223 South Edith.
opposite Santa F
reasonable faction guaranteed. Send your finishing house.
shops;
or without furnltnre; priced right, all WANTED To buy controlling interest A BLACK BEAUTY. Colorado mare, tlve terms.
Gee ir write L. Htmu. 109 to a reliable, established firm.
Hanna
or
a
or
810.000
816.000
capital bank.
Mouth Eighth. .
ft Hanna, Master Photographers.'
LOST AND FOUND
years old, good spring wagon and har- N rth First. Alhiiauerque N. M.
Write T. E.
08 West Twei.ty- FOR SALE New ntmies dj owner; on tnird street, Sullivan,
ness; will sell ,or trade for a light Ford
Oklahoma City, Okla.
LOST Short string of pearls; reward it
FOR SALE Poultry-Ejrjr- s
824 West Gold; one
racer tn good running condition. Phone
PERSONAL
110
lnoo-110 North 'Maplei one four-rooJ. W. BRASF1ELD. watch, clock and Jew- - FOR SALE Pigeons. Phone 173.
FOUND
North Maple; terms. Call 121 West 811- - MATTRESS RENOVATING
Black and while buppy which
.
149-MFOP SALE Fifty S. C R, L Red laying
fell from car Tuesday evening. Phqne
iry worg. jis south Second.
ivr. phone
TYPEWRITERS
MATTRESS RENOVATING.
$3.60 and up.
1B19-1870-Irene.
InWILL
Phone
Well-built
TAKE
for.
care
FOI
practical
to
children
SALE
Ruf cleaning, furniture repairing, fur. TYPEWRITERS All
by
make overhauled
quire 1301 North Forrester.
builder. $7J oash, or best offer, buys nlture paoklng. Phone 611-or 20J5-- J.
FOR SALE R. I. Rods, hens and cock- - LOST Three hats, ona for men. and the
and rV:alred.
Ribbons for every ma- WANTED
and glassed-i- n
others ladles' hats, on West Coal avesleeping porch. Ervln Bedding Oompana
one going to San Do- ' erel, cheap. 223 Stanford.
Some
chine.
Kr
Albuquerque
Typewriter
Electric and olty water. The beat in
of
to
to
share
mingo
FOU SALE Bargains In, S. C. R. I. Teds, nue, near viaduct: finder return to 708
expenses
fiesta,
H? South Four'
change, phone
town for bealthseelters.
car. Phone 1949-Palmer, 1123 FOR RENT
North Twelfth.
Office
Koomi
twenty-thre- e
$6.60:
chicks.
twenty
baby
.South High phone 1768-hens, fine layers, $2 each; four cock
FOR SALE Real fc.ntate
CHIROPRACTORS
FOR RENT Ranche
FOR SALE In south blgblandsr' new FOR RENT Two office rooms over Klst.
birds, $3 each. C. P. Hay, 236 North
130 per month; light, VOli KALE Nice lot, 60x142. on
tlitee-rooWest FOR
cottage; two aarg screened heat and water.
High.
E. F. 4JAKMEN.
of
mountain
LEASE 110 acres
Mountain road. on half block from
good
tn porches, oak floors throughout, built-i- n
'
. Kill gracing and agricultural land; four-moChiropractic.
nwnnl lnvinv
good
OR II 15NT Office room,, ground floor, Pourt.li:
WANTED Real Estate
feurures; a real buv: very small pay
""m nliv
""W veni Wb ha
t
, Vi
IS and 20 ArmUo Building.
1L
grass and winter protection; good
mom down, balance like rent. 701 Last
suitable for small shot, or office. In
YOU
Call
IF
an
acre
business
tea
have
tor
per
aula.
year.
house;
property
or
tianta re,
phone OS,
quire SH West Copper,
Journal .Wsm Ads Brtng JReeulti, at 130? .Virginia boulevard. ,
list n WHO UcilllHoB
wood.
Journal JVant Ads Bring Results,
t

,d

$4,250,

MrMHMON' & WOOD, Uonltors.
.
fm
l.okl. Insurance, Loans,

Gold.

Y.

2

BERNARD

five-roo-

J, D. KELEHER
211 West Gold.

21B

n

Five-roo-

Loans.

McKinley

THE PLUMBER,
216 North Third.

PAT,

FOR

for dalfv

Pebble dash, elprht rooms, mod
ern. Well located, First ward, $5,
000. Terms. 7 nor cent on de
ferred payments.
Close In Second ward, ell rooms
and Rlassed-iroom,
sleeping
Five hundred
$5,800.
modern,
down, balance like rent.
Almost new,
bungalow,
Third ward, fine location, garage
shade, lnwn, $4,500. Easy toi.ns.
Now stucco adobe, five rooms and
bath, fire place, oak floors, cement basement, excellent location

LOAN

On improved city property in
the following amounts $1,000,

REALTOR

Company

Money., to Loan

Wanted,

u'e- - furnished.

Ftt"K;NT

house on South
Broadway, close in. shade and
grape vines. Partly furnished
for $5,000. Terms if desired.
Bettor see this one.
"Our personal attention to
every littlo detail."
Phono 657.
Limited amount of money to
loan first mortgage.

TO

A

Plumblni? and Heating.

Z, Socorro,

MONEY

Five-roo-

stock.

O. ;?ox

VALUE

Seven-roo-

Now ready to move into, 'consisting of a combination dining
bad rooms, nice
room, two
kitchen, built-i- n
features, oak
floors, well located in Fourth
ward. Reasonable terms. For
appointment call
A,- -

Realtor,

OPPORTUNITIES

HOME FOR

(

NEW AND COSY, TERMS,
Living and dining room across the
built-i-

P.

Dwellings

NEW

Real Estate,

T, J, JOHNSON

V.

A

r OR SALE

PHYSICIAN
ANi
MilM.KON.
Da. s. i.. iii ihon"
Ilenses of tne Stnmnrh.
Suite. 9. Harriett Funding.
DK. MAICIiAli! T I AUrtVKKJirr.
ltealdem-1UI Knst Central

WANTED
Furniture, oil stove, range,
Ice box. Phone ti03-.FUlt.N ITTI R E REI'a"thINQ and upholster- i3-or 2033-I'nons
ing.
Ervln

Bedding Company.
SALE Mihogany dresser, nuarter- sawed oak bufl'ot: verv reasonable.
?"3 North Elm, phone JIL"-M- .
FOR SALE Two oak wardrobes. Three
oak dressers, one wooden bed. three
springs, three small center tables. 328
North Third.
FOU SALE Refrigerator,
cook stoves.
wardrobes. Ivory
dressers, complete
line of now and used furniture.
Murphy FurnltUfo Co., 3?5 South' First.
FOU SALE Edison
talking machine.
Singer sewing machine, brass bed. mat
tress, spring: other articles not mentioned; all in flrst-clrtcondition: not
been used by slek.
214 North Walter;
call between 6 and 7 p. m.

It.

fitlzens' Ilnnk Building.
Pilous Stil-and ;023-J- .
Mt. S. ( riJlHKK,
Fye, Far, Noe and Throat.
Birnett Building.
Phona 131.
Office Iloura- to IS a.
and 2 to B p.

W. M. SHERIDAN.

M. D.

Prnolirp Limited to
GKN1TO . I'lllNAItV DISEASES
IlSKASr-!AM)
OF T11E SKIN
Wosaerman I.oliorntorv In Connection,
Cltlrons Itiinh filne. Phone H88.

F. C. BAKES, M. D.
Dlscnsesof the Fye. (ilnssoo Flltaj
Office removed to 114 N. Second Rt. flronnd floor. Phone M2,

DRESSMAKING
SKU'lN'd

mho

WANT KD

rimtie.

Sewing.

Forrester.
HKMSTITmiNU iileiiiliig
llinery ?ee f. nth
FIUST-CI.AS-

S K WI Nn
S400

25o
311

1011

1090--

Williams'
ph.

Mi777--

J

work

ilrepsm-tKinK-

.tun

West Lend, phone
h our.
S i tlsTrn cTlon

South Harvard.

d.
1

J.

7.1

na

Plione

R--

PI.EATIN'O. accordion, sicle and box:
215
moll orders. N. Crane.
North
Seventh. Crane Apartments, phone 314.
In
the
HKMSTlTCIIINO'"dime"'pr'omp'l.r
best possible manner. prlceR reasonable.
117 Cold
avenue,
.bono 43"-blnger
Pewlnt? Mirllloe CiimnitiJ

FOR
KOU
FOU

Furniture

l.

3. MAIU.F, SKDI.I.S,

RENT

UKVT
Ft

10

NT-

lilirnL-e-

-

MisceMnneon
.

Private gar.iKe.

Third.
ItENT Piano, aicellent
Phone 1SH4-- J

'est Coal.
South
3
condition.

FOU

FOU

CARPENTERING

We want gootJ cfean cotton
ras. good size, no small
pieces. Bring them to tha
JOURNAL OFFICE-.

Alhuqueriiut-Sun-

FOU ODD JOBS and contracfworlt.
1H75--

call

PETTI FORD THE ODD JOB MAN.
All kinds of work.
Phone 1673-J- .
WILL ESTIMATE all or any part of
your work; I tnako a specialty of lath.
W. M. Conver. phone
Ing and shingling.
I

FLOOR

ta

DAILY

re- f.TAOB

T--

r

To loos (Bead Down!
fioave
7:80 a. m.
10:30 a. m. .
Arrive
Leave
13:30 u. m.
Leave
...13:30 p. m. "
Arrive
in p. m.
To AfharjDenine (Read Cp)
Albuqueniue ...Arrive... TtOO'p.m.
P:tnt
Pe
Leave... 4:00 p. m.
Arrive. ..13:45 p. in.
p"nta Fe
Kspam la
Arrive... 11 :1 1 a. m.
Taos
Leave... 7:30 a. m.
FARE TO SANTA FTB, $4.60

SANDING We can resurface
your old floors and make them like
your new floors perfect
Phone 2070-TO TAOS. 111.80.
LET me figure your new house or re
Albuiuerque Headquarters
pairs; reasonable prices; work guaran Brothers' cigar more, 210 West Rlngllnc
Central
B Aver
Call 176S-.
teed; estimates free.
Phone 600.
n. Johnson. 618 Jnhn.
Santa Fe Headquarters
Bank Onnfeoi
LET MlTTjGUnn" with you on new and tlonery. Phone
old bouses; estimates guaranteed.
R.
H.
TIME CARDS"
Caldwell, Contractor and Builder,
phono 2SJ9-and
WE DO OlD .'OB carpentering
house building, reasonable;; Investigate
our low prices; estimates free,
Phone
S.ISfl-J. V. Kluken. 212 Tale.
I WANT you to Investigate my low prices
on any kind of a building proposition
you have In view. A.
Palmer, Bungalow Ponder. Poi 41. city. Phone 17SS-"
WISTBCCN.-- )
Dally.
Train,
Arrive.
MONEY TO LOAN
Deptrt,
No. 1 The Scoot.... 7:!0 pm 1:10 pm
MOfBY TO LOAN On watches,- dia- No. I Calif. Limited. H:J0 am 11:0 an
monds, guns and everything valuable
Na T Fargo Fast. .10:8a am 11 :0 am
Mr. B. Marcus, J1S South Flrat.
No. I The Nava.1i. .11:35 am 1:M ana
SOUTHBOUND.
MONET TO LOAN on diamonds, watches
Nc. II El Paso Rip
10:19 pm
and good Jwelrys liberal, reliable,
17
No.
11 :! an
El
Paso Pip
Oottlleb Jewelry Co.. 1H N. let
EASITODNTX
MONEY TO LOAN on cloee-l- n
city prop. No. 1 The Navajo.. 1:10 pm 1:40 pm
erty, first
McMlllion
nortgagea.
No. 4
Limited. 6. CO pm 1:40 pm
Wood, ids West Onld.
Insurance, real No. I Calif.
a. F. Eight.. T:tS pm t:10 pm
estate
No. 10 The
am !:( ana
cot....
FHCU SCL'TH
WELL CONTRACTOR
No. II From Gl Paso 1:15 pm
WELLS DRILLED, drlvVn" Vnd,"repalre'Jf;
eio. go
rrora Bl Paao 7:et aia
.1
Mo. to ounneets at Telen crtl Ka It
pumps, tnnks. tower
v wniii.
42S West Marble, phone 1452-W- ,
fi Clovte. Peee Vatt- - Saaar i C1t
4
G
Coast.
FOR SALE OR TRADE
No. 11 connect.
t "salon wlt!iTa tl
from Clovle and polnte
and eoath
WaNTKU" TO"" TltALiE
Team "of
.
worn norses ror vacant lot; not good
particular aa to location. Phone lr,8-J- ;
call 810 North Broadway.
See Scott
Ridenour.
new and make

'

X H O M E
--

Six rooms, hollow tile, stucco finish, baaoment, steam
garage, flie place, breakfast room. Lot 50x142 feet
on University Heights. Priced at
....$5,250

. heat,

WILLIAM J. LEVERETT, Realtor
Tliorje HO,

223 West Gold..
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M0T0RIST GETS
0LITA1RE

$75 WORTH OF
FUN WITH FIRE 0

ROLLED OAT

Is the kind to serve this time of the yenr. It takes
cooking as it has been heat processed; two sizes.
and
Pep, the breakfast food that doe not need any cooking Wood
has real merit. Manufactured by Iiattle Creek Sanitarium
Company.
It you expect to need any genuine Concord urape juice, even in
the dim future, right now is the tunc lo buy it Welch'.".
All our Mesilln Valley Cantaloupes arc cominK direct from the
growers. They know we want the be.t the fields produce.

CASH

WARD'S

Phone 28

STORE,

Orders Delivered for 10c

508 West Central.
iBSSSH

LOCAL ITEMS

I

Coal Supply Co. Phone 4 and 5.
Miss Irene Hale has returned to
her home at Tulsa, Okla., after
visiting her sister, Miss Cora Hale,

III

SUGGESTED

here.

i

ARE

U

Tax Levies Will Be Reduced
treatment, niimo
in Many Instances if New
' Mr. and Mrs. B. F. l'oole and children, whu left a few weeks ago In
Budget Is Approved; Intheir automobile for a trip through
terest Fund Boosted.
northern New Mexico. Colorado
ioiet-ra- y

,

'

and thence to their old homo in
Nebraska, returned yesterday afternoon. The entire trip was
made without trouble or delays on
account of tho roads or several
heavy rains which they pas?d
Mr.
Poole says the
through.
farmers of Colorado and Nebraska
record
breaking crops of
expect
Corn and wheat.

of
Reduction
operating
penses for nearly every department of the county government
will bo tho rule for 1923 if the
tentative budget suggested yesterday at the meeting of the county commissioners is adopted and
approved by tho state tax comVictor Greenleaf, who was here mission.
it. F. Asplund, of the New
the past few weeks on court matassociation,
ters, left last night for San Dieq , Mexico Taxpayers'
i
who has been assisting in preparCalif.
"
attended the
Factory wood, full truck load, ing the budget,
The budget,
four dollars. Ilahn Coal Company. meeting yesterday.
is given bewhich
a
of
siumii.'iry
Phone 91.
not
low
docs
the school
include
,
LiauiiB j'j. unvw, vice presioeni
has already been
the E. 1j. Washburn company. budget which
( of
who spent his vacation studying the prepared and sent to Santa Fe
tax
of the state
history of the
npple for approval
trees at Manzano, In southern Tor- commission.
Summary of Budget
rance county, has returned and exThe summary of the tentative
pects to resume his duties at the budget
follows:
store Monday.
Court fund, to be raised,
Born to Mr. and Mrs. J. Jj.
up-- ,
SI2,00;
levy. .18 mill;
Greiner, a daughter.
propria! ion last year, sama
John F. Van Landingham, pales-ma- n
nntntml; levy last year, same;
for the Roehl realty office,
subjiHt to tlio ap- -'
left yesterday for Invernos, MIsi.. ; this Itemof is tlio
district court.
proval
his former home, where he will
Court house mid jail fund,
spend a month.
to be ra'sctl, $l,.-rlevy, .07
Carl D. Broreln returned last
mill; figure last year, S3.400;
night to his homo at Tampa, Fla.,
last ear, .1.1 mill.
levy
after a visit with his family here.
Wild animal bounty fund,
Mrs. Brorein and son will remain
to be raised, $1,000; levy .05
here for several weeks longer.
mill; figure last year, $2,000;
Mrs. P. K. Scheck has returned
levy last year. .0." mill; the
from a two weeks' visit nt the sumlarger figure for last yeur
mer home of Mr. and Mrs. Cortcz
ii balance coming over
Quickel on the Upper Pecos.
from the previous year.
Mr. and Mrs. Tony Napoleone
Agricultural extension iuiiil,
have returned from a honey-moo- n
to lie lllisetl, $7,00; levy, .10
trip to Kl Paso. Mrs. Napoieore
mill; figure last jeur, $0,720;
was formerly Miss Margaret
levy 1. 1st year, .10 mill; tlio
a teacher for six terms In
d
county only raises alxiut
tho county schools. Mr. Napoleone
of tlio cost ol
this
1
employed In the Santa Fo shops.
work, us the state ami federal
The
govci noiciiLs puy the rest.
daughter nf
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Reynolds, who
Indigent fund, to be raised,
was badly burned at her home a
$11,0110; levy, .o mill; figure
last yeur, S1O.808; ley last '
week ago, Is reported to be slight-l.- v
year, .5 mill.
Improved in condition. The physicians hold out some hope for the
Cicneral county fund, to he
child's recovery.
raised, 22.!(i; levy, .8 mill;
Mrs. B, F. Fillmore will arrive
figure last year, S,'),010; levy
last yeir, 1.1 mill.
this morning from El Pnso to ho
the guest of her sister, Mrs. liowj
(.cnciat road, fund, to "be
K. Hudson and her mother, Mrs.
raised, $25,000; levy, .Ii mill;
Tenner.
figure last year, $2tf,700; levy
last year, 1.1 mill. The figure
Theodore Steer of New Yorlc
lor lust year Included the exhas left for Colorado after a visil
a road
pense or building
with Jerome Alexandre on North
warehouse.
Fourth street.
'
Miss Anna Oleson of Santa Fe
Salary fund, to he raised,
was a vlstor here yesterdny.
$31,100; levy,
mill; ligure
last year, bO.UDO; levy last
Mrs. Holm O. Bursum
and
1
mill.
year,
Children were In the city yesterHealth fund, lo bu raised,
day on their way home to Socorro
$10,450; levy, .48 mill; figure
from their cabin on the Feeos.
last year, $10,105; levy last
iney were accompanied by Mrs.
jour, .5 mill.
oi inaiannpolis, who
j.upei
Interest fund, to be raised,
is their guest for several weeks.
$11,000; levy, .3 mill; figure
; Reuben D. Perry, superintendent
last year, $16,420; levy last
of the 17. S. Indian
has gone
year, .52 mill; the fund to be
to Flagstaff. Ariz., school,
to address the
raised for next year Is based
(state normal school (here.
on
the carrying out by the
Mrs. A. A. McGowan
and
county treasurer of the redaughter. Miss Gertrude McGow-aa- ,
commendation of the board
ot Santa Fe, have moved to
of county commissioners tliut
this city and are at home at 212
ah, nit $53,000 worth of counarvara avenue.
ty bonds be retired.
Mrs. Archibald T.ittln of rw-.- u
Sinking fund, to be raised,
tvho has been the house guest r,f
$20,000; levy, 1 mill; figure '
mifn Angelica Howden, left last
last year, $0,298; levy last
JiiKnt i or wuvr-- City, where she
year, .3 mill. It was pointed
win visit menus.
out by
that the
Asplund
The Missionary socletv nf th
county Is lulling far behind
Christian church will meet at 2:30
in sinking fund, now being
o'clock this afternoon at the home
nearly $30,000 behind
uhut
n .irs. win swayne, 2274 North
it should be. He recommendiourtn street. Division I will
ed that this levy be Increased
ue in ennruo.
from three-tenth- s
of a mill
.iam Hunt was fined $10
for
to ones mill for several years
drunkenness yesterday morning by
to
catch
with
what
should
up
Police Judgft Tloddy.
He is the
hp hi the fund.
iirhi man in appear for that ofFlood fund, to be assessed
fense for a long time. Hunt claimagainst lands for five miles
ed a tajd man hail short changed
to
each side of the river, the
htm J, and wanted to go out and
levy will be reduced from .5
whip the offender.
mill to .4 mill, on the recomGano & Co., public accountants,
mendation of County
Flood
have moved their office into tho
Commissioner
Ion llankin.
.Journal building on West Gold
May Contract lload Work
avenue.
"
The county road departme i.
The Junior department of the
Y. M. C. A. will go on a hike to.liv tangle which has resulted through
to Palmers, north of here on the the expenditure of all of the
i onus
allowed by state law for
Rio Grande.
and which has had tho
Asserting that her husband, Kr- - '
ff
t
of
nest
a
threw
rock
Valdez,
stopping the department
through!' v
'
a window at their home and other-- ! oik through lack of a road
wise acted ungenllemanly. his wife.!' auiiiiiirndent, was discussed &l
lii' meeting. Chairman Albert Q.
a complaint against him in police ;iiinus suggested that the county
ontiuue i'h necessary road reDiir
court.
Maria Z. do Sanchez started suit work by letting contracts for tin
work
in
'here is still 113.000
the district court to
yesterday
the road fund which
determine the extent of equities in availabl
certain real estate.
The defend-- ; ii' claims i:iii bo used in this
manner.
Tin'
ants named in the complaint are
wl'I
iggestlon
K.. V. Chavez, Uvaldo I. Sanchez, l'i nimbly he t;tkcn
up at tilts
11,..
P. V. McCanna, Inc., Mrs. Beatrice n liiiK i.f
commissioners
this limriiiiiL'.
C. Sanchez and O. A. I.arrazolo.
At thy
,., ;,
Oil
The Continental
company
,,int, th)(
filed 'suit in the district court yes-- i mornlnsr. a final check of tha
auditor
,,f
recover
to
$7S7.64
finances
of the
().
terday seeking
will bo in:ulr
with J.
V wild to be duo on account
ex-

ld

i

Fred P. Burns, 35 years old, who
served in the world war. died at a
local hospital here yesterday morning shortly after 11 o'clock, following a short illness. Mr. Burns Is a
brother of Mrs. S. S. Servis of 1119
South High utreet and was married
only nine months ago to Miss Cru-sit- a
Chaves, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Kdwnrd Chaves, 1013 South
Third street, and niece of Mrs.
Isidro Sandoval ot 1C04 South
Third street.
Mr. Burns had been working for
the Coal Supply company and had
lust completed his new home when
he was taken suddenly ill. He
went, to the hospital eight days ago.
Besides his wife and sister, who
are here, he Is survived by his
mother and father in Exeter, Calif.,
and three other sisters and brothers. The body Is at C. T. French's
parlors pending funeral arrangements, which will be announced
later.

'

;

,5

MORNIN

Tlllrtnfr a ?Viinftnrerrrivt

Tho

Gllderslccve Uleetrlc
Phone 797--

ELECTRICAL
CONTRACTING
11. Nourse Electrical Co.
Phono 125lt-,I.

FOR RENT
Desirable unfurnished
corner

MacCHACREN.
DAISY
B. MucCRACKE.1.
DR.
Osteopathic Physicians.
R. P. Building. Phone Office H9-Residence 89-J.

.

Let Us Send a Man

Montfiromerv.

was started
Suit for
nralnRt the Allen Mercantile com- ur,i....uv
pany yesterday by tho Continental
company.
n
company asks Jurtg- ment for $976.89 from Frank Go
n
rnez and the
Mercantile company In a suit filed
court
In the district
yesterdny.
is based on a
The proceeding
note.
promissory n
company start.
The
Vd
uit yesterday against Charles
on account.
$49.26
for
Sullivan
"1 61.40

'

Bond-Dillo-

Gomez-O'Ranno-

;

'?

,,

Among its

Clip
distinctions.
ountv, California,
eiaims to produce tli largest
spin-O''h crop in tho United States. The
1.500 acres devoted
to spinach
"iuukiii a reinrn 10 the
this year of $150 an acre. growers

narramento

il

c. ii.
Stern

com:r.

Osteopathic?
Hid?. Tel.

i. d.
Specialist.
m.

701--

o.

325--

J.

Bond-Dillo-

r.

DIES' CONTEST POPULAR
The Popular Ladles Contest of
their, O. O. F. Carnival is
n
AjV international commercial
in popularity. A handwill be held in Mexico some diamond ring will be given
to
the lady receiving the greatlAugUHt IS to heptember la,
the auspices of the national est number of votes. Following
'etoflderation
of chambers of is tho slandlng of the candidates:
Aline Cairo
. . .1,540
commerce of Mexico.
F.nimn Walling
200
Frances
:!Oo
Sherer ,
ITV KLEC'IKIO SIK1F. HHOI'
1.1 s..,ilh Kccuntl.
Laura Newby
I'bvnr
300
(.'all mid ilellier.
Kacliacl Tcdlcr .,
Sii)
.

4

AHI--

.lite

-

2,

Desirable unfurnished
house, furnace heat and hardwood floors, $65.00. 823 Forrester avenue. Inquire
m

Inc.

South Second St.

--

FRANK TROTTER
11A West Gold Avenue.

ATTENTION

CHOCOLATE

All Members

CREAM COFFEE

OF THE WORLD
meet at K. of P. Hall at
p. m. Tonight lo attend

WOODMEN'
will

I. O. O. F. Carnival.

Sold At This Store. Great

comedian

skinner's

ifl

'Tfffi
4hf

gave

Jackie tiis old sweater
we seii
and cap. Trousers taken
from
producer who vis- tho highest grade Macaroni,
ited
the
studio but hon- Noodles
and
Spaghetti, Egg
ors
for
maintaining ,f am- other Macaroni Products.
ous wardrobe go to Mrs.

ttyAm

;

p

i

,': SjV
:

J
'

m$r

ifk

;'vv;v'i''".'''!'

IKf--

i

"

f'

'

'

j'rJf

DAHLIAS

&
GLADIOLI
cut all colors Send a
friend a box today.

Fresh

Raymond

Phono

Prohibition Pol

DENTIST
Room 4, Grant Building. Third
and Central.
Phone
492

2107--

q
m

J.

e
Have You Read About the
Prohibition Poll Being
Conducted By the Albuquerque Herald?
State-Wid-

WANTED

pay good prices for firesuch as Rifles. Shot
Must be la
Guns, Pistols.
Acondition.
213 South First Street

arms
-l

Ecton's
'

Transfer

Local and long distance hauling
Packing a Specialty

Phono

This poll Is conducted along the same lines as is the national
poll,' now being conducted by the Literary Digest. Every man,
woman and child should cast a vote. No cost no obligation
no signature required.
Read About

848--

421 W.

0H2--

&

two-thir-

Picnic Parties
Phone

s

If not, you are missing something. This poll will for the first
time, show the opinions of New Mexicans on prohibition.
of the voters
Postcard ballots are being sent out to
of the State. If you don't get yours, write and ask us for it,
or buy a Herald; a ballot is contained in each issue.

It In

The

Albuqsserque Herald

Central.

RENT A CAR
Drive it Yourself New Fords
and Dodges. Coupes and Sedans
DRIVERLESS CAR CO.
Cars Delivered.

GALLUP LUMP COAL
CERRILLOS LUMP COAL
CERRILLOS EGG COAL

Reymann's Auto Body

KINDLING
Order a Load of Factory Wood
Big Truck Load Four Dollars

ALBIQUERQI'E

Works
Manufacturer

and Repairer of
TRUCK BODIES
SPRINGS AND WHEELS
Blacksmlthlng and Woodwork
702 S. Second. Phone 631-AUTO

5 REELS OF SMILES

ADDED ATTRACTIONS

-

"Patlie Review"

Current Events

NO ADVANCE IN PRICES

HAlin COAL COMPANY

AND

MSft

Phone 91

LET'S GO

PAST
AIR-COOLE-

GUY'S TRANSFER
AND STORAGE
make a specialty on lumber
and building material.
Now don't forget the long trips.
321 S. Second
I'hone 371.
We

hauling

rmlmli!iu.

-- Mil

housekeeping.

404

IE

Theater

TODAY

CONTINUOUS

I

1

TO

M.

11

LAST TIME TODAY

D

Starting Today Three Days

-

FOR
RENT
Three rooms
North

ESV1PIRE

for light
Apply

Second

Cleaners

DTKRS AND HATTERS
RUG CLEANING
Phone 4S3. Cor. Htb and Gold

L. C. Morris

SIGNS

217 West

Moved To
Gold. Phono 981 W.
--

Bring your roofing
troubles to Raabe &
Mauger's, or telephone 305.
SEE ISI.ETA
Cars run Tuosduy, Thursday
and Saturday innrnlngH at 30
lo this Interesting Indian nu.
fhlo. Time, three hour. Pare
$3.M. Knshure Tours. Ill I Went
tiitlil. Phone J500--

ft

P

F. Bloom,

replace that broken window
glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co.
I'hone 421. 423 North First.

Dr. H. E. Kimble

1

M

To

'

1

...

z.

fe!

r

i

for Rent

house; five rooms, close In;
Areola heating system, $45;
lease required; no sick or chil
or 120.
dren. Phone 1162--

654

Pi.

624 TODAY

CASH AND SERVICE
ALIj KINDS AND SIZES LUNCH
BASKETS.
25e
Breakfast Cup Coffee, lb
Cnrn llnlnw. tiltfr.
7tp
luc
Pork anil Beans
10c
Loose Macaroni, lb
10c
Loose Spaghetti, lb
HOME SOHGHUM, cnl. ...$100
5 and 10 lbs.'
Pure Sorghum,- 2
2"c
Hebe Small Milk, 6 for
Glassed Jar Pears, 2
lbs.. 40c
33
Glassed Jar Peaches,
Glassed Jar Apricots, 'i
lbs 3ftc
20c
Hulk Peanut Butter, lb
KOe
New Comb Honey
Limn Beans, 7 lbs
,.$1.00
Black-Eye- d
Pens, lb...
.. BOe
Cldor Vinegar...
.. 35c
Sack of Meal . . . .
Bacon
...25c
Pig
.

7:00

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
DOINGS

FFA.NR

PHONE

!

Co

Forrest

We

DR.

Night.)

groceries.

211 East Central.

beaten about the head on North
Twelfth street shortly before 5
o'clock last evening. I.ovato was
met by several men, who told him
not to go to work, lie replied "All
wbin, aim iuiut:u iu hu in luo ULI1- er direction, when lie was struck
on the back of the head with what
Pahe believes was a blackjack.
trolman Salazar, who investigated
the case, reported that thg man
'
was badly beaten.

Phone

Thursday

(Every Tuesday

BRACEY'S CAFETERIA
Cor. 4th and Central

114

SATURDAY,

AND

GYPSY andFIVE

I

P. F. McCANNA,

TOMORROW

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY
Dancing Tonight
AT COLLEGE INN
Charles Chaplin Selected Togs That
For Couples Only
Jackie
Music By
Coogan Has Made Famous

,a fc.

Mia

Tomns I.ovato, a Santa Fe railway employe, was attacked and

654 TAXI LINE

TODAY,

.IHJI

Navajo Rugs

JOURNAL)

THEATRE

reasonable. Satisfaction
MISS PAULINE
VORBACH. Located
at the
Koyal Cleaners, 420 W. Gold.

guaranteed.

Fine weaves, beautiful
Indian designs. Selling at
Reservation prices. Tourists' headquarters.
Information about roads
and routes.

fientry's eggs. 50c;, for sale nt

leading

RAILWAY EMPLOYE IS
BEATEN ABOUT - HEAD
ON NORTH TWELFTH ST.!

Ten dollars expended in drugging
Hast Central avenue Monday morning after the rain would accom
plish as much towards making that
street travclable as several nun- dred dollars spent at a less oppor- tune time. This is where lots of
the waste creeps in.
To sleep on the Heights and in- me uuiiiiiliiii euoi air is a
luxury that is really worth while.
The new Spanish type bungalow
being built by E. L. Khinn, facing
on Glrard avenue, will soon be
ready for the roof. .Mr. Shinn's
family could not delay any longer1
the pleasure
of living on the
Heights and have moved Into their
newly completed garage pending
the completion of the house.

WANTED

Prices

place to be is in a train, with bed as
a good second.

o,

one-thir-

''O

To-pe-

FRED P. BURNS, WAR
VETERArDIES HERE

COUNTY

Dr. and Mrs. Carl Mulky and
cf
theirguest, Mrs. C. H. Slayman
Chicago, have returned from a
trip to Jemez Springs.
A Dr. D. R. Murray, Osteopathic and

II

Judge Neblett in Federal
Court Issues Injunction
Against Violence or Intimidation Here.
DISPATCH

DRESSMAKING

221--

Diamonds. Watches,
Jewelry.
Highest Quality, Lowest Trices.
Postoffice.
Opposite
118 South Fourlb.

STIEJICKETS

Santa Fe, N. M., Aug. 2. At the
request of attorneys for the Santa
Fo railway, a temporary restraining order was issued here today by
Judge Colin Neblett of the United
States district court, prohibiting
with
strikers from Interfering
shop employes of the Atchison,
and Santa Fe railway. For
the present the order will be served
only upon strikers at Albuquerque,
where disturbances have been reported.
Picketing will be permitted under the order, but the pickets are
singly and
required to operate
mu3t not use threats or violence.
They are prohibited lrom operating on railway property.
The order is returnable August
12, when defendants will be re
quired to show cause why a pre
is
liminary injunction should not
s
sue.
It Is understood that United
States Marshal Seeundino Romero
and deputies will enforce
the
order.

ROOMS

Phone

FOGG, The Jeweler

STOPPING

ItPIGIAL

First.

SIOH South

much less
The 'steenth motorist came tearing down West Central avenue
Just after the fire hose had
been stretched across the city's
main street nt Second. He lammed
on his brakes at the wigwag of the
traffic cop in the crossing.
"Turn around and go
back,"
gesticulated tho cop.
"Will this cost me anything?"
queried the driver anxiously,
"Uh, uh," denied the cop.
The motorist turned, grinning.
At First and Central he made another complete turn and drove
back to the fire hose at Second,
swirled in front of tho policeman
and back to First street. This ho
did again anh again and again.
"Hey," protested the cop on the
fifth round. "Whnddy think you're
doing?"
"Having some fun." replied the
driver.
"The last time I turned
around on this corner it cost me
$15 and I'm taking all I can get
for nothing on this trip."

HOUSE

BITTNER

Tfl FE GETS

August 3, 1922

The Most Famous of All Sons

Jo 'tinny Walker
In a Drama of Towering Emotions

NORTH

OF THE

A Story of the Snovlands
Pafhejplcture- The Screen's Most Magnetic Novelty.
The Marvel Picture of the Age.
You'll See it Twice.
And Talk About it Forever.
.

Dad99
"My

Added Attraction

,

"ONCE UPON A TIME"
Goldwyn Sport Review
Regular Prices.

A Cliff Smith Production

i

:

Also a Sunshine Comedy

"Try and Get It"

milk produced under proper conditions
a healthy herd is good, clarification
makes milk better, clarification plus pasteurization makes the best milk of all.
For hot weather dessert SHERBET is best of all.

ANY

ALBUQUERQUE
DAIRY ASSOCIATION
CO-OPERATI-

Regular Admission Prices
I

V

Phone SSI

821

North

Scfond.

